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INTRODUCTION

In 1900 the American scholar and leader. Dr. W.E.B. Du Bois,

uttered the historic statement that "the problem of the twentieth 

century is the color line. By this he meant that the century's 

most critical problans wbuld .arise out of the relationships, among
>1

(or conflict between) the races. Seven years later Winston S.

Churchill found race to be the underlying factor of politics

n2in Kenya] "Colour is already the dominant question at Nairobi.

He observed further that the problems of the East African Protec- 

torate (as>Kenya was then called) were "problems of the world.

.. .We see the social, racial, and economic stresses which rack'modem 

society already at work here, but in miniature,"^

The racial difference -- based on the common biology or

ethnic identity — is not, in itself significant. It is the

non-biologlcal factors that, ]dien correlated with race, create
t ' • - -

the tensions that both Dii Bois and Churchill had in mind. A

<•5

^The Souls of Black Folk (Chicago: A.C. McClurg & Co
• f

1903), p. vll.

^Mv African Journey (New York and Londons Hodder St
Stoughton, 1908)> p. 45.

^Ibid pp. 64-65,,♦ 9

■
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.1 brief outline of Kenya's geography and demography help set the r

V
•'v.

. framework for studying and analysing her politics. t

>•

Geography and Climate

-Kenya's boundaries were finally.demarcated in 1925. Bisected 

by the equator, the country extends from latitude 4° N. to latitude 

4° S.} and from longitude 34° E. to 41° E. Kenya (the old Colony 

and Protectorate) is flanked by Ethiopia and Sudan to the north;^"
• ■ «r*

it borders on Uganda to the west; on Tanzania (Tanganyika and 

Zanzibar) to the south; and on Somali RepubHc and the Indian Ocean 

to the east.

/■

;!
1

With an area of 224,960 square miles, Kenya is Slightly

smaller than Texas and abouJ:-twice the size of New Mexico. The

- 1

northern part, comprising three-f ifths jof the w^,le, is arid and

A}^out.5,lH square miles of the totalcomparatively waterless.

area are under water (mainly the eastern part of Lake Victoria and

a large portion of Lake Rudolf in the north). Thus, out of
h

219,789 square miles of land. the arable and inhabitable areas

comprise only^approximately 87,900 square miles. The prevailing 

climatic conditions,' the rapid population increases, and the domin

ance of agriculture all account for the tensions that arose as 

):his small cultivable land was parcelled out. It is eas^.-enough,,

^Kenya, Ministry of'Economic Pla'nning and Developgient, 
Statistics Division, Population Census; 1962. Vol.. III. African 
Population (Nairobi: Government Printer, October 1966), p. 19.-

\
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therefore,' to see vhy the land policies of colonial as well as 

independent Kenya were so hotly debated.

The center of all econoinic production is the southern 

strip. This strip Included the European-settled areas -- traversed

by the'main railway line from Mombasa on Kenya'.s coast to Uganda ;
I

and by branch lines to Important centers of production as Nyeri', 

Thomson’s Falls,,Kitale -- and the two main areas of native prod-

These three regions wereuctlon, Nyanza and Central Provinces.
i . ^

both the centers of population concentration and political conflict

during the colonial period.

Climatically, Kenya provides a striking example of the

Except for the coastalmodification of temperature by altitude.

(Mombasa’s average t'emperature is RO F.), the climate is 

The capital city, Nairobi, for example.

areas

cool and invigorating, 

is 5,500 feet above sea level.

67° F. with a maximum.of 77° F.

3,500 feet although the highlands rise from the plateau at 5,000 

At this level and higher the resulting temperatures proved

It enjoys a mean temperature of

Kenya’s average altitude is

feet.

It is in these areas that over 10,500 squareideal for Europeans, 

miles were alienated to Europeans to form the "White Highlands."
‘ Xk

I
The amount and reliability of rainfall are the basic

The perfect conditions

largely limited to three regionsj the highlands, including
' .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ • ■ _ ,

Central Province, Nyanza Province, and a narrow coastal belt.

These areas have an annual rainfall of 30 inches and over. More 
<4-

than two-thirds of Kenya has less than 30 inches and is thus good

limitations to land utilization in Kenya.
v;

are
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for grazing only. Grains, which are a vital staple food, can only 

grow with at least 30 inches of rain a year.^ Consequently, droughts 

in the grain producing regions have generally caused famine.

Population

The real comprehensive country-side censuses were taken in 

February and August, 1948,® and in August, 1962. Fairly accurate

population estimates for the years after World War II exists as table

I on the following page shows.

Censuses for the immigrant communities are available from 

1911 to 1931 and then from 1948 to the present as shown in table 2,

There was a marked increase in this population category. The

European increase -- figures included both officials and other

whites — was largely through immigration while those of Asians was

through birth.

The earliest official estimate of the African population 

made by Sir Arthur Hardlnge in 1897 placed the population of the

East African Protectorate (later Kenya) at 2,500,000.

1902 and the outbreak of World War I, the population was estimated 

as between three and four million.

Between

®Great Britain, Colonial Office, Annual Report_ _ _ _ _
1961 (London! Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1962), pp. 104-109.

on Kenya
-■::::

^Always taken at night! See Report on the Census of the 
Non-Native Population of Kenva Colony and Protectorate taken bn
the night of the 25th of February 1948 (Nairobi! Government Printer,
1953). . \

\
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TABLE 1 ;

POPULATION 1947-1967®
ANNUAL ESTIMATES (IN 000*S).AT MID-YEAR

i
iYear EstimateYear Estimate

,1
1958 . , 7,652
1959 . . 7,880
1960 . . 8,115
1961 . . 8,352
1962 . . 8,595
1963 . . 8,847
1964 . . 9,104
1965 . . 9,365
1966 . . 9,643
1967 . . 9,948

1947 . . 5,273
1948 . . 5,662 '
1949 . . 5,839
1950 . . 6,018
1951 . . 6,201
1952 . . 6,390
1953 . . 6,581
1954
1955 •. . 6,993
1956 . . 7,209
1957 . . 7,432

i:
■!

■e

6,783

aThese estimates are compiled from 
U.N, and Kenya Government sources. See 

Statistical Office, Demographic 
Yearbook 1966. Vol. 18 (New York:
United Nations, 1967), pp. 120-21; Re
public of Kenya, Ministry of Economic 
Planning and Development, Statistics 
Division, ^atlstlcal Abstract 1967 
(Nairobi: £&ovemment PpinterJ,

- . August 1967), p. 13.

U.N • f
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TABIE 2
aPOPUIATION By MCE IN CENSUS YEARS/:

■'V

V IV
•j:

■'V*

CENSUS YEAR;-V;:;R£i.ce:: ;
!>;,1'^

4^!- 4'I
1

QVj

1926 1948 19621911 1921 1931
t

African and Somali 5,251,120 8,565,942• .««'..

NonMfrlcan 
Aslan 
European 
Arab - 
Other*

, 'Total NonMfrican 

Total

'.-i;!
^11,787 

5,175 
9,100.

99
24,161 45,635

29,524
12,529
10,557
1,259

55,669

43,623
16,812
12A66
75,947

97,687 
29,660 
24,174

176,613-m
8,636,263

25,255
9,651
10,102

v'.;.
t •14,1 ■

!
627 2i

415.,
I;

5,405,966 ! .

®Kenya, Statistical Abstract I967. p. 15 !■

i'f

j
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The African population increased from 2,549,300 in 1925 

to 3,413,371 in 1939. 

indeed for they may have been based entirely on the Hut and Poll

These figures are very rough estimates

Tax records which obviously did not take into account several

categories: adult males who evaded tax payment and "numbers of 

dependednts per adult male -- women, children and old men -- 

exempt from tax.^

Of considerable importance in the 1945 African population

estimate is the distribution by provinces, Nyanza and Central
. p-

Provinces accounted for-about three million people. These were

the areas of intense political struggles and the bedseed of African
8

nationalism.

^Kenya, Population Census: 1962, Vol. Ill, African
Population, p.l.

8
The tribal analysis of the 1948 census yielded the

following figures:

Province and Tribe % of Grand TotalPopulation

Central
Kikuyu
Kamba
Meru
Embu

1,026,341
611,725
324,894
203,690

19.5
11.5
6.2
3.9

Nyanza
757,043
653,774
255,108

Luo
Luhya
Kisii

14.4
12.5
44.9

Rift Valley 
Klpsigis •

Others

159,692
116,681

1,142,172

3.0
2.2

221.7'

V

^4/
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They have continued to dominate all spheres of life in

When the predominantly urban districts of tombasa and Nairobi 

are excluded, the land scarcity among certain residents of these

Some of the rural

Kenya.

provinces is revealed in the population density, 

locations in Klambu and North Nyanza had population densities of

over 1,500 persons per square mile.®
^ ' '

Table 3 on the following page shows clearly that even in 

1962 Nyanza and Central Provinces were heavily populated, in con

trast to other areas, with densities'of 312 and 173 respectively.
X

■ .-I'-

^enya. Population Cansusi 1962. African Population,
p. 21.-

!
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TABLE 3
LAND AREA, APRICAH POPULATIOH 
AND MEAN POPULATION DENSITIES 
OP PROVINCES AND DISTRICTS*; (■

!

' Land Area 
in Square 
Mllee

Land Area 
in Square 
Miles

Density'per 
Square MileProvince and DistrictProvince aiVd District ; African

Population
Density per 
Square Kile

African
Population

J
Halrobl ExtraTProylnciBi; District' -196.906 ; 867227 Central

^bu.
Fort Hall 
Kiambu « 
Heru
Hanyukl . 
Nyerl . 
Thika .

.ST6 1821,603 P:402,

f
490702

. « Northern > :

■

: : c:

• 55?7

10,292 
23

■ 493,551
54.173

■ 75.421 
29,102 
20,582

■ 56,512 
159,210
99,750

468,223
55,132

.
124l;Jii6 20
4247 • ii• • -

,991
7,602
8,026

1 113
3
7m 7 11,043' 1,909,603Total 173
6

VOHlft Valley
BarlngQ . . 
Elgeyo-HaraXwet 
Lalklpla 
Haivasha 
Hakuru . . 
Handl . . 
Trans Btola 
Uasln Olshu 
West Pokot

Total; 123,467 588.301 '335 3,941
.1,009 159
2.7 3 25691747'

&
58,869

Coast
Klim-Hallndi;i .

SSi :; ::
Tana*BlvBr‘ ! I

51.91
2.432

714
l.?09s
1,637
1,960

4,794 .
3.187
2.583

• kill

240,646
155.842
16,214

111,847
li

1,381 58
15 30

3<s

Total 1,023,156 6017.007642,785Total' 25,712 25

Hyanza
Southern 1,816

1,500
2,133

652,768
347,231
386.951
518,226sa

Central Nyanza 
’ Elgon Nyanza 
Kericho . . 
Klsii . .

. North Nyanza 
South Nyanza

359 ■
i?;6°^

548,862
109,874

8 231
18124

li95 752
15 1,200

2,206 218
I

Total 32,727 1,010,107. 31 r 9,607'Total • 2,992,759 ' 312

*Ibid.. p. 20.i.

5
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CHAPTER I
!

THE' PROBLEM i

i
It is not difficult to see that our epoch is a 

birth-time, and a period of transition. The spirit of the 
age has broken with the world as it has hitherto existed, 
and with the old ways of thinking, and is in the mind to 
them all to sink into the depths of the past and to set 
about its own transformation. It is indeed never at rest, 
but carried along the stream of progress ever onward 
The spirit of the time, growing slowly and quietly ripe 
for the new form it is to assume, loosens one fragment 
after another of the structure of its previous world.
That It is tottering to its fall is only indicated by 
symptoms here and there. Frivolity and again ennui, 
uiiich are spreading in the established order of things, 
the undefined foreboding of something unknown — all 
these are hints foretelling that there is something 
else approaching. This gradual crumbling to pieces, 
which did not alter the general look and aspect of the whole, 
is interrupted by the sunrise, which, in a flash and at a 
single stroke, bring^to view the form and structure of the 
new world.

■

* • • •

\

Georg W.R. Hegel

t
i

■/
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Statemeait of Purpose

New nations, bom of revolutions, are now In a tran

sitory stagei transition from the obvious coloniar, tribal, 

ethnip, plural "societies" through what we characterise as 

state-nations to the unknown world of nation-states, A study 

of the role played by political leaders in this task may be 

lHuminating as po the type of society that will emerge.

The process of creating —. or, more accurately, of 

aspiring to create — a Kenya nation within the state boundaries 

is analyzed in chapter, eight. State is merely a political 

designation for purposes of international action. Leaders of the 

new States are^.^striving to give this formal unit some substance — 

the feeling, by the citizenry, of belonging to a unified "natlon- 

*'State." Thus in Kenya it is hoped that people will consider them

selves as Kenyans and not just as members of a particular ethnic
« .

group living in Kenya.

A good distinction between state-nation and nation-state

is made.by Otto Pflance,In "Characteristics of-Nationalism in

Europei 1848-1871" he presents two ideal typesi

(1) the nation-state of central and eastern Europe 
in ^dilch ethnic and political frontiers coincide and in 

. "which nationality is generally regarded as a matter of 
"ethnic identity, and (2) the state-nation of western 
Europe and American, in which the historical state has 

“ created a new cultural synthesis idilch transcends .ethnic 
differences and in which, nationality.is generally regarded

^"Varlotlesof Nationalism in Europe and Africa," The 
Revi^ of Politics. XXVIll. No. 2 (April 1966), 140.
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Pflance wr'itea that this distinction was the end product of the 

bifurcation in^the development of European nationalism. The

state-nation (nation formed by state) is found in Western Europe 

where different peoples^ving lived together for centuries under

common sovereignty cultivated a sense of nationhood that transcended

the cultural differences. But in central and eastern Europe

the idea of t^e nation could only develop within the 
chrysalis of the individual culture
was first defined as a cultural rather than a political 
entity. The growth of a national consciousness created 
a denand for the creation of the »natlon-state*,2.

VJ#-

Here the nation■ • • •

Kenya'snationalism and the resulting entity will approx

imate the second type although Philip Curtin states, in the second 

article, "Nationalism in Africa, 1945-1965," that African nations 

now are establishing a subtype of Pflance's second typei they are 

merely aspirant state-nations.^

Our.study focuses on Kenya nationalism and the role 

Jomo Kenyatta played in it as nationalist leader and coordinator 

of nation-building. Comments on the current stability in. Kenya 

politics are often juxtaposed by those reflecting anxiety about
. <Si

Kenya without Jomo Kenyattaj "After Kenyatta, ^rtio or what?"

There Is not as much concern over succession after Harold Wilson.

Nor was there any before Lyndon Baines Johnson left the presidency,^ -

•s,2■IMd., 139-140,

^Review of Politics. XXVIII, 144.

^hliese statements are based upon our observations, reading 
and evaluation of different types of political systems.

i

•i

ir
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Chalmers Johnson has well stated the conditions for
J

revolutionary potential. He writes that one variety of revolution 

may be "motivated by a belief jthat the system |jto be restored]] had 

been betrayed by its elites,"^

3

■ 3

For Kenya this is the system which

was envisaged for the future following the attainment of independence. 

Further, the potential revolutionary conditions "may persist for

j

. c

a long time until some occurrence . . . reveals that the existing 

elites are incapable'^ of performing their roles. The typical remedy 

for these conditions will be a purge of the dlltes by the masses."6

In Kenya this one occurrence may be the departure of the President

from the political scene followed by a rebellion over succession

to his mantle. Should this rivalry, at the political leadership

level persist, a general condition for revolution from below will

have been es tab1ished.

Some observers of the Kenya scenes^give the impression

that only those ^o have invested in economic development schemes 

(having taken advantage of Kenyatta’s real or apparent leadership).

are really the ones concerned about a possible succession crisis.

This concern, whether justified “or not, suggests something about

Kenya politics and Kenyatta's political character. The hypotheses

investigated in this study may point out answers to some of these

questions

^Revolutionary Change (Boston & Toronto: Little, Brown & 
Co,, 1966), p. 137.

^Iblfi. The distinction between revolution and rebellion 
is well made by Johnson in chapter seven: "Varieties of Revolution," 
especially pp; 136-139.

V
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This dissertation analyses the extent to irtilch Kenyatta

was the creator or the product of the Kenya nationalist movement.

His success or failure in Integrative politics (post>independence)

is also evaluated. Two hypotheses are derived from this postulatei 

(1) that if Kenyatta was largely the creator (i.e acted in a• t

preponderant role) of the nationalist movement, and if this movement 

is viewed as (and believed to be) headed for national integration, 

then he should be succeeding in laying the foundations fOr_§i 

Kenya nation>state; (2) conversely, if he was merely the product 

of the movement^'Cthat is,, he assumed leadership because he happened 

to be around tdien the movement needed one) he may have been a 

successful revolutionary or agitational leader but may not succeed

as an integrator. In ^ich case, after he leaves the Presidency

a leader of a different caliber will be needed to carry out the

integrative process (we make the assumption that this is the desired 

goal) as a prelude to providing basic human needs and satisfaction.

It is in this light that the forces that worked towards

establishing a Kenya state-nation and those working towards or

against the establishment of a nation-state are examined. Any

writer or student of emerging nations' must inevitably be, to pun 

.the famous proverb, a jack of all disciplines and may not be a 

master of any. The nature of the new polities calls for an eclec- 

Because of his training, and general orientation, this 

writer will, therefore, wear the hat^of historian, political bio

grapher, and sociologist.

tic method.
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Jomo Kenyatta was one of the most ardent proiDOters of 

nationalism in Kenya. He became the rallying point for nationalists *

whether or not he was physically present and free to campaign for

an improvement in the status of the oppressed. He, like any othef

agitational leader, placed a high value on the sentimentalised

Using this strategy, Kenyatta led aresponse of rank and file.

successful revolution towards independence. He relied upon the

efficacy of s3mbols, — the cane, the belt, simplicity in dress.

gesture slogan and polemic to champion and even to awaken the 

dormant demands of the African masses.

Some of these qualities are reflected in a comment by

one of Kenyatta's neighbors in England who wrotei

It is odd to reflect'^hat, of all people on earth, Jomo 
Kenyatta was especially sympathetic. ... Handsome, 
magnetic, debonair, Jomo had bright eyes which glittered 
like diamonds .... I think, now, they were the eyes of 
a fanatic but \dien I knew him during those war years they 
were usually alight with laughter rather than afire with 
zeal .... He argued well, loved power, had great personal 
ambition and a certain flashy but not really offensive 
flamboyance.7

Kenyatta's imprisonment in 1953 brought a further iralarizatlon 

in colonial society: those who favoured the' status quo (and/

or gradual change) and those :dio favoured the radical altering

of the system.

^Quoted in George Delf, Jomo Kenyatta: Towards the Truth 
About *The Light of Kenya* (London: Victor Gollancz, Ltd., 1961), 
pp. 123-124.
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In many of his writings^ and speeches Kenyatta Is found 

orienting demands around remote and abstract goals, (These goals 

appeared remote and abstract relative to the colonial environment

in vhich they were formulated. Some of them, of course, were to 

be realized In future — in the attainment of independence and later.) 

Integrative^politics is almost the antithesis of agitational polities. 

The agitator is generally spokesman for the oppressed. But as

administrator, he attempts to unify the different cultural, ethnic
^ '7 . .

and economic groups within the country under one banner for nation- 

building. For this purpose, Kenyatta coined Kenya's mottoj HARAMBEE

(Let's all pull together). His coterie notwithstanding, he is

responsible for co-ordinating the activities that affect the ^ole

Kenya society, Kenyatta, the administrator, is preoccupied with 

the more immediate and concrete problems,®

8Kenyatta wrote numerous articles and letters to journals 
and newspapers in the twenties and thirties. In 1938 he published his 
magnum opus. Facing Mount Kenya (N4w York* Vintage Books, 1962), He 
also wrote two monographs: Kenya: The Land of Conflict (London:
Panaf Service Ltd.. ca. 1944); and Mv People of Kikuyu and The Life 
of Chief Waiigombe (London: United Society for Christian Literature, 
1942). This latter monograph was reprinted with a new forward by 
President Kenyatta in 1966, Singificantly, the forward vras dated 
October 20th celebrated as Kenyatta Day. It commemorates his arrest 
in 1952.and the beginning of Emergency in Kenya. In the sixties he 
has published Harambeel The Prime Minister of Kenya's Speeches 
1963-1964 (Nairobi: Oxford University Press, 1964) and Suffering 
Without Bitterness: The Founding of the Kenya Nation (Nairobi: East 
African Publishing Rouse, 1968),

. ^On this double role of leaders, see Harold D. Lasswell and 
Abraham Kaplan, Power and Society: A Framework for Political Inouirv 
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1950), pp, 153-154. 
Frantz Fanon expresses a similar view in The Wretched of the Eairth 
(New York: Grove Press, 1963), pp, 60-61,

-
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Aristotle once wrote concerning leaders and followers that 

. "ruliTig and being ruled . , . not only belongs to the category 

of things necessary,, bub also to that of things expedient; and

there are species in idiich a distinction is already marked, immedi

ately at birth," between those to be ruled and'those who are in

tended to rule. 10
Following in the tradition of Aristotle, a 

theory of authority and its legitimacy has been constructed and

refined in the twentieth century.. Social scientists have studied

authority in terms, of its source, its holders and how such authority 

is transferred. The precursor of this theory was Max Weber, 

constructed three types of authority — traditional, charismatic 

and rational-legal -- and^proceeded to show how each one became 

legitimized, l.e. obtained the "title to rule."^^

Charismatic authority, in which we are primarily inter- 

. ested, "rests upon faith in a leader who is believed to be endowed 

with great personal worthi

He

this may come from God, as in the case . 

, of a religious prophet,, or may simply arise from the display of

These extraordinary talents may. In turn.„12
extraordinary talents.

10
Politics. I, chap. 5, sec.2.

11
On Weber's ideal types of authority the author has relied 

heavily on Reinhard.Bendix* Max Webert An Intellectual Portrait 
(Garden City: Anchor Books, 1962), Part 3.

Seymour M. tipset. The First New.Nation (New York: Basic 
Books, 1963)ipp. 16-17. Rudolf Sfahm's comparative analysis of rell- 
Slous l^dership provided the basis On ^Ich the concept of "charisma" 
was later formulated. ‘
Hist^, trans. May Sinclair (Boston:

See his use of the term in Outlines of Church
Beacon Press, 1958), pp. 66.

The author thanks Professor Gooda11 who mentioned that Sohm 
f irst modern wrifer to tisd the term charisma.

vas the
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lead the followers and the nation as a whole to worship the particular 

leader. Adherents of certain separatist churches (those that broke 

from the "parent" Missionary-led churches) in Kenya viewed 

Kenyatta as the leader through whom their deliverance from colonial 

oppression was to be realisedt

Lord God Jehovah, come to the rescue of your black children. 
Children of the Lord, pray for your leaders and their safety 
as the ones who have been set apart by our God to be our 
guides in our present condition of slavery, which we knew 
not before the Europeans came into our country ....
Thou, Lord Jehovah our God, it is Thou who hast set aside 
to be our masters and guides Harry Thuku and Johnstone 
Kenyatta) may they be chiefs of us all.^^

Kenyatta never led any of these religious sects, 

the reason for his being’connected with them is not far to find.

They (and independent schools which were affiliated with them)

!.

away

But

usually provided a medium of political expression following the

In the Congo, for example, ,suppression of political organizations, 

the same grievances-as-exlsl:ed~elsewhere weretouch'ed in religious

and sometimes in Biblical language:

God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Simon Kimbangu, God 
of Andre Matswa, when shall we receive the blessing and be 
free? Thou shalt no more hear the prayers of the whites,

' for Thou hast heard th«n for a long time and they have
Hear us now!*-^blessing enough.

l^Quoted in George Padmore, How Britain Rules Africa (London: 
Wishart Brooks, Ltd., 193.6) pp. 360-361. Fo'r a further discussion 
of the role independent churches played in the nationalist move
ments see chapter V. '

looted by Vittorio Lantemarl, The Religious of the 
Oppressed: A Study of Modem Messianic Cults. (New York: Mentor 
Books, 1963), p. 31. Kimbangu and Matswa were the founders of 
ttie. sects bearing their names.
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Another significant characteristic of charismatic leadership

is its ins,tability. Charisma, according to Weber, is the product

of crisis and enthusiasm. It therefore undergoes a radical trans

formation vrtien the charismatic leader dies, or loses his position in

Of course there are leaders irtio do not exploitthe power structure.

their charismatic potential to the full. (Among these are those

leaders ^rfio willfully relinguish their positions.) When this happens,-

charismatic appeal is either transferred to the nation or is trans

formed into the rational-legal type of authority.

George Washington's withdrawal from the Presidency while

seemingly in good health "doubtless pushed the society faster toward

a legal-rational system of authority than would have been the case

had he taken.over the charismatic role in toto and identified him

self with the laws and the spirit of the nation .... The

charismatic aspects of Wahhington’s appeal were consciously used

by political leaders as a means of assuring the identity of the

,.15young nation. This, despite the fact that some of his countrymen
„16had been irked by the "Washington cult.

i

15
Lipset, op. cit.. p, 21. The mark of respect Washington 

left on the office has continued even when it has been occupied by 
mediocre men. Washington, the legendary leader from the Revolution 
on, "reached the final stages of his apotheosis with the adoption 
of the Consitution and the establishment of the new govemmeftc." 
Ibid., p. 19, n. 5.

16
In his biography of Washington, Marcus Cunliffe adds 

that,people like John Adams "felt that adulation had gone too far — 
as in the suggestion that God had denied Washington children of 
his own so that he might assume paternity for the \rfiole itation." 
George Washington: Man and Monument (New York: Mento Books, 1960)y» ■

P. 15.
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The success or failure of an agitational lead^er of ttie colonial 

type parallels Washington’s, However, present leaders’ success must

correlate with their success as administrators (leaders of governments 

that must redefine the goals of society within the independent state).17 

Chapter eight examines three policies: regionalism, 

secessionlsm and racial harmony and tries to explain irfiy Kenyatta

assigned top priority to them. In the colonial period he assumed

the role of conciliator, party chief, representative of the majority

but oppressed group. Now he must widen these roles to encompass all

people living In Kenya if he is to continue being considered as the 

creative leader he was in the agitational stage.1®

We need now to delineate the scope of our study and define 

the two crucial terms, agitation and integration. Agitation is 

"the keeping of a political or other objective constantly before 

public attention by appeals, discussion, etc.j connected with the 

promotion of discussion on public questions,"19 Agitation stresses 

both vigorous argument and a practical objective and usually implies

17Thls approach of analysis is particularly relevant because, 
generally, it is the same nationalist leadership that occupies the 
high decision-making positions of the newly independent nations with 
no sign of early withdrawal from the centre of politics,

^®This idea of creative leadership is found in James McGregor 
Bums’ biography of Roosevelt: Roosevelt: The L<on and the Fox (New 
York: Harcourt Brace, 1956), especially the chapter "A Note on the 
Study of PoliticaliLeadership," pp. 486-687.=

^^A New ■English Dictionary on Historical Principles. I 
(Oxford: Claredon Press, 1888), p, 184,- i
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active propaganda and a determination to bring about change. 

Webster's Dictionary of Synonyms quotes Henry William Paget (1st 

Marquis of Anglesey) as having saldi "If you really expect success, 

agitate, agitate, agitate.

The change sought and effected through agitation by Kenya 

nationalists ranged from minimum demands for equal treatment of 

all persons residing in the colony (e.g. through proportional or 

communal representation in matters political) to preferential 

treatment for the majority ethnic group. Kenya's colonial society 

was well established by 1930. African nationalism was also on the 

rise aimed at challenging and changing the political, economic, and 

social relationships upon \djich this society was founded and seemed 

to thrive. The emergence of this concentrated struggle coincided 

with the rejoicing, by the settlers and the Government, over the 

triumph against British hxmianitarianlsm that had hitherto championed 

native interests.

We will demonstrate that the more adamant the colonial 

regime was to African demands, the stronger agitation became.' In 

this struggle to gain equality and predominance, Africans aaployed 

most of the known techniques of seeking political changei consti

tutional agitation — through Legislative Council and Local Native
'j, ■ " ^ '

Councils; petitions and delegations to the colonial and British 

Governments; appeals to the Dhlted Nations;Strikes and boycotts;

..20

20lbid,, p. 260. Emphasis in the original.
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demonstrations and riots} non-cooperation and civil disobedience; 

terrorism and even armed revolt.21

Eventually nationalism triumphed. Then began the arduous

job of legitimizing the institutions of the state and aspiring to

create a nation within that state. This process of national

integration involves tt\e separate elements forging ahead to become

a cohesive unitJ a unit different from merely the sum of its parts.

Our view of integration as.the creating of a community coterminous

approximates that ofwith the boundaries of the state closely

Myron Weiner:

Integration may refer to the process of bringing together 
culturally and socially discrete groups into a single terri
torial unit and the establishment of a national identity.
When used in this sense 'integration* generally presumes 
the existence of an ethnically plural society in ^ich each 
group is characterized by its own language or other self- 
conscious cultural qualities .... National integration 
thus refers specifically to the problem of creating a sense 

■ of territorial nationality which overshadows — or eliminates 
— subordinate parochial loyalties.22

National integration, therefore, refers to the complete

assimllationi^f^the different cultural elements so as to produce 

a homogeneous culture of mutually adapted traits. The resulting 

order must be more of a s3nithesis that can properly be termed

2Thomas Hodgkin, Nationalism in Colonial Africa. (New 
York: New York University Press, 1957), p. 11.

Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 
CCCLVin (March 1965), pp. 53-54. Weiner defines four other 
senses in which integration is generally understood. The above, 
howeveir, is the most common usage of the term.

■i

1
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Kenyan.23

Integrative polities deals vlth mechanisms and processes

of trying to destroy or reduce the original lines of demarcations

before and during colonial period. Integration has often been

created by employing several methods — force, overt persuasion.

or indirect socialization process — singly or in combination. In

some new states, the breakdown of traditional and colonial-legal 

systems of authority has produced conditions conducive to the 

fflnergence of charismatic leadership.Whereas the pressure

to establish a unified central authority has come from the nation

alist elite "concerned with creating an important arena of effective

operation through xdiich the new nation, and they, can demonstrate

..25competence. it is the charismatic appeal which initially has

contribute to.the achievement of national cohesion.

But Benda views the unity that exists shortly after inde

pendence (one wrought during the colonial period) as a negative

. 23The problem of creating a feeling of national imlty 
among discrete elements is discussed by Edward Shils, particularly 
in "The Concentration and Dispersion of Charisma," Vtorld Politics. 
XI, No, 1 (October 1958); "Primordial, Personal, Sacred and Civil 
Ties," The British Journal of Sociology. VIII (June 1957); and 
"Political Development in the New States," Comparative Studies 

■ in Society and History. II (1960). In the-last article Shils 
comments thust ^'The parochialism of the constituent segm^ts of the 
societies of the new states has been observed .... The sense of 
membership in the nation. .... is still very rudimentary and 
very frail." p. 283. ■

R. Winner and Dorothy Wiliner, "The Rise and Role 
of Charismatic Leaders," Annals, CCLVIII (March 1965), p. 80. This 
whole issue of the Annals was devoted to "New Nations* The Problems 
of^Polltical Development,"

. ^^Llpset, First New Nation, p. 11,
«
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one of anti-colonial, antl-Westem nationalism, 

to a different kind of unity if the new states are to avoid being 

"confronted by some of the dlssensttms and antagonisms which nation

alist aspirations have so often brought in their wake else\diere. 

Kenya has gone through one such problem spearheaded by Somali 

nationalism — or, according to Kenyans, anti-nationalism.

It has to give way

..26

The kind of positive unity envisaged is going to paralled 

Hegel's conception of the relationship between bondsman and lord —
i.

master-slave relationship — during the colonial period and the

In the early stages of thisensuing genuine societal unity, 

relationship, according to Hegel, the two forces are opposed to

each other — each seeking the destruction and death of the other. 

It is solely by risking life that freedom is obtained. As time 

passes both severally come to learn that their freedom can be 

realized in the other. At a higher (synthesis) stage they recog

nize that their freedom is meaningful only through the mutual
27dependence one upon the other as equals.

This is what Frantz Fanon calls liberating the souls of 

both the colonizer and the colonized. He expressed true freedom

^^quoted in Ibid.. p. 35.

“ fi.H.F. Hegel. The Phenomenology of Mind, trans.
J.B. Balllie (2nd ed.; London* George Allen & Unwin Ltd.j New 
York* The Macmillan Co,, 1931), especially the chapter on

Bondage," pp. 231-233, 239-240. See also David 
E. Aoter. The Politics of Modernization (Chicago & London): 
Iftiiversity of Chicago Pressi 1965), p. 56.

'C
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thusI “After the conflict there is not only the disappearance of 

colonialism but also the disappearance of the colonised man,“28

Independence and national integration are indispensable condition^.

for the existence of men who are truly liberated i.e. men who are

truly masters of all the material means which make possible the ■

. 29radical transfoimation of society.

During the colonial' period the idiite settler subsociety

(and culture) systematically failed to incorporate the politically 

subordinate groups to form a real Kenya society, 

of independence one of these subordinate groups — Africans -- has

With the attainment

become the hegemonic group. The decisions this group makes for 

full Integration must, in our view, include the eventual incor

poration of the former'‘dominant group (European). Moreover, it

also involves the transference of loyalties from tribes and from 

other communities — Asian, European, Goan, Arab — to the state. 

Once the state becomes the ultimate focus of these varying loyalties 

’ and once it has consciously minimized the Influence of any other 

groups vying for the same loyalties, a Kenya nation will have been 

consummated. Only then can one talk abouta nation-state in \rtilch 

there is a sharing of common prescriptions and proscriptions for 

conduct,-belief and valuation.

This is a longtime process in any political community.

This study merely looks at the ground-work being laid for such 

a nation-state. We are not suggesting that without such Integration

2Wretched of the Earth, pp, 197-198,

2%^., p. 251 • '.
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the state will fail to perform the functions usually attributed 

to sovereign authority. Neither are we intimating that integration 

in this sense' refers to the attainment of a known permanent ond-state. 

We have chosen a five year period in the history of Kenya as the

I
i!

basis for our analysis of integration - 1961-1965,-
■i

O
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CHAPTER II

THE SETTING: FROM COMPANY RULE TO CROWN COLONY

Although the greater portion of our dissertation deals

with agitational politics, one needs to comprehend the political.

economic and social structure of the setting within which the game

This calls for a short analysis of the formative years

the period prior to the

was played.

of British East Africa (later Kenya).

establishment of "Kenya colony and Protectorate" (1920) falls into

three sections" Company rule 1885-1895; East African Protectorate 

under Foreign Office jurisdiction 1895-1905; the Protectorate under

Colonial Office 1905-1920.

The outline of the present boundaries of Kenya roughly

coincides with the maturation of European ideas of the last quarter

Europeans, in a sudden spirit of altruism.of the nineteenth century.

came to the conclusion that their real mission was to introduce

their civilization (in the form of their religion, trade, joint-

stock companies, and government) into the "uncivilized," "savage,"

The Berlin Conference of 1885 solidified these"dark continent."

This "scramble for Africa" addedideas and made them operational.

new dimensions to classical imperialism. Imperialism became so all

27

y'
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1
1

inclusive that Langer has so accurately defined it as "simply the 

rule or control, oplltical or economic, direct or Indirect, of 

one state, nation or people over other similar groups, or simply 

the disposition, urge or striving to establish such rule or

i
1

i
i
!

5
.

..1control.

In the 1880*s as during the Napoleonic wars, that political

animal par excellence, the Briton, once more exhibited one of

those qualities characteristic of him, i.e,, that he allows

his political action to be determined not be self-interest but
2

by morality, by an active sense of what is right and wrong, 

venerable Irishman, George Bernard Shaw, writing in 1896, detected 

this crusading spirit when he made Napoleon remark that

4

I

y

That

. . every Englishman is born with a certain miraculous
When he wants a 

He waits

.. «
power that makes him master of the world, 
thing he never tells himself that he wants it. 
patiently till there comes into his head, no one knows 
how, the burning conviction that it is his moral and 
relitious duty to conquer those who have the thing he 
wants. Then he becomes irresistible. Like the aristocrat 
he does what pleases him and grabs what he wants; like the 
shopkeeper he pursues his purpose with the industry and 
steadfastness that come from strong religious conviction 
and deep sense of moral responsibility, 
loss for an effective moral attitude.

He is never at a 
As the great cham

pion of freedom and independence, he conquers half the 
world and calls it Colonization. When he wants a new market 
for his adulterated Manchester goods, he sends a missionary ^ 
to teach the natives the gospel of peace. The natives kill 
the missionary; he flies to arms in defense of Christianity;

^William L. Langer, The Diplomacy of Imperialism, 1890- 
1902 (2nd ed. reV.; New York; Alfred Knopf, 1960), p. 67.

^Leonard Woolf, Empire and Commerce in Africa; A Study 
in Economic Imperialism (London; Labour Party Research Deparfc- 
mfent & George Allen 6e Unwin Ltd., n.d.), p. 230.
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fights for it,' conquers for it; end takes the market as a 
reward from heaven .... There is nothing so bad or so 
good that you will not find an Englishman doing it} but you 
will never find an Englishman in the wrong. He does 
everything on principle. He fights you on ijatriotic 
principles, he robs you on business principfes, he enslaves 
you on imperialistic principles, he bullies you on Mnly 
principles, he supports his King on loyal principles, he 
cuts off his King's head on republican principles. His 
watchword is always duty; and he never forgets that the 
nation \rtiich lets its duty get on the opposite side of its 
interest is lost.^

Company Rule

In 1885 no European State held or owned an inch of the

vast region soon to be known as British East Africa. The complete

destruction of African sovereignty and independence, and the complete

absorption of land and population into the imperial system of

Thus, simultaneously with theEurope, took less than a decade.

Berlin Conference, to quote the Secretary of State for Foreign

AffairSj "some prominent British capitalists" gathered in London

to found an association-which is largely responsible for creating
A

and maintaining the British sphere of influence in East Africa. 

The East African Association became the Imperial British East

Africa Company on April 18, 1888; on September 3rd it received a

Royal Charter authorizing the Company to "administer and exploit

the territories for which it held, or should obtain, grants and 

concessions whether from the Sultan of Zanzibar or chiefs and tribes

^The Man of Destiny in the Compiete Works of George 
Bernard Shaw (Lbndoni Constable & Co., Ltd 1931), p. 171.• f

4
Frederick D. Lugard, The Rise of Our East African Empire 

(2 vols,; Edinburgh 6e Londoni William Blackwood & Sons, 1893), II^ 
chap. 42.
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•with a view^a^promoting trade, commerce, and good government,*”^ 

With the formation of this august capitalist body begins 

Kenya's foraative history.

I
1

The composition of the Companyjs board

of directors is significant in that it set a precedent for the

aristocratic flavor so characteristic of colonial society. The

renowned board members included a Marquis, a Field-Marshall, three 

Generals, and several other prominent imperial agents decorated 

(or soon to be decorated) in recognition of services rendered'to

the development of British interests in Africa.
f

But the history of the first ten years is not, in retros-

The Company was so embroiled in noncommercialpect, so famous.

The military, political.affairs that it promoted very little trade.

The Company's personnela.id diplomatic matters took prominence.

spent its evergies and funds organiz^ing military expeditions and

setting up fortresses against natives who were so impudent as

to challenge "its authority." At the end of these campaigns.

these financiers and traders had acquired for the Empire an

Immense stretch of some of the most valuable territory in Africa.

The price of this acquisition was financial loss to themselves

Woolf, Empire and Commerce in Africa, p, 252. There is, 
of course, no mention of attempts by the British Government nor 
the capitalists to find out the wishes or attitude of the pop
ulations concerned, whether they were or were not willing to 
exchange the rule of the Sultan and chiefs for .that of Sir 
William-Macknnon's company. (Sir. William was Chairman of the 
Company from 1885 until his death in 1893, and was the founder 
•of the British India Steam Navigation Co.) In the future, 
nationalists used this as one of their strong arguments agaisnt 
colonialism.

e
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- and a considerable amount of bloodshed to the Africans. Captain 

Lugard, himself an invaluable empire builder, did not hesitate 

to acknowledge the necessity of shedding blood for a worthier 

cause: "The introduction of law, order, and restraint into a 

savage country, is necessarily accompanied at times by strong 

measures, involving perhaps war . . . with its attendant suffering, 

to many irfio are not the principal offenders." Lugard continues 

to defend himself against his critics by pointing out that he 

killed far fewer Africans in U^nda than General Gordon killed 

in the Sudan,®

The Company vigorously campaigned in Britain (largely

through the Press and speeches by some of its leading personnel

like Captain Lugard) for public support for its noble programs.

_^e influential Times of London was the Company's medium of public

opinion molders. Once it bluntly stated the fact: "Whether we

like it or not, the British East Africa Company must be identified

for all practical purposes with national policy." It is not,

• therefore, surprising that the bankrupt company received compen

sation for all this endeavor from, among others, the Church 

Missionary Society, active in East Africa.^

It is not necessary for us to go into the diplomatic deliber

ations in which the Company was involved. We must allude to one

®Lugard, Rise of Our East African Empire. II, p. 256,

^The C.M.S. paid the Company f250,0001 Sir Thomas Fowell 
Buxton, a member of the Company's, directorate, was also the Vice- 
President and Treasurer of the C.M.S. Religion, trade and politics 
were not strange bedfellows in these formative years.

4'5^
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j
aspect of this diplomacy which has become significant only in recent 

history. It is the importance attached to the treaties signed 

(contracted) by Company officials with native chiefs and other 

rulers, including, to a lesser extent, the Sultan of Zanzibar.

Such "treaties” abound upon which the Company established its

"ij
i!

;;

I
I

claims to the territory between the coast and Uganda, 

treaty appeared in Sessional Paper on Africa No. 4 (1892).

One such

As

reproduced by Leonard Woolf, it reads

"•Treaty No. 63.
Done in Arabid and English

"•M’Boli, Chief of Ivati, Ukambani, hereby declares 
that he has placed himself and all his territories, countries, 
peoples, and subjects under the protection, rule, and govern
ment of the Imperial British East Africa Company, and has 
ceded to the said Company all his sovereign rights and 
rights of Government over all his territories, countries, 
peoples, and subjects,- in consideration of the said Company 
^tanLting_the_prD,tectlon^of,_the: said jCompany to him, his 
territories, countries, peoples, and subjects, and extending to 
them the benefit of the rule and Government of the said Company. 
And he undertakes to hoist and recognize the flag of the said ( 
Company.

"•As witness his hand at Ivati, this 4th day of
August 1889.A*"®

The validity of such treaties was challenged during the 

nationalist period (agitational politics). But the controversy 

has .raged more (especially as it affects International Law) fol

lowing independence. The fundamental source of International

Law -- treaties and other international agreements — is being

8
Woolf, Empire and Commerce in Africa, p. 239
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9
challenged.

Com^ny’s campaigns 

were not all that successful.

for favorable public support ^The

From the time it was granted the

Royal Charter there had emerged a vocal minority opposing its

aims. Its'methods of administratioa brought demands for govern

ment's intervention. After five years the Coroany had not-only 

failed to establish an administration and a government (in con

formity with Charter provisions) but had also failed to pay divi

dends. By 1893 it was so bankrupt financially that it had to be 

deprived of its Charter and its territory. Thus, preoccupation 

with territorial aggrandizement (acquiring more territory than 

originally provided for in the Charter) resulted in (1) the failure 

to develop bases for commercial exploitation and (2) the failure 

to establish proper administration and government.

This, in turn, led to the government assuming direct

control of British East Africa. Although the British Government 

had been rather hesitant in taking this step, the report issued 

in 1893 finally precipitated the change. Sir Gerard Portal had 

been commissioned to inquire, into all aspects of Company rule.

9
Africans, as other developing polities, have argued

that these treaties were signed under duress and, therefore, 
were not valid or bindihg, R.P, Anand of the World Rule of 
Law Centre of Duke yniversity's School of l^w.discusses this 
and Other aspects in 'rAttitude of the Asian-African States 
Toward Certain Problems of International Law” in International 
and Comparative Law Quarterly. XV. (1966)^ 55-75. The ramifications 
of itiwere felt during the last stages before Kenya became 
independent, i.e;, in the tripartite negotiations between the 
Sultan, Britninjand Kenya leaders; over the ten-mile coastal 

, strip h^torica 1 ly taovm as Protectorate^;
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His report contained severe criticism of the Company’s methods.

He summed up his findings thus:

Without wishing to criticize, and still less to blame, the 
company's methods of government, the history of British 
East Africa for the last five yeans, and its present cond
ition show us clearly that the experiment of combining ad
ministration and trade in the same hands has proved a failure, 
so far as this part of Africa is concerned; and the sooner this' 
system is discontinued the better it will be for native races, 
for British commerce, for Zanzibar, and,.as I believe, for 
the Company itself.”*^®

v... Foreign Office Jurisdiction

On the basis of Sir Gerard Portal’s recommendations, the

British Government in June 1894, announced its decision. First,

it was not going to pay the Company more than i250,000 for its

possissions and Improvements. Second, the Company was to surrender

both the Charter and the Concession. The temporary failure of

economic imperialism culminated in the proclamation (of June 18,
11

1895) creating the British East African Protectorate. The

The affairscourse of history was not radically altered, however.

of the territory were'placed temporarily under the Foreign Office.

This action was merely a prelude to opening up East Africa for

colonization. The Imperial Government’s officials were by no

means new faces.

territory, it engagedj as salaried servants of the Crown, a
12

large niunber of the Company’s officers.

When the Government first took over the vast

10
Woolf, Empire and Commerce in Africa, p, 300.

^^Ibid.. p. 302.

12y McGregor Ross, Kenya From Within; A Short Political 
History (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1927) p.'277.
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Whitehall was not just content with establishing systeaiatic 

administration, ’’Feasibility” studies and exploratory travels were 

undertaken, aimed at encouraging European settlement. In 1893 Captain 

Lugard had written of other more inqjortant motives for the British 

going to East Africa than those of introducing "civilization, 

peace, and good gove^ment, ^and abolishing the slave-trade , , , ," 

He was convinced that East Africa would be useful in providing for 

"our ever-growing population — either by opening new fields for 

emigration or l^y providing work and enqjloyment tdiich the development 

of oversea-extension entails — and to stimulate trade by finding 

new markets,

Lugard was not alone in prediotijag the significance of

Chamberlain, then Foreign Secretary, sawEast Africa to Britain,

the extension of the Bnpire as advantageous to the working men of 

England: "*Tour hope of continuous employment depends upon our

foreign commerce, , , , I say that the future of the working
/

classes of this cduntry depends upon our success in maintaining the 

Empire as it at present stands, and in taking every wise and legiti

mate opportuniiy of extending it, "'1^ Finally, from the London 

Chamber of Commerce report of 1893 we get a picture approximating 

the reality of the period 1895-1920, It wasi we mi^t add, a state

ment which was approvingly quoted by Captain Lugard:

^^Lugard, Our East African Ehipire, I, pp, 381-381, Lugard 
also emphasized this theme by hinting at colonization. See ttid 
pp. 487-488,

l^id

O t

P. 381.• f
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New colonial developments cannot be expected to pay at once, 
but almost Invariably they do pay in the long run. The 
uniform experience of this country from 1568 down to the 
’present reign is, that colonies amply repay the first 
expenditure in blood and money,

In order to (i) link the coast with Uganda, (ii) realize 

more systematic and economical colonial administration and (iii) 

open up the interior of the Protectorate, it became inevitable to 

improve the means of transportation. The railway (Uganda Railway 

as it came to be called) was, as Lugard put it, ”a sine qua non

Lord Cranworth, one of the pioneerfor successful colonization,"

settlers, writing in 1912 observed that any writing on Kenya was 

incomplete "without reference to the line, if only for the fact 

that without it there would have been no colony,"^® After six

years and at. a cost of t5,244,000, the railway line reached 

Kisumu on the shores of Lake Victoria in 1901.^^

The Making of a Colony

Kenya's real colonial period dates back to 1903. It was

then that the first allocation of land to European settlers took

place. Second, the railway was handed over to the Protectorate

government by the construction committee. Thereafter solicita-

To this end no bettertlons for more settlers were launched.

combination of factors could have been found any^rtiere. The settlers

16

1912), p. 192.

Ross. Konya From Within, p, 40,

Lord Cranworth, A Colony in the Moking (London: Macmillan
& Co
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"struck by the beauty of the scenery and climate and by the obvious

fertility of the soil and abundance of labour, . . , thought to
rs

make it their home." But the growth of the settler population

was not without its political aspects. They demanded Colonial

Office jurisdiction where they hoped for more sympathetic officials

than had been the case hitherto at the Foreign Office.

Their demands were met in 1905 by the transference of the

Protectorate to the Colonial Office, But this was only a first

step. It was not long gefore the settlers began clamoring for

constitutional advancement, eventually leading to self-government.

The Commissioner for East Africa xras redisignated Governor.

Executive and Legislative Councils to advise him were created.

These changes took effect in 1907. The settlers wanted and got the

fertile regions reserved exclusively for European settlement.

This controversial "White Highlands" policy continued unaltered 

uni1 1960, when some Africans were granted land in the highlands.

The period between 1905 and 1920 is one (1) of considerable

conflict between Europeans and Indians: <2) during which the British

Government met the demands of the Europeans, often to the neglect 

of the other inhabitants of the territory: (3) of decidely rapid 

constitutional developments, albeit for one ra.cial group, 

in brief, a period in which colonial society solidified, 

structure of society formed during these years persisted throughout 

We shall examine some of the ingreadients of

It is.

The

the colonial era.

18
Lord Cranworth, 0£. cit P. 76..•»
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this society in the next chapter (Colonial Society).

Kenya: The Commissions Era

The 1923 White Paper was merely a prelude to a succession

of commissions studying Kenya's problems. As asserted above.

the Kenya Government was not about to safeguard native interests. 

But before examining some of these commissions we need to note

the change in Kenya's political status after 1920,

Settler agitation for elective representation on the 

Legislative Council began only a year after its creation — 1908.

When this principle was finally conceded in 1919, it became

necessary that the name of the Protectorate be changed. To have

permitted such representation in a Protectorate seemed improper. 

The only solution lay in outright annexation of the territory — 

a demand that the settlers had never stopped making — to be 

governed like many other colonies as a Crown Colony. Legally the
4.

East Africa Protectorate was considered a foreign coiintry until '

1920. Even though its administration was handed over to the

Colonial Office in 1905, the area and its inhabitants continued 

to be foreign. The British Crown had acquired, in part by certain 

treaties with its tribes, and more certainly by international agree

ment, certain rights and duties. This foreign power (Britain) 

acquired the absolute ownership of the whole of the land by merely 

behaving as its owner, Britain, the protecting power, exercised 

complete sovereignty from the beginning. Thus, the title of

“j-
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19
Protectorate corresponded with nothing \rtiatever in fact or law.

Treaty obligation under shich Britain ruled the Protectorate were
20

abrogated when Kenya became a Crown Colotny in 1920.
•V

There xras also a technical need for change in name.

Britain became the mandatory power administering Tanganyika follow

ing World War I, her influence over the whole East.Ai^lcan region 

was indisputable. It, therefore, became desirable to eliminate 

what Julian Amejry, then Secretary of State for the Dolonies, called 

the apparent confusion arising from the application to a particular
Ct

. colony of a general geographical designation more appropriate to the
21

■vrtiole of the territpries under British Administration in East Africa. 

The Kenya (Annexation) Order in Council 1920 completed

- J

After

From September 11, 1920, to December 11, 1963, the 

Protectorate was knoxm as Kenya Colony and Protectorate, but other-

this process.

22
When Churchill visited the areawise administered as a colonf?*'

19
Norman M. Leys, Kenya (London: Leonard & Virginia Woolf 

at the Hogarth Press, 1924), p. 81.
20
Marjorie R. Dilley, British Policy in Kenya Colony (New 

York; Thomas Nelson & sons, 1937), p. 44.
^^House of Commons, Debates. CXXXI, 5s (July 12, 14, 1920), 

cols. 1980-1981; 2393-2394.
22
The Protectorate proper was a ten-mile coastal strip 

\rtiich had been recognized as part of the Sultan's domain since 
1886. Administratively, however, the strip was completely united 
to the Colony. The Sultan drew from the British coffers an annual 
rental of 4l0,000, This area later became the centre of contro
versy as Kenya approached independence status. See infra, chap. viii.A'
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In 1907 he was astonished that "a centre so new should be able to

1develop so many divergent and conflicting interests? or that a 

community so small should be able to give each such vigorous and

In Nairobi, Churchill found, in minia

ture, all "the elements of keen political and racial discord, all

The European-

3.?3 1even vehement expression,'

..24
the materials for hot and acrimonious debate.

Indian conflict was "settled" in 1923. But other burning issues

confronted the colonial and home governments: among these were

the conflict between black and white} economic development (how

to make the colony self-sufficient),* native policy; immigrant races*

association in the colonial government;and closer union of all 

British territories in East and Central Africa (Kenya, Uganda and

Tanganyika; Northern and Southern Rhodesia, and Nyasaland).

These problems held the centre of interest of both politi-

As some of them appearedins and policy-makers for about a decade.

near solution, gold was discovered in one of the most populous
25

Native Reserves around Kakamega (1932-1933). Each major issue

became the subject of commissions of inquiry, select committees.

recommendations and counter-recommendations. Although this practice

continued into the 1950's, the real "commissions era" covered the

years 1924-1936.
■?-

23yiuston S. ChiStchill, Mv African Journey (New York & 
London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1908), p. 21.

24
Ibid.

25
Dilley, 0£. ctfct. p. 18.

',.9

.-4
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During the "commissions era," the sending of a commission 

to Kenya became a "bywo^and an object of sardonic amusement to 

the local population."^® 

same matters over and over again, 

their reports served a very useful prupose — the concealment of

Sir Charles Eliot, 

the first Commissioner (Governor) succinctly expressed this double 

behavior in private correspondence with the Foreign Office con-

These commissions examined basically the !
.1
t-

We contend that the issuance of

the real motives behind Government pdlicies.

ceming land; '"No doubt on_ platfdrms and in reports we declare 

we have no intention of depriving natives of their lands, but this

,,.27has never prevented us from taking \diatever land we want . . 

It did not take long for Africans to discover this hypocrisy. «. • *

In 1923 His Majesty's Government unequivocally announded

a new policy asserting the paramountcy of the natives. Eight

years later a Parliamentary Committee thought it safe to re-interpret

the meaning of paramountcy; Paramountcy, to the Committee, meant

"no more than that the interests of the overwhelming majority of

the indigenous population should not be subordinated to those

of a minority belonging to another race, however important in 

itself CahOibvious reference to the European community^. ..28

.• .

.■..27

of East Africa (New York & London; 
■ 28_...

Stanley Diamond 6e Fred G. Burke (eds.).. The Transformation
Basic Books,- Inc., 1966), p. 109.

Dillev. OP. cit.. p. 133. , Dilley quotes the report of the 
Joint Parliacmentary Select Committee on Closer Union in East Africa.

w;..
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While of limited value •as primary evidence of fact, tiie 

significance of these commissions lies in their coi^sition aixi the , 

people or groups of people ^ose testimonies they consented to ^ 

hear and accept. We examihe below the most significant commissions 

as they affected and/or were affected by agitational politics.

In August, 1924, a Parliamentary Commission, (the Ormsby- 

Gore Commission) visited East Africa, In 1925 its Report of the 

East Africa Commission 1924 (cmd, 238?) was published. It was the 

first and most comprehensive report on closer union, land, and the 

operation of the trusteeship S3rstem, On closer union, settlers had 

been convinced that Kenya should be the nucleus of say federation. 

Lord Delamare believed that Kenya could become the centre of opinion 

and thou^t in East Africa, "With a civilising influence going 

southward to m^et those radiating north from Rhodesia South 

Afric^i” However, the majority of Kenya Europeans maintained that 

frferation could not come until the elected unofficials controlled 

the Legislative Council,

This partiotiar issue was further examined by another 

mission in 1927-1928, This Hilton Young Commission published its 

report — Report of the Commission on Closer Union of the Depeniepoies

V
I

\

com-

in Eastern and Central Africa (cmd. 3234) ~ in January 1929. 

report is significant in several respects, 

problem of Kenya’s political future h7 reiterating the 1923 declara- 

tion on the paramountey-of native interests.

The

First, it raised the

Second, if moderated 

Europeans’-extreme demands by introducing a word that was to become-

the.basis of in^jerial policy in multi-racial territories! jgarteeK^,
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On elected majority the report was equally concluslver there could

be an unofficial majority in the Legislative Council "only if the

interests of the native races were 'adequately represented* and

Imperial control was maintained until the natives could take a share

t..29in government 'equivalent to.that of the immigrant communities. 

The settlers* dream of responsible government for themselves was

brushed aside for the time being, (The tmofficial majority on

the Council had to wait until the Labour Government allowed it

in 1958 although it is arguable that by then the Africans were

adequately represented.- They had four nominated members in the

Legislative Council as against seven for Asians and eleven for

Europeans, all elected.)

The conclusions of the Hilton Young Commission's report

were the subject of discussion by a Joint Select Committee of Par

liament idiich met intermittently from November, 1930, to September,

1931, Not unexpectedly, this Committee, in turn, recommended

investigations into specific problems. In 1932, Lord Moyne was

sent to study the financial structure, particularly the racial

distribution of taxation and services derived therefrom; the follow

ing year Mr, Roger Gibb Investigated railway rates and finance;

the (Morris) Carter Land Commission looked into native claims and

land needs (1933-1934); the Bushe Commission took up the problem

of judicial administration and reorganization; and Commissioner

^^Historv of East Africa. II ed, Vijicent Harlow and E.M.
Press, 1965), p. 309.Chilver (London I. Oxford Dn^verslty\
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Sir Alan Pim was sent to inquire into finance ancfvtaxation gen

erally in 1936.^^

The "commissions era" coincided with the embjryonic growth

of African agitation,

(adversely for the Indian, of course), ar).d Europeans having been 

denied their cherished goal of "self-government in the near future,"

The "Indian Question" having been settled

the focus of attention in Nairobi and at Whitehall shifted to native

affairs and agitation. More precisely, it shifted to the relation

ship between Europeans and Africans. Several of the commissions of

inquiry had accepted testimony from some Africans whose names had

largely^been suggested by the colonial Government in Nairobi, The

views of the leadersReflecting popular opinion were not entertained 

or, if entertained, never incorporated in the final reports, 

outstanding leaders like Jomo Kenyatta were generally denied a hear-

Even

ing.

These and other practices were reflections of colonial soci

ety. The structure and characteristics of Kenya society are discussed

in the following chapter. This chapter has dealt, in the main, with

30
The. composition of these commissions is striking. Two of 

them will illustrate the point. The Carter Land Commission comprised 
Sir Morris Carter, former Chief Justice of Uganda and Tanganyika; 
Captain F, O’B. Wilson, Kenya settler; and Rupert W. Hemsted, former 
administrative officer in Kenya. The Bushe Commission included 
Mr, H.G. Bushe, Legal Advisor to the Secretary of State; A.D.A. 
MacGregor, Attorney-General of Kenya; W, MacLellan Wilson, Kenya 
settler; E.C, Law, a judge in Uganda; and Philip'Mitchell, Secretary 
of State for Native Affairs in Tanganyika. In 1944 he became 
Governor of Kenya as Sir Philip Mitchell and was the only man 
to hold that office for more than five years, his term lasting 

< eight years.
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, the establishment of a Kenya Colony. The assertion of greater domi- 

nance by Europeans was sanctioned with the publication, oil October 

6, 1931* of the report of the Joint Select Committee of Parliament, 

The principle of native paramountcy had, by 1931t been supplanted 

by that of dual policy. Closer xinion of the East African territories 

■ was postponed. Finally, African political associations that had

been functioning for almost a decade either faded away or were 

forced underground by the repressive colonial Government, Biese 

political movements will be analyzed in chapter four. But since 

the regime eoapressed the wishes of, and catered to, the dominant 

group in the colonial society, it is necesss^ to examine the pat

tern of this.society. One of the consequences of its stratification 

was the rise of agitation politics.

'j

(

\



CHAPTER. Ill

COLONIAL SOCIETY

, . There are trr' distinct standpoints from which I view
the African.

As a spectator and student of social evolution^ I see a 
people Infinitely more wise than we. The absolute logic of their 
life bewilders our distorted minds. We can never learn to under
stand them. They soon see through- us. We think them fools.
They think us mad; and there is little question who is nearer 
the mark. They are happy. They want nothing. No man grows fat 
while his brothers starve. In absolute content they doze along 
their dreamy path of life.

In this light I love them and weep to think that we, the 
strenuous, the snob-ridden, the crude dross-hunting victims of 
a hideous mesh of blatant greed and misery meek, have ever 
crossed their path.

The other point of view is that of a man in their midst 
with work to do. We are dependent upon their aid. To assist us 
they must be moulded to our ways. But they do not want to be, 
and yet they must. Either we give up the country commercially or 
we must make them wbrk; and mere abuse of those who point out s 
this impasse can never change the fact. We must decide and soon. 
Or rather the white men of South Africa will decide. May 
history (the philosophy, fslcj which teaches by example) teach 
us at last to be discreet. I have seen too much of the world 
to have any lingering beliefs that Western civilization benefits 
native races. Socially, physically and.morally its advent is 
their death-knell .... For sure as the tide, comes the 
moment when there is no longer room for both peoples to live 
their own individual lives; at that moment one must bow or 
leave the path.

I have small sympathy with the capitalist regime . . . 
But it is the regime in \diich we live as yet, and till it top- 
heavy crumbles to the ground the native too must fall in linq.. 
We have stolen his. land. Now we must steal his limbs. The 
setting apart of native reserves does but defer the issue. In 
time the white man will have all.

t-i

Ewart S. Grogan

■A
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Pluralism in Colonial Society

The concept of pluralism in political and sociological

analyses was well developed by 1948 when Fumivall, a been student

of colonial societies, published Colonial Policy and Practice. He

noted that all tropical coimtries had in common certain distinctive

characters in their social structure that derive from a dual economy, 

capitalist and pre>capitalist, with a Western superstructure of busi

ness and administration rising above the native world. A plural 

society of the colonial type is, therefore, unique. Its medley 

of peoples — European, Indian and native -- "mix but do not combine. 

Each group-holds by its own religion/s_/, its own culture, and 

longuage/s_y, its own ideas and ways. As individuals they mix but 

only in the market place in buying and selling,"^

V

III settler-dominated colonies, like Kenya, a new system 

was created reminiscent of the feudal era. The "squatter system"

patterned after South Africa’s added a new dimension to Fumivall's

conceptualization of pluralism. As land under native occupation 

became scarcer, some Africans found an- outlet on European farms.

Dnder the system natives lived on land legally owned by Europeans 

and were liable to the exaction of rent in cash, in kind (crops) 

or in labor. Africans were given small stretches of land on which 

to grow their own crops and/or graze their livestock. During the

]Late 1920's and the 1930^s, however, this system idiich had gradually

^J^bhn/ S. Fumlvall, Colonial Policy and Practice (New York: 
:New %rk Italverslty Press> 1957), pp. 303-304.

J
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been acceptable.to both parties was disrupted.

Partly due to opposiihion from smaller farmers \dio wanted 

to carry the "White Highlands" policy to its illogical end, legis

lation curtailing the number of resident Africans — the squatters — 

TOS enacted in 1928. Settlers, who had played the role om improwing 

landlords, were now required to be "farmers or nothing."

therefore, they preferred straightforward wage-labor to villein
' 2

service that had been rendered since before World War I.

In 1933 the Native Affairs Department reported that squatters 

on Sotik faims were proving a "source of embarrassment." 

squatters on these farms had over 25,000 head of stock, 

fajnners rejected squatters owning livestock. They were commended 

by the Department vdiich, in turn, requested other farmers to do 

"It is hoped that other districts will follow this

5

IUi
■IAs farmers.
!

-'4

5

The 2,000

Londiani

the same:
..3lead.

^History of East Africa. II ed. Vincent Harlow and E.M. 
Ohilver (London: Oxford University Press, 1965), p. 257. By 
1928 the number of squatters had reached 112,000, of whom 33,000 
were adult males, 
was created for these Africans, 
worked at the mercy of their employer.
Ordinance of 1937 further curtailed'the privileges of these 
labour-tenants, especially in respect of grazing land, 
the plight of squatters had decreased their number to 104,000.

Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Native Affairs Department, 
Annual RAnort 1933 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1934), p. 108. 
Such actions by other districts led to the famous Kambe- tribesmen 
marching on Government House in 1938 to protest reduction of their 
cattle. Kenyatta,qthen in England, carried their cause to the 
British people through the press.

When the system was discouraged, a hardship 
Thereafter, they lived and

The Resident Labourers*

In 1938
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Such.policies created bitterness among the already oppressed.

One colonial administrator expressed it thust

Whether it be by appropriation and dispossession in favor of 
immigrant^or whether it be by ordinance declaring all lands 
Cronn Lands, a specious but dangerous policy, the sense of 
insecurity at once creates a feeling of distrust and marks 
a definite cleavage between the native and the white. The 
^diite'is looked upon as. an usurper, the black feels him
self relegated to a position of landless serfdom, and 
gradually acquires a« serf mentality and a consequent lack 
of confidence which inhibits any spiritual growth.^

/

Whether before or after 1928, the European-African relationship

i approximated that between master and slave. Different, sections

of the colonial ••community" lived side by side, but separately.

within the same political unit. Even in the economic sphere 

there was a division of-labor along racial lines.5 The emphasis 

here is primarily on the political and, secondarily, on the racial
A.

aspects of this community.

Plural communities are political societies by reason
*

of the very great dominance of the political over all other 

institutions and settler interests stimulated the settlers to a

more intense political involvement as they strove, incessantly,
- ■*

for self-government status. Although Britain denied them this 

status, they, nevertheless, exercised appreciable de facto political 

control.® ■

^ Driberg. The East African Problem (London:
and Horgat:e Ltd. , 1930), pp. 5Slr^56.

^Pumlval-l

Williams !

Colonial Pbllcv and Practice, p. 304,9

®0ur insight into this particular conception was influenced
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The racial characteristic in these societies Is not, in 

Itself, an essential, prerequisite to their establishment, 

the social and political consequ^ces derived from the cultural 

meanings associated with racial differences that are important.

The features unique to white settler societies like Kenya had 

their source in the conditions of European colonization, in the 

political philosophies or ideologies of the colonial powers (which 

led to the various colonial policies they formulates), and "in 

the manner in \Alch structural use was made of the racial identity

It is

in the constitution and government of colonial societies.”7

Interpretations of cultural differences — so central in 

the philosophies and ideologies of colonization — affected Kenya's 

history: Indians were systematically relegated to second-class

citizenship and Africans became and continued to be third-class 

citizens in their own country. A belief in the civilizing mission 

of the colonial powdr was sustained by such interpretations, 

lers saw themselves as carriers of higher values of white civiliza-

Sett-

tlon to the "culturally" inferior peoples of Africa, and Justified 

therefore in exercising domination. This\cultural difference

greatly by Leo Kuper's paper on political ch^e. See his "Political 
Change in White Settler Societies"' (unpublished paper. Interdisci
plinary Colloqulm, University of California, Los Angeles, March, 1966), 
pp. 2-6. Whereas other authors on plural societies have strongly 
emphasized the racial aspect, Kuper contends that it is the ration
alizations about race that have affected political structures in those 
societies.

7 Ibid p. 3. Emphasis added.•»
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;

provided a rationale for a qualified franchise under such formulate

edueational quali-as the vote to all "civilized" persons, i.e• •

fications; wealth derived from a money economy j~ each having-

been obtained with the education in the alien standards as a

prerequisite; urbanity -- a mark of partaking of the civilized

8values.

Rationalizations of Cultural differences extended to the 

whole socifil relations between the communities: (1) in'labor 

relations, to jus tidy taxation, or low wages under a'^'civilized" 

labor policy (d In Grogan), or coDqmlsory labor; (2) in commerce, 

to restrict competition aisi to control and expropriate (Africans 

were not allowed to grow cash crops like coffee, tea); (3) in 

residence, to segregate, to discriminate in provision of amenity, 

and to exclude from desirable localities,9

Europeans

We have hinted all along at the existence of a European 

community or settler community. We prefer the former term which 

included colonial administrators, businessmen and, of course, 

settlers. For a majority of Kenyans, European was synonymous with

®This relationship was similar to that between Prospero 
as the embodiment of onlture and Caliber, the depraved, uncultured 
knave of Shakespeare's ihe Tempest, Frank Kermode has written 
an excellent introduction to this play. See The Tempest, ed,
Frank Kermode (Cambridge, ^^ss^: Harvard University Press, 1958),

%uper, op, cit pp, 7-8,• f
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white. Politically, one would assume, and rightly so, that colon

ial administrators -- as agents of the Crown — were impartial to 

all communities (i.e., they sought first and foremost to create 

and maintain a balance among the disparate racial groups^. This 

impartiality prevailed for a very brief period. By the time Kenya 

became a Crown Colony (1920), the distinction between officials 

and the settler community had become meaningless.

Administrators had made peace with the settlers (i) for the 

sake of simplifying their work, and (ii) in order not to be "exter

minated," as E.S. Grogan put it. (Grogan settled in Kenya in 1904 

and was instrumental in the introduction of pyrethrum. He later

1
■J

a

regretted that this insecticide could not ^terminate bureaucrats

He hated officialdom with a passion. Short of that.as well as bugs.

extermination meant: premature transfer from the cplony, delay in 

promotion to higher rank, -or forced resignation.) . By 1925, for example, 

the European settler influence on Government officials was unquestion- • , 

The official majority in the Legislative Council had ceasedable.

to’have any separate identity for it contained "members with local 

training whose *' 

elected [unofficialjmembers.

these European officials in the Legislature as "part of us" 

to the annoyance of Indian and African representatives.

'
le instinct* was to vote with the European

..10 European unofficials, referred to

much

This

collusion continued well into the 1950’s.

•^®George Bennett, Kenya; A Political History (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1963), p, 59.
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y.

A former senior official once wrote that "the first consi

deration in the choice of Governors in East Africa is a man's abil

ity to satisfy and serve financial interests in London and in

The underlying assumption was that the prosperity of..11
Kenya.

Kenya depended upon how fast, and to ^at degree, the colony 

absorbed European capital. Nearly all the Governors were sym

pathetic to the interests of settlers who were responsible for **

producing the bulk of the profits. The financial interests were

While nominally under the controlthus entrusted to the Governors.

of the Colonial Secretary, they paid allegiance to the settlers.

"Anyone, from the Governor downwards who 

was disagreeable to the amateur statesmen [settlers] of Kenya's

A few examples .

So did other officials.

..12
political world, stood marked for destruction, 

will suffice to substantiate the assertion that Governors were

under the clutches of the "Political Machine" — colonists'
.. ■ ''

Commissioner Sir Charles Eliot and twopolitical associations.

of his immediate successors. Sir Donald Stewart and Sir James Hayes

Sadler, strongly favored a policy of reserving the highlands for

white, settlement. Sir Charles persuaded white South Africans

Hewith money to accept grants of land in the Protectorate.

resigned over the issue of granting land to two prominent South

■A

^Borman M;Levsv Kenya (London: Leonard and Virginia Woolf 
at The Hogarth Press, 1924), p, 138.

12w. McGregor Ross, Kenya From Within; A Shoft Political 
History (London; George AllerrXlfe¥iirLtd77~r957T7"ppr^55^257T~ 
Emphasis, in original. This is not t'o deny that there were some 
officials who were, consistently sympathetic to the native cause, 

i This included the mavdrick, W, McGregor Ross, Director of Public 
. ? Works. But he, too,-ms-forced into retirement, at the age of 46(}j

/
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Africans because the Foreign Secretary refused to approve the
13

transaction.

In 1906, under Sir James Sadler, settlers achieved a major

constitutional demand, the establishment of a Legislative Council. 

Winsfbn ChufchiJil was to remark a year later that "never-before in

colonial experience has a Council been granted where the number

of settlers is so few." In 1905 there were only 600 settlers! By

1926 the total European population had risen to 12,529. The high

increase of permanent immigrants following the Second World War

merely shows that there still were areas in the Highlands to be so

populated. The availability of land to whites only started when

Sir James approved the unfortunate pledge that "'it is not

consonant with the views of His Majesty's Government to impose

legal restrictions on any particular section of the cdmmunity.

but as a matter of administrative convenience grants in the upland
„14

area should not be made to Indians.

Table 4 shows (surprisingly, at first) that some of 

the highest yearly figures of immigrants were registered at the 

peak of the Mau Mau^emergency (1954-55).

The intention of the White Highlands policy had been to

But for the purposesreserve them for the pure English blood.

13
Elspeth Huxley, White Han's Country: Lord Delaroare and 

the Making of Kenya (2 vols.j Londoni Macmillan and Co 
1935), II, pp. 125, 129.;'* This is an excellent biography of Lord 
Delamare,

Ltd• f • f

^^Bennett,Kenya; A Political History, pp. 21-24. The 
pledge was initially made by Lord Elgin, then Secretary of State 
for the Colonies. Emphasis added.
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TABLE 4

EUROPEAN PERMANENT IMMIGRATION 1946-19603‘

European Population 
(Mid-Year Est.)

Permanent
ImmigrantsYear

1946 24.900
27.500
30.800
33.800
36.600
38.600
40.700 
42,200
47.900
52.500
57.700
62.700
64.700 
66,400
67.700

3509
1947 5040
1948 6501

4968
3503

1949
1950
1951 3719
1952 4827
1953 4781
1954 4904
1955 5715
1956 4553
1957 3148
1958 2818

30581959
I960 2167

3L,H, Gann and Peter Dulgnan, White Settlers In Tropical 
Africa (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1962), p. 165.

of rapidly settling these areas, Boers from South Africa were tolerated.

So were British soldiers after both world wars. But, to borrow John 

Bright’s illuminating phrase, Kenya was "going to be ’a gigantic 

storehouse of outdoor relief for the aristocracy.’"^^ The' pioneer

settlers Included a goodly number of barons -- as the membership on 

the board of directors of the East African Company had portended —' some 

of whom later became absentee land owners. Lord Delamare who

J-5ross, op. cit p. 310.»
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had admiringly eyed this country during his travels alienated over

(European settlers owed so much100,000 acres in the highlands.

to this one man in the pioneer spirit, the introduction of new 

methods of farming and stock raising, and in his agitation for 

self-government for the Europeans.)

Other {iioneers included Lords Hirdlip, Cardross, Cranworth, 

Lord Cranworth later became an active member of the British House

i

' i
1
I

!
■ 5

Two points should be made in the manner of settlement.of Lords.

Leaders of the European community^discouraged the immigration to

Kenya by "poor whites" who, presumably, would have rendered ineffec

tive the irtiite civilization's goal of leaving a respectable imprint

on native peoples: "As the population increases it is to be 

hoped that a poor white residuum will not appear. The experience 

of South Africa makes one apprehensive, for the existence of such

a community,is a serious manace to the prestige of the European,

..17which is no unimportant matter.

Indeed, the suggestion that English working class families 

be settled in Kenya -- in groups — was not looked upon with

equanimity by these gentlemen-settlers. However, their opposition

was not as pointed as the one to Joseph Chamberlain's idea of

The influentialcreating a national home for Jews in Kenya,

^®See Huxley, White Man's Country.

17 From Chartered Company to CrownC.W. Hobley, Kenyat_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Colony (London: H.F. Se G. Witherby, 1929), p. 223.
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Plarttfers* and Fanners* Association authorized their President, .

Lord Delamare, to cable Whitehall violently opposing suc^ an offer 

He also cabled The Times on August 28, 190318
ta the Jews. i

expressing the same protest:

Feeling here very strong against introduction 
alien Jews, Railway frontage fit for British colonization 
260 miles. Foreign Office proposes give 200 miles best to 
undersirable aliens. Is it for this that the expensive 
railway was built and large sums spent on coimtry? Flood 
of people that class sure to lead to trouble with half^- 
tamed natives jealous of their rights, extra staff
to control them. Is British taxpayer, proprietor East Africa, 
content that beautifuT'and valuable country be handed to 
aliens? Have we no colonists of our own race? Country 
being settled slowly surely by desirable British colonial 
settlers, Englishmen here appeal public opinion, espec
ially those who know this country, against this arbitrary 
proceeding and consequent s-wamping bright future of 
country.

■I

j

7.

:1

1

In the same year (1903), Lord Delamare wrote a pamphlet on

the subject entitled .The Grant of Land to the Zionist Congress

And Land Settlement in British East Africa. But that was not

the end of offers to Jews. The Balfour declaration was yet to

come. Burke observes that instead- of Britain "compensating 

African troops,for service during the [Second World War^ 3,300,000 

acres of Kenya land was offered to the Zionists as a home for

the Jews .... [aIso^J to British ex-servicemen but not to their
•• .

African'comrades."^ .Settlers also attempted to.restrict (if not

stop) Indian immigration as well.

; * ■.

^%uxlev. OP. cit I, P, 120.'> f
^^Ibid.

A. Burke (eds.). The
Transformation of East Africa (New York: Basic Booksj Inc • >
1966)V p. 20S.
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Sir. Percy Girouard who succeeded Sir James Sadler, was

For the first time the Colonialvery endeared to the settlers.

. Office was confronted with a monolithic powerful combination of

Lord Delamare informed the Governor thatsettlers, and Governor.
J

i

the disappearance of the division between settlers and officials 

had been effected during his (Sir Percy's) administration.

;<
1

Another

lord, Cranworth, arrived at the same conclusion: "Under the

present Governor the healing process was resumed, and at an even

faster rate * . . ; Now it may be said that ill-feeling is \

,,21almost, if not entirely, obliterated.

Sir Edward Grigg (later Lor.rd Altrincham), asked in 1926

what the Kenya Africans thought of the ideas of "Closer Union"

among the three British territories -- Tanganyika, Uganda and ■

Kenya — replied that "the African, of course, has no views 
22^ ,

at all." Later, speaking at a dinner of the all-white Caledonian 

Club in Nairobi, he stated that the European request for progress 

towards self-government had his "instinctive sympathy." Examples

of such closeness among the Europeans could be cited ad infinitum.

Suffice it to record that the oid triad of the Bible, trade, and

the flag, was evident again in the colonial society. Missionaries^

not to be left behind, joined the campaign to deprive the African %

p I
•Lord Cranworth, A Colony in the Making (London: 

Madmlllan & Co.,.1912), p. 78.
22
Norman M, Leys, A Last Chance in Kenya (London: 

Leonard & Virginia Woolf at The Hogarth Press, 1931), p. 3.
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of most rights beyond mere existence. The two Anglican bishops 

and the head of the Scottish Mission in East-Africa, for example, 

signed a memorandum favoring compulsory labor for the Africans, 

Stating that '’labour must be forthcoming if the country is to be 

developed, as it should,"
•v'

andum thus:

i

i

the prelates summarized their-long memor-

i

We believe that ideally all labour should be volun- 
We recognize that, at present, this is impossible.tary.

and that some form of pressure must be exerted if an adequate 
supply of labour necessary for the development of the cojmtry 
is to be secured. . ,

i

■ t

We are strongly of the opinion that -- I, Compulsory 
labour, so long as it is clparly necessary, should be 
definitely legalised.23

When Churchill visited East Africa in 1907 he found-

I every tdiite man in Nairobi a politician and most of them were 

leaders of parties, The colonists* interests were, however, 

articulated through a succession of political associations led

by pioneers like EorS^elamare and the colorful Captain (later 

Colonel Ihrart Scott Grogan.

23Leys. Kenya, pp, 397, 403. Emphasis in the original. 
See appendix II for the entire memorandum of the Bishops.

S. Churchill. My African Journey (New York & 
London: Hodder & Strbughton, 1908), p. 21.

25f}orman V^er, Grogap’s nephew, records an exchange

^^Winston
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These associations federated into the Convention of 

Associations in November 1910. The Convention was dubbed the

"Settlers* Parliament," This was not without justification for 

many problems pertaining to the settlers, and to the European 

community in general, were discussed by the Convention first 

before being formally presented to the Legislative Council by 

their representatives. It was common to find strong resolutions 

framed by the Convention on burning questions liVe land, labor.

and race relations, 

requiring government officials to atteni its meetings.aid to 

submit reports on their respective departments.)

(The Convention even went to the extend "of

between Grogan and his fiancee's stepfather fromsdiich the 
idea of traversing Africa materialized; "*You have the 
audacity to talk of marriageI» he shouted at Grogan, *My 
dear Sir, do you consider yourself in a position to marry? 
Sent d<^ from Cambridgei No jobl Forgive me, sir, if I 
say that I do not consider you:rwot'Ehy'df ■ my stepdaughter. 
Go off and do something worth»diile before you think of 
marriage;*" See Wymer, The Man from the Cane fTondnn- 
Evans Bros-., Ltd., 1959)’, pp. 31-32.- - - -

The young Cambridge University graduate -under-took,
^ successfully completed, the difficult feat of crossing Africa 
fpcra the Cape -to Cairo (1898-1899), Grogan not only won for himself 
a wife but also 'fou^t the Boers and the Matabele during the 
An^o-Boer war, and later -the Germans during the First World 
War, He settled in Kenya in 1904 and became President of 
the Colonists* Association in 1907, He was elected First 
Chaiman of the Convention of Associations. The idea of this 
central body to which all associations could belong was Grogan's 

Kenya From Within, p, 182, said of the Convention; "In 
modem parlance it is the colony's 'Big Noise.*" tChis is the 
Grogan vho described himself in colonial politics as the 
"baddest and the boldest of a bold bad gang,*"
Kenya, p. 32; ’

See Burnett,
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This brief excursus has demonstrated that in Kenya politics

the use of the term "European” community is more appropriate than

"settler" community.

Indians

Kenya's colonial society was a three-layered one. Europeans--

Indiansas the dominant minority -- fprmed the upper class.

occupied the middle rung economically as well as politically.

At the bottom of the political and economic ladder were the

Africans.

Since the days of railway construction, the terms Indian

and Asian were used interchangeable. Historically, politically.

sofcially and economically, they were treated as a single community

until the consequences of partition of the Indian subcontinent

inl947 reverbrated upon Kenya politics. Religious differences

■manifest since 1931 were finally politicized. Beginning with
*

1948 political representation in the Legislature was based.

primarily, along religious lines. Muslims and non-Muslims t

(predominantly Hindus) were alloted separate seats. Europeans,

who, for some time had considered Hindus less friendly to them.
..26

supported the idea of special seats for the Muslim "community.

Bennett suggests as the reasons for European support the growing

■ According to the 1948 census, the Asian community 
consisted of 45,238 Hindus, 27,583 Muslims, 24,174 Arabs and 
10,621 Sikhs. See Diamond & Burke, Transformation of East 
Africa.p. 86.

%
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. ties between Hindus and African leaders.

However, to the African rank and file, this distinction 

was academic, Indians or Asians represented, irif^their minds, the 

” same phenomenon; economic exploitation of the African, especially 

in trade (connnerce), and in white-collar jobs. Therefore, unless 

a specific meaning is intended, we shall refer to this .group as 

the Asian community, while acknowledging Stephen Morris’ observation

»

-

that "the Indian community as such was frequently a polite

fiction"- particularly after 1947. The Asian community in Kenya

has three derivations; (1) descendants of the merchants yrtio

remained on the coast throughout the period of Arab rule and . 

influence; (2) Hindus who opted to settle in East Africa after

their term of service as indentured labor for the tJganda railway;

‘and (3) Immigrants who, by virtue of contacts with resident Indians,
28had entered East Africa during the colonial period. Indians .

were ve;^ assertive from the time the traders were encouraged 

to move farther inland from their coastal enclaves and ever since

^^Bennett, op. cit., pp. 107-108. This connection was 
not new. It had been alleged by Europeans as far back as 1922 
t&t’:Harry Thud’s nmvemerit had been financed by Indians. (Hindus)- 
During the thirties Isher Dass, the Indian leader, helped 
Africans in their organizational efforts.

?®Stephen Morris, "Indians in East Africa; A Study 
-in Floral Society." "British JOumai of Sociology; VII (1956), , 
195,197

f*

■ f
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the railway construction workers (coolies) were given the alter

native: of remaining pe'riDaneritly in East Africa, But this was 

a time when the European community was composed almost entirely

The Government itselfof officials, missionaries and businessmen, 

was favorably disposed towards Indian settlement. Prior to' 1920, 

the political game was played as if Europeans and Indians were

i

1
1
■.*

the only residents of British East Africa. They might as well 

have been since African "organized" political agitation lulled

until 1921.

The assertiveness of the Indians and of the settlers

The conflict startedcould not fail to lead to a confrontation.

early but a showdown was postponed by external forced -- World

officials that the interiorWar I, The recommendations of hi

lean settlement createdof East Africa be opened up for Eu:

suspicions and resentments among the As)ian community.

Lord Delamare headed a Land commission created to investigate and

In 1905

make recommendations concerning land laws, and settlement as a 

whole. Its report of April 4, 1906 became the offical British

As approved by the Colonial Secretary, 

Lord Elgin, it laid down clearly that "'considering that only a 

comparatively small area of the Protectorate is suitable for 

European settlement and colonisation, it is desirable that land 

withimTthd^area CHighlandsH should be reserved for the support

Government policy on land.

AMd nalntenance^f. a wlh. .,.,29 /This declaration ofte population;

29
Ross^ Kenya From Within, p. 304.
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policy prompted Indian leaders ttf call a mass meeting of Indians

(April 1906) "to consider their rights, and to protest against

..30 Open conflict had begun. They ware now dediscrimination.

manding equality of treatment with Europeans. Disclaimers notwith

standing, Lord Elgin's pledge remained the Imperial policy until

1923.

Indians brooded over the white Highlands policy and other

discriminatory measures through the war years. By the outbreak

of World War I, the unofficial side of the Legislative Council was

still in minority, nominated, but all white. After the war. *

Europeans soon attained a significant step in constitutional

advancement they had been pressing for since 1907 when the Legisla-6

tive Council first met. Partly in recognition for their contri

bution to the war effort they were granted an elective Council with
>universal suffrage. The first elections were held in 1920,

Meanwhile, in 1918, the report of a local Economic 

Commission of Enquiry (dubbed the Comic Commission) into post-war

development was published. It contained very unsavory references

to the Indians and even advocated strict control of future immigra

tion from India. The report merely added* to the feeling of bitter

ness among the Indians who immediately renewed their .pre-war demands

^OMarJorle R, Dilley, British Policy in Kenya Colony (New 
Yorki Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1937), p. 142. A second edition of 
this classic study of British colonial policy by an American scholar 
was published by Barnes and Noble in 1966. It includes a useful 
bibliography,on Kenya since 1937 by Marion E. Doro.
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This time they were supportedfor equal rights with Europeans, 

actively by the .Indian Government, and the India Office in Whitehall.
■1

(1) urbanEuropean-Indian tensions focused on five issues:

(2) property restrictions outside urban
■

residential segregation;

(3) immigration regulations: (4) political representation; 

and (5) restricted access to public facilities. These were spelled

Iareas;
.'.V

.. s

out on two other occasions besides the "Comic Commission" report.

First, in 1919, the annual meeting of the Convention 

passed several resolutions requesting the British Government to

declare forthwith that

The right of self-determination rests with the European 
Government of this country acting for the Europeans and in 
trust for the native peoples and should ask the Secretary 
of State to rule that the position should not be prejudiced 
by giving any system of franchise to Asiatics nor by allow
ing them to acquire land except in townships on short leases, 
nor
that steps should be taken at once to restrict Asiatic 
immigration in order that this stronghold of European 
Colonization in Central Africa may stand beside her sister 
Colonies [[a probable reference to Australia, South Africa 
and Southern Rhodesia^J in their Asiatic policy.

Two months after this resolution had been passed. General Northey,

the new Governor, granted an interview to the Nairobi Indian

He drove the point home: "that 'the principle

had been accepted at home that this country was primarily for

European development, and whereas the interests of the Indian

would not be lost sight of, in all respects the European must

predominate,'"^2 Indians decided to challenge European privileges

by the emplpyment of Asiatics in Government work and

Association

1

31ross, 0£. cit.. pp. 323-324. 

^^Ibid.. p. 327;
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on all but the last Issue (discrimination in public facilities). 

The interracial conflict that ensued was surpassed in

intensity only by Mau Mau in the 1950*s. The,Under-Secretaries

of State for India (the Earl Winterton) and for the Colonies

(Edward Wood) opened protracted discussions in an attempt to

reconcile the racidl differences on all the points at issue.

In September, 1922, the outcome of the negotiations were"tSabled 

to the Kenya Government in the now famous (notorious?) "Wood-•i’

Winterton report." These proposals, while retaining the white

Highlands policy, suggested that restrictions on urban accom

modations and immigration be eliminated and that a common electoral

roll qualified only by educational and property tests be instituted

Before these recommendations could be discussed by the

Kenya Government (and Legislature),- the contents were "leaked"

to the press and the storm fell. Settlers were outraged by any

proposals that reversed the European economic and political

primacy. They went\into a frenzy. Public meetings all ovfer

the colony were callqd to discuss probable courses of action. 

Resolution after i^shlution warned.

granted Indian claims, Europeans would prevent, by all means 

necessary, the implementation of the decision. According to 

them, this necessary action would have included a coup d*dtat. 

Charg'es of imperial expansion against India were heard. (The India 

Office had pressured the Colonial Office into publishing the

that if the colonial Government

33

33̂Ibid chap, xxi, "The Coup d’Etat That WasrNot Needed.",• f

f
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Wood-Winterton report.) The panic-stricken connnunity was fed with 

slogans similar in content to the cablegram addressed the previous 

year to Queen Mary by European ladies in Nairobi imploring her

"•assistance to protect us and our children from the terrible

t..34Asiatic menace that threatens to overwhelm us.

One thing was clear -- Europeans rejected the Wood-Winterton

proposals outright. A new formula had, therfore, to be worked out

to avert a racial crisis. The following year (1923) the Briti§h

Government reversed themselves after "further re-examination of

A White Paper, Indians in Kenya, finally "solved"the matter."

the conflict: (1) it denied Indian demands for a common roll 

in preference for communal representation on the Legislative Council; 

(2) it refused to reconsider the Highlands policy (i.e,, of reserv

ing the Highlands for Europeans only); (3) it reaffirmed the

principle that racial segregation was to be adhered to in resident?
35.ial and commercial areas.

Europeans had won the conflict. Indians, having been 

denied the ideal of social dcjuality with Europeans, resigned them

selves to alien second-class citizenship. They were now to play

the "middleman" in politics, economics and society as a whole. But 

, not before they had considered alternative ways of protest. The

radical^wing of the East African Indian Congress had influenced

the Congress into adopting a policy of non-cooperation. In 1924

34„
Ibid., p. 348.

^^Indians in Kenya. Dmd. 1922 (1923), p. 4.
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•r
Indian refused to pay any taxes ^’though they gave that alter-_ 

native up the following year. The 1923 White Paper had granted 

Indians elective representation on Mmmunal basis. They were to 

return five inembe^ as against eleven for Europeans, Having rejected 

the White Paper’s reconmendatlons, Indians boycotted the elections 

preferring representation by nominated members. However, they 

withdrew from the Legislative Council sessions in 1927, never to 

return until. 1933.^®

V'

Africans

, But of greater significance than the resolution of the

"Indian Question" was the discovery of the vast majbrlty of Kenya’s

population. The White Paper declared first, that

Primarily, Kenya is an African territory and His Majesty’s 
government think it necessary definitely to record their 
considered opinion that the Interests of the African 
natives must be paramount, and that if, and when those 
interests and the Interests of the Immigrant races should 
conflict, the former should prevail.37

Second, in denying settler demands vis-a-vis the natives, 

the Paper asserted Whitehall’s sole trusteeship on behalf of the 

latter and likewise refused to consider prospects for self- 

government in the near future, (Whites ^nted self-government 

status as that granted to Southern Rhodesia around this time, 1923.) 

The Paper categorically stated that "In the administration of Kenya

.3

>

' ^®George Bennett, "The Development of Political Organizations 
in Kenya." Political Studies. V (June 1957), 118.

37 Indians in Kenya, p. 9,

' ; .'s ' ■
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Her Majesty's Goyemnient regard themselves as exercising a trust on

behalf of the African population, and they are unable to delegate or 

share this trust, the object of which may be defined as the pro

tection and advancement of the native races.

Neither the Colonial Office nor the Kenya Government - had any 

intention of really primarily safeguarding native interests any more

..38

than they had safeguarded Indian interests. This hypocritical charac

ter was evident in the treatment of the "Indian Question," We saw
j

policies formulated one year only to be reversed the following.

Throughout the colonial period Africans formed a community 

of^the oppressed,39 jts significance was always determined in 

relationship to that of the immigrant communities — EXiropeans and

Asians, If at the height of the European-Indian controversy the 

main bone-of contention was social equality, if was in the economic

sectors — labor^i taxation and land — that European-African
>

hostilities polarized. In both conflicts, however, the issues were

often politicized. The failure to resolve each issue at the proper

time merely led to an intensification of agitational' politics.

38lbid, During the agitational period Africans often 
argued that .Britain had failed tO keep this promise,

39Before the advent of alien rule, the largest social, 
economic and political unit among Africans was the tribe. Sometimes 
the clan was the unit. To the average man, therefore, the concept 
of "African community" was slow'in taking root. But there are 
enough common characteristics that justify their being discussed 
as a community right from the beginning of settlement. Their 

' treatoent, by Europeans and Asians, as a distinct community to 
which communal rather than individual justice was to be rendered, 
fostered this community spirit.

I.
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Relations between Europeans and Africans were strained right

The primary reason can be found in the logi-from the early years.

cal theory advanced by Europeans that in order to realize the goal of 

European settlement — prosperity and the good life — the native

No less a figure thanhad to be induced to work European farms.
V

}Governor Sir Percy Girouard was to'assert that taxation was the

only possible method of inducing natives to come out of their areas

We examine here the methods used to validateto work for Europeans.

this theory.

Settlement in Kenya altered the classical pattern of

colonial settlement. The colonists were not going to do the •S'

labor themselves as their kin had done in America, Australia,

Canada or New Zealand. Earlier it had been thought that the

climate was not suitable for settlement. Hobley, a former company

(and later colonial) official, believed that the European’s role

would be supervisory only: "Taking East Africa as a whole, the

natural role of most of the Europeans working on the land will

. probably be that of-supervisors of native labor, and there is, at

..40 He was supported by Lord•present, ample opportunity for all.

Cranworth, himself a landholder, who wrote that Kenya was

..41"essentially an overseer’s country.

The racial element and place of origin added a new dimension

to Hegel’s theory of the relationship between lord or master

^^Hobley,"Kenya: From Chartered Company, p. 223.

41Lord Cranworth, A Colony in the Making, p. 185.

.*■
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(European) and bondsman of slave (African), 

which proved rather significant in agitational politics has

The racial element
,V-v

42
The conflict between master andspilled over into the present, 

slave was intensified by the fact that both did not share the same

The.basis for the Hegelian synthesis that
'ip

cultural orientations. '3
3

emerges from the conflict of the opposites was, therefore,

(It must b* added that what is being done in independent 

Kenya — creating a soctety out of disparate groups — is unparalleled 

in emerging polities.)

According to -Hegel, the servent qua servant exists only for

9
■P

lacking. -Ji

iP

V-

He exists only in a dependentncapacity.the sake of the master.
..^3

TheThe servant’s "essence is life or existende for another.

European is the power that dominated the existence of the African.

The reduction of the African to a state of dependence was a calculated 

one, accomplished through (1) compulsory labor; (2) taxation; and 

(3) depriving the African of his land and dictating the crops he 

could or could not grow on the remaining meagre acreage. The wage 

structure and scarcity of land were both linked to the imposition 

of taxes on the African. Even the squatter system had the

t
42. integrative era in which racial overtones are notI.e

"Africanization"opolicy rather that "Kenyanizatfon" of
Note the exodus

• f
uncommon:
the civil service, industry, and the professions, 
ofcJndians and Pakistanis from Kenya.

^^George W. F. Hegel, The Phenomenology of Mind, trans. 
J. B. Baillie (2nd ed.; London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd.;
New York: The Macmillan Co 1931), p. 234.• 9
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characteristics of forced labor,^

Compulsory labor

As early as 1902 Captain Grogan had declared that a "good 

sound system of compulsory labor would do more to raise the'native in 

five years than all the millions that have been sunk in missionary 

efforts for the last fifty,” He favored compelling the native "to 

xrork so many months in the year at a fixed and reasonable rate, and 

call it compulsory education, as we call our weekly bonnet parad^ 

church , , . , Thereby the native will be morally and physically' 

Improved; he will acquire tastes and wants which will increase the 

trade of the country.

By "reasonable" Grogan meant that the first essential in 

opening up a new coiintry in Africa was for the Administration to

fix a rate of pay, and make that rate a very low one,^®
■

aries, too, endorsed this idea of compulsory labor, Grogan's ideas 

Incorporated in the labor policies of the colonial Government

..45

Mission-

were

^Under this system, an employee and his male dependents 
over sixteen were each required, by law, to work for the master for 
180 days in a calendar year. The Resident Natives Ordinance of 1918 
required natives living outside their reserves to sign a work con-

Raymond Buell observed that "undertract of not less than a year, 
any system which requires a native and all the male members of his 
family over the age of sixteen to work at least half the year for a 
European farmer in return for the right to use land, a feudal system 
involving elements of involuntary servitude is likely to-develop," 
See The Native PrOblemlnAfrica (New Yorki The Macmillan Co 1928),

, I, pp. 325-326. In 1926 the Convention demanded changes in the law . 
to require a squatter to work for nine months a year for the European, 
Ibid,. p. 327.

• 9

Arthur-H. Sharp, From the Cape to Cairot The 
First Traverse of Africa From South to North (I/>nd6ni Hurst & 
Blackett, 1902), p, 366.

■ *®IMd., p.\68.
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I
i;

On October 23, 1919, the Chief Nativethe squatter system).

Commissioner, through the Governor, issued the famous labor

(e.g • $

•Tcircular accurately characterized by Ross as "the High-water mark 

of exploitation by a British Government in our times."

"Native Labour Required for Non-Native Farms and Other Private 

Undertakings," the circular merely formalized a practice that had 

existed in one form or another since settlement began,

The British Labour Party termed this treatment of natives 

There are examples of incidents in which 

Government officials collaborated fully with settlers in forcing

f :':3-

Entitled

'i

'i
:}

1

,.48the"new slavery.
t

natives, including boys of fifteen and sixteen, to work without pay

This was done even after the

There

as punishment for "desertion."

initial contract -- six months -- had been fulfilled.

were, of course, a number of Government officials who protested

They must have concurred in x»hat the Bishopagainst this behavior.

\of Zanzaibar said then, in 1919, he condemned forced labor as being 

■'«^r®oral." The Bishop concluded that "forcing Africans to work in

^^The entire circular and the missionaries' views on it 
are reproduced in appendixes I and II,

^^British Labour Party, British Imperialism in East Africa. 
Colonial Series No. 1 (London: Labour Research Department, 1926). 
The Party asserted that the. real struggle in East Africa was not 
between white planters and Indian merchants, but "between British 
capitalism and the African'masses who have been robbed of their land 
and are now. being robbed of their labour. As the prpcess qf ex
ploitation goes on,, . .native labour will be used in factories 
under slave conditions such as already exist on the railways and 
plantations." Ibid.. p. 60.

^%oss, Kenya From,Within, pp. 112-114, *
"I-

»
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the interests of European civilization is a betrayal of the weaker 

,to the financial interests of the stronger race."50

Tax structure
<

Linked directly with the labor supply was the institution of

hut and poll taxes for the natives. Kenya colonists reversed that

famous American dictum, "No taxation without representation." Their

slogan seemed to bej "Representation without taxation." The Euro-
-0*

pean community, vrtiich included a goodly number of settlers who had 

been induced to accept large tracts of land in Kenya, was not about 

to accept the financial responsi&ilities upon ^ich good government

depends. Europeans demanded elective representation while at the

same time as they vehemently opposed direct taxation. '

In modem societies the poor are expected to pay into the 

public chest much less than they take out. But in Kenya they paid 

more and got less. Driberg objected to natives being taxed for the 

sole benefit of the Immigrant community and urged the State to

distribute its services proportionately to the contributions of the

component elements. The Chief Native Commissioner, giving testimony 

to the East African Commission of 1925 (Cmd. 2387), estimated the
f f

amount spent for exclusively native services in 1923 to be slightly 

over one-quarter of the taxes- paid by them. Even in 1928 native 

education was not commensurate with native taxation.

P. 107.

^IPriberg. The East African Problem, pp. 45, 56. The Chief 
'Native Commissioner's evidence showed that the Akamba district had 

remained disappointingly undeveloped although it had paid L207,749 in 
dirMt taxes oveif a tm-year period (1914-1924). "'If we left that 
district tomorrow;' he concluded^, 'the only permanent evidence of our 

; :occupatlonijTOtild be the tuildings we have erected.for the use of our 
tax ^ - -

S.

-d

l« Ibid pp, 56-57> n. 1. .••••f

■6»
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In 1924, the yield from such direct native taxes was ti561,818 ^ile

The figure belowthat from Europeans amounted to less than t9,000.
t.

clearly shows who bore the tax burden.

■f*T0P.000

9
native hut and poll

£*400.000

£300.000

£»no,ooo

€100.000

••
NON^WIVE ,1

♦r /**■w

tj
ou'n.kQ^P***, POLL ■ TAX

i I I 5 i i i ? i I i g i i I i H i i 5 S i I 5
FIG. I*—NATIVE AND NON-NATIVE DIRECT TAXATION FOR A QUARTER OF A 

CENTURY IN KENYA. ALSO JHE TOTAL CUSTOMS REVENUE FROM IMPORT 
DUTIES (AND^^ORT DUTIES UP TO I922).

Although Income Tax was only levied for one year (1921)- and then with
drawn, arrears, due for 1921, were collected in 1922 (i30,373), 1923 
(i.5,287), and in 1924 (*2^0).

Due to the fact that Europeans noitodays pay upwards of il00,000 a year 
as duty on Intoxicants, the non-native contribution to Customs Revenue 
may, since 1921, be a trifle higher than the native contribution} but 
over the whole period of twenty-five years an overwhelming proportion 
of the Customs Revenue was derived from native sources.
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The total yield of native hut and poll tax represened above 
is LS,839,236. The total yield of the only non-native taxes of 
general application is L231,942 from poll tax and L23l,942 
from poll tax and L94, 654 from Income tax.

(In the curve of non-native taxation, liquor, game and other 
have been ..included in order to give the nonlicenses, etc,,

native community the benefit of every doubt as to their share 
of direct taxation. Actually, certain of these items represant 
pa3nnents to the State for very valuable privileges; and some 
authorities would exclude them from the category of jiirect 
taxation. Thus, the Parliamentary Commission in 1925 said:
"The only direct tax on non-natives is a uniform poll tax of 
31s.’' — Cd, 2387, p. 175,)52

I
I
!

This pattern began to change only after political agitation on the 

part of Africans became more pronounded.

The extension of British rule tfa the native population had, 

of course, been premised on natives paying for the expenses of 

Tax collection for this puirpose proved' to be aadministration.

difficult task at first partly because Africans did not have enough

The settlers’ demand for labor eased thismoney to pay in taxes.

Cooperation between them and officials -- especially tax

Farmers paid for labor in cash and

It was

problem.

collectors — was quite common.

the officials rested assured that tax money ms available.

llfborers be uprooted from their own home-inevitable that African 

steads since the farms on which they sought jobs were hundred of mile^ 

The system of.ro.igrant labor. Internal to Kenya, developed.away.

Since i-t was not so easy for Africans to accept such jobs, pressure 

was employed to force able-bodied men to go and work for Europeans.

■5f
Ross, 0£. cit., pp. 145^ 150-151.
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Native taxation started when the levying of a tax not li

exceeding two rupees (2s, 8d.) upon every native dwelling was

In 1901 this HuttTax was collected in three regions.sanctioned. )
1

- iTwo years later the tax was raised to three rupees and extended to i
j

three more regions. By 1910 taxation had become general, collectable 4
i

In 1916 this amount was raised toover the entire Protectorate. i
j

53
' five rupees. The idea for this increase was simply to compel more 

Africans to join the labor market. Between 1901-and 1914, labor

was the real economic and social problem. Even though Africans had

lost a lot of land through alienation, they still had plenty to live’ 

Consequently, it took only one member of a family a few monthson.

to earn money for taxesxand return to his village.

Therefore, the soarcity of labor could not be remedied by

the economic theory of Increasing wages in order to increase the s

supply. In fact, the opposite would have occurredj fewer Africans _

would have earned enough money in fewer months to pay more than one

year's taxes; The Hut Tax was aimed at heads of households. The

labor difficulties of 1907-1908 led to increased demands for raising

native taxes of introducing a new one.

The 1908 Labour Inquiry Board recommended a poll tax to be
54

imposed on every adult male African. In 1910 a poll tas of two

^^Dilley, British Policy in Kenya, p. 240/

54
The only tax which affected natives and non-natives alike 

was a ten per cent duty on most imported foods excluding agricultural 
implements, seeds and plants, and livestock for breeding purposes, 
Ross, op. clt.. p. 146. The three-man Board was chaired by one 
official with no "direct experience in the ddministration of natives 
and two settlers." Ibid., p 186

1
i
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rupees for sin^e males was'approved by the Secretary of State. If 

a native worked for one month for an "authorized** person or for hSln- 

self, his poll tax could be remitted. la May 1920, a bill was intro

duced in ihe Legislative Cotuicil providing for increasing native 

taxes: the hut tax to seven and one-half rupees and the poll tax 

to ton rupees. On the same day a,bill for an income tax for non

natives was also introduced. .Althou^ both bills became law, what 

soon followed farther demonstrated that natives shouldered the 

greatest financial burdens faced by the colony.

A European Ta25)ayers Protection League was formed to chal

lenge the oonstitutioi^ity of **direct taxation upon Europeans as 

long SIS the elected menibers did not control the Legislature.**

Lord Delamare often told audiences who refused to fill out their 

returns that they were perfectly justified for, he believed, **the 

tax itself is unconstitutional. **55 Europesins’ organized anti-income 

tax oaa^jaign wsis so strong that in 1922 the income tax law was 

repesiledv The natives who Isicked organizations throu^ which to 

protest, continued to pay their taxes.

In the mid-1920’s Haymond Buell was to marvel at this practice; 

idiile Europeans were refusing to pay income tax, a farmers’ association 

was urging the Government to increase the natives’ taxes. The settlers’ 

purpose was, of course, to relieve the acute labor shortage since they 

recOTimenied remission of the tax for the native who 'worked a certain 

period of time-for a European.56

;

55r^., pp. 156-157.

5^uell, The Native Problem in Africa. I, p. 331,
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Reduction of native areas

We have Indicated the manner of alienation for the purpose

of attracting a weil-en<^owed, self-sufficient type of settler who 

would contribute substantially to the economy development of the 

colony. This policy which had jiecessltated reserving large tracts 

of land — 1,000 acres of agricultural land or upwards of 5,000

acres of pasture — to each applicant Inevitably led to the desig

nation of special areas for native residence.

For a while these areas were adequate In providing for the

basic needs of the people. But as population increased, land there

in became scarce. The result was the squatter system -- both

voluntary and Involuntary. Indirect pressure for Africans to become

laborers was brought through their being limited In 'sdiat they could

The cultivation of coffee, tea and cotton started early. Agrow.

few Africans did develop a keen Interest In growing them for market.
■ - f ^

Wj^en labor shortages developed, some European settlers toyed with

the idea of stopping native production of these cash crops.$
. They feared that any Improvement In the productivity of

C. C. WrigleyAfrican agriculture would raise the price of labor.

quotes one of their more candid members as saying that!

It stands to reason that the more prosperous and contented Is 
the population of a reserve, the less the need or Inclination 
of the young men of the tribe to go out Into the field'. From 
the farmers' point of view, the Ideal reserve is a recruiting- 
ground for labour, a place from which the able-bodied go out 
to work, returning occasionally to rest and to beget the next 
generation of labourers.57 ^

;

37MKenyai The Patterns of Economic Life, 1902-1945," in 
History of East Africa. II, p. 246.

/

,/ ■'
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c
To increase the supply of labor by preventing some group from

growing certain crops was not strongly advocated before World War I.

(But shortly after the war, legislation prohibiting natives from

It was not until the 1950*Sgrowing tea and coffee was enacted.

that Africans were allowed to grow coffee. This prohibition became

a hot issue during the nationalist era.) -i
j

Many settlers preferred the alternative of reducing acreage 1

in native reserves; of increased native taxation; and of native

registration for the purpose of keeping a tab on "deserters." The

Native Labour Commission of 1912-1913 heard evidence on all these

points. Some officials recommended the opposite: increasing the

amount of land in native areas to reflect the growing population.

"Native Reserves should beBut the pressure was on Ihnd reduction; 

reduced in area as the surest means pf crowding natives out on the
58

The final report waswage market," urged forty-nine witnesses.

noncommital. It "advised the ‘demarcation of undemarcated reserves 

with a view to reserving sufficient land for the present population.

The Commission's report did not allow for future growth in

native population. One conclusion to be drawn from this "non-

cpmmital" position is that the Commission was intent on "crowding

natives out" of the reserves so that they could supply European

farms with dheap labot. Ross, an ardent critic of the system latec

reflected:

58Ross, Kenya From Within, p. 93.

^^Ibid. , p. 98. Emphasis added.
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It mast be made perfectly clear that any such concerted display 
of negrophobe malevolence as is exhibited in some of the 
evidence before the Commission «oiiM be in^jbhsible in Kenya of 
1927 ,■ o « o The ruthlessness of some of the* members of this 
early group of settlers is almost unbelievable . , . o One of 
them supervised his labourers from a chain at the door of his 
hut by firing a rifle in-the direction of aiay lahom he thou^t 
to be slacking. The bullet kicked up the soil near the 
delinquent one and reminded him that master's eye was upon him.°0

Such is the society we have tried to describe in this chap

ter, The Crown Lands Ordinance of 1915 vested all unalienated laid 

in the Crown, The Crown's agent was the Kenya Government headed 

by the Governor. He could dispose of the land as he saw fit, in 

the name of the Crown, Africans and Indians were, of course, the 

victims of this system. In 1915 Europeans had achieved a major 

victory in land matters as they had in the passage of successive 

native taxation measures. Labor policies that were to apply gener

ally throu^out the colonial period took effect after the First 

World War, The Native Registration Ordinance of l9l5 was strictly 

enforced,

These policies concerning land, labor and taxation left 

no doubt that the nativei^was to be, in law as well as in fact, 

subservient to the European, The Masters and Servants Ordinance

/

60lbid,

^%enyatta cQD5)lained that althou^ tens of thousands of 
Africans lost their lives fitting a war to preserve democracy, de
mocratic Britain's reward was "taking away the best lands from the 
Africans and the introduction of Kipande with its diabolical system 
of finger-prints as thou^ the Africans were criminals ,, , , , "
See Facing Mount Kenya, p, 204,

^ -
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of 1906 (the,Ordinance, patterned after the law of Transvaal,

South' Africa, allowed both payment in kind and imprisonment of *

laborers for breach of.contract) continued to operate with few 

modifications. The basic economic, political and social structure

laid during Kenya's first three decades — 1903-1930 -- remained

intact until the mid-1950*s.

The struggle to change this state of affairs became highly ,

.A
concentrated after the Second World War although there had been

attempts during the 1920»s and 1930's to effect radical changes.

I

N✓
V

*!
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CHAPTER IV

■THE RISE OF POLITICAL AGITATION

The Decline of Humanitarianism ^

The discussion in chapter two included a section on the

Royal Commissions that studied the problems facing East Africa,
es-

4'
From the final reports of these coitimissions of inquiry emanated

Britain's colonial policies of the inter-was period. Three policies

Affected multi-racial Kenya for a decade (1920-1931): native

paramountcy, dual policy, and closer union of all the East African

1territories, . The terms closer union, dual policy, and native

paramountcy had caused so much controversy and been subjected

1The doctrine of native paramountcy was declared by the 
Duke of Devonshire in the 1923 White Paper, Indians in Kenya 
(Cmd. 1922); that of dual policy by Julian Amery's White Paper 
of 1927, Fliture Policy in Regard to Eastern Africa (Cmd. 2904); 
Sidney Webbls two White Papers of 1930 embodied the policy of

These werecloser union and of a revived native paramountcy.
Statement of the Conclusions of His Majesty's Government in
the United Kingdom as Regards Closer Union in East Africa (Cmd, 
3573),. and Memorandum on Native Policy in East Africa (Cmd. 3574).

!

83
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to so much investigation and definition that they no longer had

much value. Consequently, British Governments never affirmed

any of these policies in their statements relating to East Africa 

after 1931.2

The ideas of clloser union were revived later — albeit

in watered down form — and formed the basis of the East African

High Commission (established in 1948) and the Central African

Federation (promulgated in 1953). On the other hand, native

paramountcy was virtually negated by dual policy which asserted

the equality of interests between Europeans and natives (but actual

ly Europeans were more equal than, Africans);

His Majesty’s Government wish to place on record 
their view that, while these responsibilities of trustee
ship must for some considerable time rest mainly on the 
agents of the Imperial Government, they desire to assoc
iate more closely in this high and honourable task those 
who, as colonists or residents, have identified their 
interests with the prosperity of the country . .

Their /European/ claim to share progressively 
in the responsibilities of government cannot be ignored . .

^ The dual policy in regard to economic development 
should have its counterpart in the political evolution 
of the territories .... And although in some places 
it may be many years before the native can take a direct 
part in the central Legislatures, his place in the body 
politic must be provided for, and steps taken.to create 
the machinery whereby native self-government . . . can 
be developed.3 ' .

2Robert G. Gregory, Sidney Webb and East Africat Labour’s 
Experiment with the Doctrine of Native Paramountcy. University of 
California Publications in History LXXII (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1962), 137.

^Future Policy in Regard to Eastern Africa, pp. 5, 7. -
■'s

1
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Dual policy was designed to benefit the European as

much as the African community. One of the chief architects of

this new policy was the Governor of Kenya, Sir Edward Grlgg.

Sir Edward, on returning to Kenya in 1927 after consultation with 

Amery, the Colonial. Secretary, "described dual policy as “the

complementary development of native and non-native communities'

..4and by this he meant political as well as ecpnomic development. 

To Europeans dual policy was but the first step towards political 

and economic paramountcy.

Political ascendency of Europeans was obvious long before

publication of the Hilton Young Commission’s feport In 1929. In

recommending a franchise for Legislative Council in Kenya, for 

.example, this commission categorically stated that "the establish

ment of a common roll is the object to be aimed at and attained, 

with an equal franchise of a civilization or education character 

open to all races.Two vital qualifications for the common roll

proposed in 1929 were based on the amount of tax individuals paid

and on their educational attainment.

When the report was published, Africans were apprehensive 

for they possessed neither of these qualifications, 

the European paid'to the State more than the African paid.

Individually,

But

European community, as a community, still paid about half of what

4
Gregory, op.~ cit.. p. 63.

. A ’ '

^Quoted in a memorandum to the Joint Select Committe of 
Parliament by Rev. W.E, Owen, Archdeacon of Kavirondo. See Joint 
Select Committee on Closer Union in East Africa, Report. Vol. Ill, 
Appendices. (1931), p. 7. . •
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the African conmiunity paddi Rev, Owen observed that considered from

the oomnmnity standpoint, the proposal debarred Africans from 

the status which their tax contribution to the State entitled them.

He, therefore, favored a communal roll on tdiich Africans were
-if.

to be admitted on the basis of payment of direct taxation demanded 

from them,^ The educational criteribn was equally mifair since the

colony's policy as endorsed by the Hilton Young Commission was 

designed to train Africans as artisans only while ^ropeans and 

Asians, continued acquiring a general education,7

Two schools of thou^t permeated British colonial policy

since the early 1840's. The humanitarian school endeavored to

promote the welfare of the natives under British trusteeship or 

tutelage. In Kenya, this element found expression in the native 

paramountcy doctrine. The other school dates back to Lord Durham's

recommendation that Britain promote the welfare of colonial peoples 

of British origin. Kenya Europeans obtained many of their wishes 

when the dual policy was accepted. The decline of British humani- 

tarianism and the subsequent triumph of the Durham concept proved 

disastrous for British administration in the multi-racial areas

of Africa,

-•vs

pp. 7-8.

7lbid.
!

^Gregory, Sidney Webb and East Africa, pp, 2-3, 137, 
Durham report of 1839 (after the rebellions in Canadian provinces) 
set it down that as a matter of policy British colonis-ts should 
be'permitted ■fco exercise an increasing control over their own 
affairs until at last they attained responsible government and 
dominion sta'fcus .

The

;
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Native leaders who had followed the deliberations of these
V

commissions were deeply disappointed with their final reports.

The Africans became convinced the accommodation between them and

i

Europeans was unattainable within the existing racially stratified

Two other factors -- besides the decline of the human-society.

itarian influence — contribufeed to the hardening of attitudes

among colonials and the emergence of organized militancy within 

the African associations! (1) the increasing restrictions upon

African political expression, and (2) the interference, by mission-. .

aries, with native customs and traditions.

- The Rejection of Colonial Society

these events led to the presentation of numerous petitions

to all those "concerned" with colonial problems. One of the

leaders who played a key role in this regard was Jomo Kenyatta.

He briefly visited England in 1929 on behalf of the Kikuyu Central

Association, Another leader -- who accompanied Kenyatta on the
g

Parmenas fiockerie. Both attemptedsecond trip in 1931 — was

^Although Mockerie was attending a teachers* refresher 
course at Makerere college when he was called to join Kenyatta 
on the delegation, he really expanded his horizons while in 
England. He studied at one of the Quaker Selly Oak colleges, 
Flrcroft Working Men's College, in Birmingham and wound up 
at Ruskin College, Oxford. Before returning to Kenya Mockerie 
toured Europe. But the "feeling of friendship between the 
whites and coloured people" at Selly Oak impressed him most.
See Mockerie, "The Story of Parmenas Mockerie of the Kikuyu 

• Tribe, Kenya," In Ten Africans (Evanston: Northwestern Univer
sity Press, 1963). p. 167. The book is edited by that British 
humanitarian and Africanist, Dame Margery Perham.

<!»
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unsuccessfully to give evidence before the Joint Select Committee

of Parliament oh Closer Union of East African territories, 

Mockerie returned to Kenya in 1935,

, stayed on until 1946.

Bdt this time Kenyatta 

He became spokesman for and on African prob

lems. The following, analysis of African organization will show 

the interplay of the above factors in the rejection of the colonial

society in which they operated.
S

Any agitation requires a: certain amount of organization. 

Certain ideas and ideals a people have must be expressed through 

an organization. And without an ideology few people are willing 

to risk their lives in revolutionary action. In Kenya it is

doubtful that the revolution of 1953-1956 would have occurred 

but for the integrative ideology developed over a period of some

thirty years by numerous political, religious, educational and

These ariculated and brought into 

focus various African grievances and set forward certain poli

tical, economic and social objectives,

In their earlier days these organizations,, in addition

trade union associations.
^ '

to presenting specific grievances, also provided their members 

with a sense of belonging. This latter function was particularly 

significant in urban areas where there were many tribal associations

satisfying this need. The multi-tribal solidArlty-.thattemerged

lOoonald L, Barnett & Karari Njama, Mau Mau From Within: 
Autobiography and Analysis of Kenya’s Peasant Revolt (New York
fieLondoni Monthly Review Press, 1966), pp. 35-36.

.J,
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succeeded because the different tribes had experienced the same 

oppression from an immigrant community.

Africans learned much from Indians and Europeans, 

avare that the achievements of those two communities were the 

outcome of political pressures the Indian Congress and the European’s 

Convention of Associations exerted on Kenya and British Governments.

African associations emerged soon after Kenya became a 

The most prominent among these were the Kikuyu

Organizationally, however.

They had become

Crown Colony.

Association, the Xpung Kikuyu Association, the Kavirondo Taxpayers 

Welfare Association (KTWA) and the Kikuyu Central Association (KCA).

Initially all were convinced that the "best way to advance African 

interests was to cooperate fully with ’constituted authority.

When this constituted authority failed them, they looked for alter

native ("unconstitutional") ways of achieving desired reform.

In 1925 organs of the "constituted authority" were esta-

These were Local Native Councils (LNCs).blished throughout Kenya.

The Administration viewed them as the best channels for giving

Africans, especially "young men", practical experience into the

After 1925 the Government ignoredworking of Government machinery.

any groups that purported to speak for Africans.

plated banning the associations altogether.
^ ,

By the outbreak of the Second World War those associations 

that had not fizzled out were proscribed and others went into

It even contem-

<

l^Carl G. Rosberg and John Nottingham, The Myth bf’Wau 
Mau*t Nationalism in Kenya (New York: Praeger, 1966), p. 84.

• «
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voltmtary liquidation. But this was only the culmination of an 

arduous road punctuated with constant hatrassmenC from colonial 

authorities, ilie more nationalistic the associations — the KCA,

■ the Abaluhya Central Association (ACA) — the closer they were 

watched by the Administration.

When these associations tried to express their nationalism

through the LNCs, they found their efforts frustrated by the 

District Commissioners who, were chairmen of these bodies from 

their inception down to the fifties. Even when European spokesmen 

of African Interests accepted the,activities of these organizations.

they were very selective. For example, they recognized the KTWA 

and the Kikuyu Association (transformed into Loyal Kikuyu Patriots) 

but were hostile to the KCA and the.ACA. 

em branch of the Rev. Owen-led; KTWA.

The latter was the north-

Political Protest in Cpntral Province

The Kikujru Association was. formed in 1920 (although in

giving evidence before the 1924 Ormsby-Gore Commission it claimed 

to have been organized in 1919)V‘ Chiefs and headmen dominated

this Association whose major.attention was focused on grievances
. . . • . . . . . . *.
concerning the alienation of Kikuyu land and the Govei^ent's

iiicreasingly compulsive labour practices. It told the Commlssioni

Deprived pt omr laiid, we Kikuj^ should be dispossessed 
^^tiderers, dependent upon the Whiteroan for home and livell-

as we hope to show, still to 
despite the many appeals

: we have made and the answers we have received..

i

i

1^Rosberg and Nottingham, op. cit P. 89.• $
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On representation, the Association expressed gratitude for the

formation of LNCs.

This memorandum (and that of the‘^KTWA) showed clear signs 

of missionary guidance and influence. The memorandum noted that

the Association was formed with the consent of the Administration.

and

its meeting take the shape of open gatherings of Headmen 
and people of all classes, landholders and non-landholders, 
educated and uneducated, Christian and non-Christian . ,
. . The Association welcomes the presence and advice of 
the Administration officers at its meetings, as also
certain Missionaries of long residence in the Kikuyu 
country and close acquaintance with its people.*

In 1931 the Kikuyu Association, always more moderate, changed 

its name to Loyal Kikuyu Patriots to fefI’ectsits true character and/

in order not to be confused with the KCA./

Meanwhile, in June 1921, Harry Thuku, a telephone operator

■ at the Treasury in Nairobi, had launched a more militant organ- '

ieation — the Young Kikuyu Association. Of this new groupathe

Native Affairs Department reported in 1921:

The formation of a Kikuyu Association with a 
membership composed largely of office boys and domestic 
servants in Nairobi is a sign of the times. The old 
machinery of representation through Native Chiefs and 
Councils Is-not suitable to progressive modem conditions. 14

The organizational meeting was under the complete direction of 

the youths.

13
Ibid., p. 90.

^^istorv of East Africa. II ed, Vincent Harlo & E.M. 
Chilver, p. 357. Thuku was immediately discharged for political 
activity.
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The Association’s programme included.protests against 

(1) the enactment of the Crown Lands Ordinance of 1915;^^

of Kikuyu sub-clans and alienation of their 

land for European occupation* (3) the doubling of the native Hut 

and Poll Tax; (4) the one-third reduction in African wages imposed , 

in 1921 (European farmers decided on the reduction on the pretext 

.that the fall in world prices offered for their produce had created 

a hardship on them); and (5) the kipande or labor registration 

system passed in 1915 but delayed, on account of the war, until 

1920. According to this system all African males aged sixteen 

and over were fingerprinted and made to carry, on penalty of 

imprisonment, a combined identification and employment card.

(2)

continued evt

^•%orman N. Leys, Kenya (London; Leonard and Virginia
This Crown Lands 

Substantial
had been alienated between 1902 and 1915. Under the

Woolf at the Hogarth Press, 1924), p. 81, 
''-Ordinance was only one in a series since 1898.

acreagi
1915 orciinance, "Crown Lands" was specifically defined as 
"includiing ’all lands occupied by the native tribes of the 
Protectorate, and the lands reserved for the use of the members 
of any tribe.•"

By 1920 the Crown had become the absolute owner of 
all the land in Kenya. The Crown had, in turn, granted 
rights in land to all except natives; "To Europeans some 
2,000 square miles in freehold, and some 5,5S0 square miles 
in leasehold; to Indians, 22 square miles; to Africans, no 
land at all." Shortly after enactment of this Ordinance, 
some areas cqme to be known as native reserves. The word 
i'reserve" was really a misnomer but it was generally under
stood to mean the unalienated.Crown Land in native occupation.
The policy pursued in regard to land proved to be decisive of 
the whole history of the colony. Land policy "is, in short, v
the clue to the true interpretation of. all that is charac
teristic of life in Kenya to-day." Ibid., p. 80. Land policy 
in the integrative period has also determined the pattern of 
politics.

!

i
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The protest movement spread quidkly to other districts.
\

From Nairobi Thuku toured and addressed mass meetings in the entire

Harry Thuku even went as far as Nyanza Province toProvince.

enlist support for a wider political association,encompassing the

whole of East Africa, Early in 1922 Thuku's organizational efforts

were realized when the East African Association was formed under

his leadership.

Harry Thuku’s speeches and the aims of the new Association

were definitely nationalistic,and, according to the Government,

The "ideas ofdistinctly anti-European and anti-Misslonary,

On March 15, 1922, Harry Thuku andMarch" were not too distant.

his brother were arrested and held charged with being "dangerous

' to peace and good order." 

eral strike in Kenya's history.

Thuku*s arrest sparked the first gen-

Several thousands gathered in

protest outside the Nairobi Jail where their leader was awaiting

deportation. They demanded his release. Given a crowd that large

in a hostile colonial environment, something was bound to happen.

Somebody clicked the gun and thfe police opened fire on the crowd.
16

killing twentT^-one Africans and Injuring hundreds.

Thuku was deported, without trial, to Klsimayu, an island 

off ti^Kenya coast.

from humanitarians —^ led to his return home in 1920,

Considerable pressure in England -- especially

His

McGregor Ross, Kenya From Within (London: George 
1927), pp. 228-233. Ross has the best 

description of Thuku's movements and the events'of March 1922. 
See, also Barnett & Nlama. Mau Mau From Within, p. 37.

..IJ. . __ • ■ ■

Allen & Unwin Ltd •»
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deportation and the banning of the East African Association were

portents for the future. In 1938 the Akamba tribesmen’ marched

Their• oh Nairobi to protest the Government's destocking measures.

leader, Samuel Muindi, was similarly treated. That September he
17

was deported to Lamu, another island.

Two years later the KCA was declared an illegal society on 

the pretext that it was in contact with the King's enemies in

Twenty KCA leaders, along with those of the^Teita andEthiopia.

Kamba associations, were arrested and detained or imprisoned at 

Kapenguria.

the scene of court proceedings against Kenyatta and his Kenya

Thirteen years later this isolated Kenya town was

African Union's executive.

Political Protest in Nyanza

Nyanza tribes, particularly the Luo and the Abaluhya, formed" 

the Young Kavirondo Association (YKA) out of similar circumstances 

that led the Kikuyu to organize. Insecurity of land tenure was a 

prime grievance. Large numbers of the Abfiluhya had become resident

labourers (squatters) on farms acquired by soldier-settlers after

When this experiment with soldiers as farmersthe First World War.

fa-iled, the consequence was large scale unemployment for these

squatters.

^"^George Bennett, "The Development of Political Organ
izations in Kenya,” Political Studies. V (June 1957), 125. 
Muindi remained in exile until after the Second World War.

i

18_-
Barnett and; Njama, Mau Mau from Within, p. 39.
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The inception of the IKA goes back to October, 1920, when 

the East African Protectorate became Kenya Colony. A Muganda

telegraph instructor at Masena, the Church Missionary Society's 

headquarters in Nyanza, forecast the gloomy events of the following 

ye»: increased taxation, reduced wages, enforcement of the

kipande s3rstom and more land alienation. This, in part, led to 

a strike by the students. Whan the school’s authorities asked the 

District Officer (D.O.) to come and explain the whole situation, 

he made the factual error of asserting that Colony status applied 

only to the White Highlands and that Native Reserves remained

a Protectorate,

Archdeacon Owen immediately corrected the administrator’s 

error. But African suspicions were not allayed by this exchange. 

They continued to attribute their ills to this change of status,^9 

Administrators had considerable difficulty justifying the position 

that the ri^ts of Africans were not curtailed by the change in 

name and that increased taxation, fall in wages and the strict 

enforcement of the Registration Ordinance had nothing to do with 

the country’s changed status,?®

-* ^^J.M, Lonsdale, ’’Archdeacon Owen and the Kavirondo '
Taxpayers Welf«e Association,” a paper read at the Conference 
of the East African Institute ^of Social Research held at Klvukoni 
College, Dar es Salaam, January 1963, pp, 3-^» Kenyatta also 
recalls that back in 1925 the KCA was protesting against this 
change stahis. See Suffering Without Bitterness; The Fouaiing 
of the Kenya Nation, p, 25:- ”We knew the Africans would have 
less legal claim to their territory in a Colory than in 
Protectorate,”_ _ _ "

^®Lonsdale,

a

J
op, cit pi 3.• f
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Thus, political activity was sufficiently organized by the 

time Harry Thuku visited Nyanza in 1921, But the existence of.IKA

only became ifldely known when it called a mass meeting for December 

23, 1921-, Expressions of nationalism were manifest at this meeting. 

The IKA’s sentiment was shown when three D.O.’s were barred from 

attending the meeting. The African interpreter left behind when 

the Administrators were turned away observed accurately that ’’feel

ings ran hi^ among the rising generation,"

Although this behaviour took the Administration by sur-

The Provincial Commissionerprise, more shock was yet to come.

(P.C.), in order to normalize the situation, held a public meeting

on February 7, 1922. The unusually large attendance at this 

official meeting (4,000 people) and the verbal harassment of the 

coupled with the events of December 23, 1921, prompted the 

to issue circular letters to all Missions admonishing them 

to "order their adherents to abstain from all political activity."

He also warned that those Africans who contined to hold "secret" 

meetings faced deportation. It is significant, in retrospect, 

to note that all his warnings came a month before Harry Thuku's 

deportation and a month before the deaths of twenty-one in Nairobi.

The P. C.’s 1922 annual report was very candid on this meeting:

Althou^ both the demeanor and sentiments of the 
speakers were at times disrespectful and at times defiant, 
the Chiefs, Headmen, Elders and yo\mgmen — both Mission- 
adherents pagans -- who spoke, were so palpably acting 
under strong emotion that it would have been both impolitic 
and inadvisable to have silenced them. 21

P.C O f

P.C• •

^^Quoted in Ibid,. pp, 1-2,
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Lonsdale argues that had Nyanza produced a leader of Thuku’s dema

gogic powers the Nairobi riot might well have been paralleled in 

Kisumu (the Provincial Headquaters), for "the basic material of 

unrest [was] just as combustible among the Luo and Abaluhya as 

among the Kikuyu,

The lack of "demagogic" leaders among the Kavirondo may 

be due to the'neutralizing influence of the CMS and its head.

Rev. Owens The CMS allowed Africans to participate in religious

..22

councils and soon they came to appreciate and accept responsir

But when they wanted this practice extended to the civic 

sphere ( a demand the Government considered too radical), a clash

bility.

between the Government and the CMS ensued. 'Since all the office

bearers of the YKA were CMS adherents, the Administration seemed

Justified in blaming the CMS for the trouble among the Nyanza 

tribes. Rev. Owen put the situation in a nutshell in his correspon

dence with the P.C.:

I want, to put it to you as clearly as I can, that 
we of the CMS in Kavirondo, are deliberately working under 
ideals which inevitably tend to bring out whatever of 
ini-tiative, and leadership, and steady work for a cher
ished ©ni our converts possess, and that.we Cannot con
tinue to work on thfese lines and at the same time^pro- 
raise that our converts will bg content nottbo progrese.r 
towards political ideals more in accojrd (? word omitfed 
in original) practice than those held by their fathers.. 
Unless Government can recognise this fact, and make 
provision to meet it halfway, I am of the opinion that 
our activities are bound to embarrass Government. I 
have no doubt that our Mission methods of associating 

^ our converts with us in the most Intimate way for 
|'he_purpose of trying to build up a Na(:ive branch

22
Ibid.

<5
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of the Church are bound to have reflex results In dir
ections outside of the.purely ecclesiastical sphere.
It is very likely, to say the least,that the spfrit 
of co-operation vhich we foster in them, moves them to 
desire co-operation with the Government, in the ad
vancement of the people, and It seems to me that 
abilities could be put to very profitable use.

The Government was considering banning the YKA when

their

Towards the end of■Rev. Owen made amends by remodelling it.

l922';He wrpta the P.C.;

I have to-day asked the assembled teachers at 
Maseno about the YKA. As I expected, a certain number, the 
leaders, are our teachers .... If the Organization is 
illegal, I can endeavour to pursuade pur teachers not to 
take part in it, and if they refuse I can dismiss them 
from the ranks of the teachers .... On the other 
hand, if the Association be not illegal, and you wish our 
co-operation to guid% it (and it membe.rs are in many ways 
ignorant of the correct methods of prodedure) I can promise 
you that the Natives would gladly welcome guidance from 
us ... . I am definitely-suggesting to you that we 
discuss wavs and means of advising and controlling the
Association.^^

Early in 1923 the YKA was reformed as the KTWA with Owen as

its first President'. The P.C. and.District Commissioners were

Vice-Presidents.

in his 1926 report, commended Rev. Owens• The P.C • f

_ VArchdeacon Owen, through the Association, has done much to
•C,

restrain (political agitation, and the Administration owes him

a debt of gratitude

^^Ibid.. p. 9. Emphasis added.

Political Studies. V. p. 120. There is a differ
ence in dates. Lonsdale says that the commendatipn was made at the 
end of 19124, See Lonsdale op. cit.. p. 12. His is the more logical 
date considering the fact that shortly after 1925 officials began ^ 
attacking Rev. Owen .for the increased political activities of KTWA 
meinbers'.
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We have seen how the Government hoped that LNCs would

provide a forum for Africans to air their views and to learn

to be "responsible citizens." LNCs were anything but represeat-

This fact nullified the oft-made claim that natives whoative.

wanted to play a role in the government machinery were to obtain

experience here first. The fact is that.the LNCs provided the 

Administration with one more channel through which to keep a 

close watch onv(and control of) the political activities of 

Africans, fwhen Kenyatta requested the Governor to appoint him 

to the Legislative Council S)on after his return to Kenya in 

1946, he was advised to seek election to the LNC, obtain exper

ience there before he could think of the Legislative Council.,

Needless to say, Kenyatta was deeply humiliated.)

Like the Kikuyu associations, the Government felt it

It was only a matter of time beforehad little use for the KTMA.

they were all discredited as "unrepresentative" of the people, ,

When at the end of 1927 the KTWA produced a Memorandum for the

Hilton Young Commission, the P.C. dismissed it as not the work

of the KTWA but of its President acting alone! But in the same

year the Chief Native Commissioner wrote that the KTWA’s acti

vities- appeared to be "’chiefly political and of a nature likely

to damage the reputaion of the Association for natives use the

meetings for airing grievances, often imaginary, instead of
■ 26

going to their Administrative Officers,’"

26
Quoted in Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of*^au Mau!1 p, 96.
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Although Rev. Owen continued in the Presidency until 1936, 

the organization's militancy had by then declined, 

original leaders had obtained positions within the d&lonial frame- 

In the early thirties, however, a situation arose which made

Most of its

work,

the Abaluhya Central Association continue its politicAl agitation. 

The discovery of gold at Kakamega, in’ the heart of a Native Reserve, 

created new problems that could not adequately be solved within 

the existing instituions — LNCs, Legislative Council or Chiefs'
27

councils.

In 1930 a Native Lands Trust Ordinance was enacted by the 

Kenya Legislative Council -- with the blessing of the Colonial

Its primary objective was the "fullest protection pf 

native interests." The major provisions of the Bill as passed

Secretary.

were:

(i) If land is taken away from a Native Reserve 
for public purposes, there shall be added to the Reserve 
an area equal in extent, arid, as far as possible, equal in 
vAlue, except in the case of land taken for the track 
of a road or railway, or merely for the site of a build
ing, thus ensuring that the total area of a Reserve will 
not be diminished.

(ii) Fair compensation to be made to the natives 
affected by any exclusion of land from a Reserve so as.to 
cover all disturbance of loss Incurred by them.

^^These problems did not include that arising out of 
the squatter system. The Abaluhya tribe, next to the Kikuyu, 
supplied the bulk of the squatters. The ACA, like the KCA, 
established branches among their people working outside their 
respective-Native Reserves.
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(ill) Leases of land in a Reserve will be limited to 
33 years, save in exceptional cases when, with the prior 
sanction of the Secretary of State, leases not exceeding 
99 years, may be granted.

(iv) The Governor was to be the President of the 
Central Board whose function was to manage and control land 
in the Native Reserves,28

The discovery of gold in Kakamega ^necessitated an amend

ment to the Ordinance granting gold prospectors a legal right to

move into the area. This Native Lands Trust Ordinance (Amendment)
to ■

of 19.31 passed the Legislative Council with all due speed. It 

was further amended inl932. The problems thus created were well

expressed in a petition by seventeen Africans residing in Kakamega:

The Native Lands Trust Ordinance which was intended 
to secure their lands for ever, having been amended without 
the consent of the native authority C^NCj, they have grave 
cause for anxiety as to the future as money cannot compen
sate them fully for lands taken,2^

The petitioners further asked that gold prospecting be done by

the Government rather than by individuals whose arrival in

large numbers had greatly disrupted their social life. They

also protested against the new law requiring them to carry regis-
30

tration badges in their oxm Reserve,

28
House of Commons, Debates. 5s, vol,,231, November 6, 1929,

cols, 1034-1035,

29ibid.. vol. 277, May ?, 1933, cols. 1337-1338, 

30lbid.

/
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The carrying of badges, the eviction of natives to make

room for gold prospecting (without adequate compensation) and the

influx of Europeans into an area legally delineated as a Native
31

all combined to generate deep resentment among theReserve

Abaluhya, represented by the ACA, These factors, together with 

poor working conditions in the mines made the AOA extremely vocal.

next only to the KCA.

In fact, both associations permanently opted out of the

Govemment/Misslon nexus. When they^enjoyed a measure of

freedom, they frequently exchanged id’eas and strategies. This

was in addition to advice from Indian politicians like that 

European community's bete noir. Isher Dass. 32 The ACA went into

voluntary liquidation on hearing that its close ally, the KCA

had been proscribed in May 1940.

^At the beginning of 1933 there were about eight hundred 
Europeans in the Kakamega goldf.ield, including a considerable num
ber of women and children. See House of Commons, Debates. 5s, 
vol. 274, February 9, 1933, col. 374. ,

^^Born in India in 1901, Dass arrived in Kenyd^in 1927 
and immediately plunged into politics. He was the General 
Secretary of the East Africart Indian Congress for four years 
in addition to serving in the Legislative Council. Dass sup
ported African netibnalism both in Kenya and in England where 

' his connections dated ba to his student days. He accompanied 
^ ^England,- introducing him to some'

irifinential people? inciudii^ left wing politicians. Dass's
Director of Indian

Manpower iraS a? 'great loss to the Africans. See Rosberg and 
; Nottingham.'Myth^ofMau Mau*. p. 103, h.

_ _ _ V- - -
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*

This chapter has only the barest analysis of the Kikuyu-

We had to do it that way so as to dp justiceCentral Association.

But the more significant reason is that theto other associations.

KCA and Kenyatta*s activities were inextricably linked. Our next

chapter is, therefore, primarily devoted to an analysis of its

agitation and Kenyatta's role within it.

f
■b
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CHAPTER V
i

KENYATTA: PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICAL AGITATION

Come, young nations, proclaim 
the fight for freedom, rise up 
the banner of invincible faith.

4b

Build bridges with yourlife 
across the gaping earth, 
blasted by hatred, and 
march forward.

Do not submit yourself to 
carry the burden of insult 
upon yourhead, kicked by 
terror, and dig not a trench 
with falsehood and cunning 
to build__a shelter for your y 
dishonoured manhood; offer 
not the weak as sacrifice 
to the strong to save yourself.

is .

Rabindranath Tagore

•I
104
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For Kenyatta the years 1920-1930 were Vde^^^ of pdlitidal' 

indoctrination and maturity. He laid the groundwork for future 

agitation by working closely with the Kikuyu Central Association (KCA).

African nationalism received its baptism with Harry Thuku's 

arrest and deportation. Members of his banned East African Association 

continued to operate underground. As Kenyatta later remarked, 

they "kept touch with each other secretly, and continued their work 

of protest and agitation. The Africans had their Maquis long before 

Hitler appeared on the European scene.

Although Kenyatta did not join the Association, he sympa

thized with its objectives and aims,^ But he was a member of the 

Young Kikuyu Association from 1922. However, the nature of his 

jobs did not permit him to engage actively in politics. His role 

during this period was limited to helping draft the association’s 

memoranda and petitions. Politics as a vocation was deferred until

„l

1928,

• The Kikuyu Central Association

In 1924 the KCA was launched at the initiative of members 

of the banned East African Association; of the Young Kikuyu
■Ci

Association; and of others who rejected European dominance in

For two decades thereafter, the KCA leadership tried to 

establish links with other tribal or regional associations with

Kenya,

IJomoKohvatta. Kenyat The Land of Conflict, p. 11. '

^Kenyatta, Suffering Without Bitterness; The Founding 
o£ the Kbnva Nation^ p. 24

:■ ■
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the hope of creating a truly organized national political party'

or movement. Were it not for the stifling of African political

activities by the Government, this objective might have been

achieved sooner than 1945 for even other associations were desir-
' 3

ous of such links.

The KCA, in 1925, presented the newly arrived Governor, 

Sir Edward Grigg, with a list of demands. Their petition re

quested (1) permission for Africans to grow coffee, a most valuable

cash crop; (2) the appointment of a Paramount Chief for the Kikuyu

(as had been done for the Abaluhya in Nyanza with the elevation 

of Chief Mumia to the position); (3) the publication of the laws 

of Kenya in Kikuyu language; and (4) the release of Harry Thuku.^ 

Needless to say. Sir Edward did not a<^on any of these minimum 

demands.

^The KTWA, in giving evidence to the Hilton Young Commission 
in 1928, lamented the absence of such a national organization;
"That no machinery has yet been devised which would enable Africans 
of Kenya from the Coast to Ifhe Great Lake, to meet by their repre
sentatives, and interpret African opinion and sentiment to such 
a body as your Commission, seems to us one of the strongest argu
ments for the application of the Dual Policy to the Political Sphere. 
No rulers can be as just as they might be who do not consult those 
over whom they rule," See Rosberg and Nottingham, The Myth of 
’Mau Mau*; Nationalism in Kenya, pp. 95-96.

^George Bennett, "The Development of Political Organizations 
in Kenya," Political Studies. V (June 1957), 121; Rev. Owen had 
demanded that for the benefit of all Africans, these laws should 
be written in a language understood by more Africans, namely 
Swahili.

t

si
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The KCA was not sufficiently organized to present a formal

memorandum to the Ormsby-Gore Commission idiich visited East Africa

in 1924. Part of its organizational effort entailed the leadership

persuading Jomo Kenyatta to leavo his with the Nairobi Town

Council and join them. An outline of Kenyatta’s activities up to

this point needs to be presented. •
From all published records he was bom in Kamau wa Ngengi

around 1889. The missionaries he associated with christened him

Johnstone. By the time he arrived in Nairobi around the outbreak

of the First World War, Johnstone Kamau had had an education based

on both the traditional African teachings and the new Western and

Christian teachings. He later wrote; "Like any other Gikuyu

child, therefore, I acquired in my youth my country's equivalent 

of a liberal education .... Following the tribal custom, I had
\

to pass through the several stages of initiation along with my"
..5

age-group.

He "participated in the activities of my age-group, and 

was chosen as its leader," Kenyatta further tells us.®

James, corroborated this point when interviewed.

His brother.

James further

said that Kenyatta used to wear a large hat with beads on it.

and an embroidered belt." He acquired the name Kenyatta (dropping

^Facing Mount Kenya. Preface, pp, xvi, xix. When writing
Kenyatta preferred the spelling of his tribal name Gikuyu. To 
avoid any undue confusion, we shall use the spelling Kikuyu. 4^

6
Ibid p. xix..• f
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Kamau), the Kiku]^ mrd for a fancy belt.^ A wide embroidered belt.

a beard and cane became Kenyatta*s symbols.

When he later dropped Johnstone for Joroo ("Burning Spear"),

Kenyatta already had acquired the outward symbolism of charismatic

personality. As a leader he had already "come out" among his own

age-group (he had the personality and-the ability required of a 

political leader.) The added symbolism was for future. Africans

8began referring to him as the "Light of Kenya," a play on his name.

Having graduated from a Church of Scotland Mission school

near Nairobi, Kenyatta Joined that small group of Africans rt»o
were often referred to as "mis^i^n boys," a reference to their

education. From this group largely came the leadership of the

various associations. (This was true all over Kenya. The entire

executive of the KTWA, for example, was educated by the CMS.)

Upon graduation Kenyatta took a job with the Supreme Court-o
of Kenya as an interpreter from English to Kikuyu and/or Swahili 

and vice versa). Afterwards he was employed by the Water Department

of Nairobi Town Council as a meter reader and supervisor, 

time the Department was part of the colony-wide Public Works 

Department under the directorship of a Scottish engineer, William

At this

^George Delf, Jomo Kenyattai Towards the Truth About 
"The Light of Kenya*, p. 47

®The Swahili word for lamp is taa. A slight alteration 
of the name Kenyatta yielded Kenyataa (Kenya + taa), A proper 
translation froip the Swahili would therefore have been the 
"Lamp of Kenya," But the symbolism Is clear enough. Note the 
subtitle in Pelf*3 book. Towards the Truth About *The Light of 
Kenya.*

i
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i q
McGregor Ross.

Both men struck a friendship which Kenyatta found to be

very valuable when he got to England in 1929. Kenyatta must have

excluded Ross from those "professional friends of the African"

about whom he wrote so scathingly in Facing Mount Kenya. ^These

professionals were "prepared to maintain their friendship for

eternity as a sacred duty, provided only that the African will

continue to play the part of an ignorant savage so that they can

monopolise the office of interpreting his mind and speaking for
..10

him.

We have seen that Kenyatta was not one of the founders of

the KCA (at least not at the leadership level); Its officers,

however, knew his potential for leadership and wished only to see 

“this potential actualized within the association. Kenyatta did

In 1927 Josephnot have to fight or manoeuver his way to the top.

Kang’ethe and Jesse Kariuki, for KCA, formally asked him to join

But in order to make it worthwhile, the executive 

voted to make him their General Secretary.

their ranks.

Iflien Kenyatta took the position early in 1928, a new era 

^d begun for him, the KCA and Kenya Africans as a Whole.

He demanded, for "love

He now

. had the credential for vigorous agitation.

n - ■

On retirement, Ross published Kenya From Within. This 
book provides one of the best accounts of early political and 
social life in Kenya. We have relied upon it in our chapters 
two and three. Ross was a staunch critic of the settler 
community in Kenya and its harassment of officials in the 
execution of their duties.

10
Preface, p. xvii.

\
Kl
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of country," a restructuring of Kenya society to give Africans
■y

their inherent ri^ts of freedom, equality and dignity within 

their own country. He wrote that "the spirit of independence, love 

of freedom to thought and action, and hatred of autocratic rule" 

were ingrained to the minds of the people. They "cherished the 

system of democratic government"!! which, he insisted, had been 

taken away with the advent of British occupation.

It is unlikely that Kenyatta read Thomas Jefferson. But 

a passage to My People of Kikuyu sounds like Jefferson to defending 

freedom; "The tree of liberty is watered with blood,!2

Kenyattq’s assumption of the office coincided with the 

arrival of the Hilton Young Commission to assess the views of

East Africans regarding the proposed federation. The KCA now had

a competent leader — a moving force — tdio could also express

himself clearly to the English language. Both the KCA and the

Kikuyu Association rejected the idea of federation outright.

!^1^ People 6f .Kikuyu and The Life of Chief Wangombe,i'

Had Jefferson not accepted revolution once 
every so of fen? Commenting on Shays' Hebellion he had said; "God 
forbid I we should ever be 20 years without such a rebellion .... 
What country can preserve its liberttos, if their rulers are not 
warned, from, time to time that thi's, people preserve the spirit of 
resistance? Let . them tahe arms I , . , The tree of liberty must be 
refreshed from time to' time wife the blood of patriots & tyrants.
it is its manureJ" Quoted to Tiiornton Anderson, Jacobson's Develop- ,
ment of. American Political Thought (2nd ed. ; New 
Century-Crofts, I961), p, 272. Etophasis added.

applexon-iorK;
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(The KTWA conditionally accepted federation provided Africans 

would have representation on any Federal Council that might . 

be created and provided also that European commercial and planter 

interests would not be paramount.)

Having disposed of the federal issue, the associations’ 

memoranda proceeded to enumerate their demands! representation of 

African interests in the Kenya Legislative Counci ^advancement of 

'African education (paid for out of hut and poll tax funds), title 

deeds for their land. This latter demand was also made by the 

KCA leaders, including Kenyatta, in an oral evidence to the 

Commissipn on February 14, 1928.^^

On representation, the KCA wanted twelve representatives 

all to be Africans; the Kikuyu Association provided that only 

four of the twelve be Africans and the rest administrators and

4.

missionaries. The KTWA, on its part, requested nine represen

tatives to include one official and one senior missionary (pre-

But most radical of allsumably Rev. Owen, their President), 

was a demand by the KTWA for representation of Africans on the

Executive Council by three people: a senior official, a misslon- 
14

ary and an African. -

^^Rosberg ,and Nottingham, Myth of 'Mau Mau*, p. 93. 
The question of who owned the land was "settled" long before 
by the Crown Land Ordinance of 1915. Those who knew better 
could only press for its repeal.

<4

. ■:

\
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Kenyatta in England

The eonnnission’s report, published early in 1929, fell far

In the meantime, the KCA had planned onshort of the expected.

sending a representative to present their case directly to the

British Government. Thd disappointing report merely accelerated
if'

the delegate's departure.

After considering several candidates for the trip, a KCA 

committee finally selected their General Secretary, Jomo Kenyatta

His primary purpose was to interview theto make the trip.

Secretary of State concerning the KCA demands and, secondarily.

to discuss the problems left unresolved by the Hilton Young Commis-
()15

Sion's report.

With the advantage of hindsight we need to make an obser

vation about these decisions to send unofficial representatives
'W.

The KCA was intent on pleading its case before Histo London.

Its demands had been ignored by the GovernorMajesty's Government.

Now: the Commission,(a representative of the Crown in Kenya) in 1925. 

approved by the British Parliament and appointed by the Secretary

It is not easy to explain what madeof State, had failed them.

the KCA think that the Secretary of State would be more sympathetic.

... ... Was he not part of those two institutions?

Nevertheless, within the confines of colonial society in 

1929, the KCA still hoped that Africans would obtain redress of

^^The Times (London), February 21, 1929, 14. The paper 
reported fully Kenyatta's Impending trip to England.
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their grievances if their case were heard at the seat of imperial

power. To a frustrated and oppressed people the fine points of

British political system did not make mgch difference.

Writing in 1942, Kenyatta commented, a propos, that "since

the British Government entered into the Kikuyu country, the docu

ments which have been sent by them to the Government protesting

against the alienation of their land would fill hundreds of
..16

Perhaps it was this sense of resignation that impelledpages.

him to go along with the decision to send a representative to

Kenyatta himself had authored some of these documents.'England.

In February, 1929, Kenyatta left his duties -- including

the editorship of Muigwithania (The Reconciler) -- and sailed for 
- .17 The demands he was to present to the Secretary of StateEngland.

(rt title deeds to all land held by Africanswere already drawn outs

in the Reserves; (2) return of alienated land, or just compensa

tion; (3) removal of restrictions on the planting, by Africans, 

of commercial crops like coffee; (4) the tfraining and employment

of Africans as agricultural instructors; (5) compulsory primary 

education’ for African children, sufficient high schools, and oppor-

(6) abolitiontunities for higher education abroad- for Africans;

of the kipande system, exemption of women from Hut and Poll Taxes,

and removal of all measures restricting the freedom of movement or

1
^^Kenyatta, My People of Kikuyu, p. 26.

.17
Muigwithania. a monthly journal, wassfearted at Kenyatta's 

initiative; It, was the first African-owned paper , in Kenya...

i
1
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compelling Africans to leave their gardens to work for Europeans; 

and (7) elected representation in the Legislative Council, Ix>cal 

Native Councils, and a promise of ultimate African predominance
1 Q

in these .CounciIs,

As can be seen, although Kenyatta (and the KCA) were direct ' 

representatives of the Kikuyu in the immediate, they spoke for all, 

Kenyatta never got to see the Secretary ’tdien he got to London.

The Colonial Office was too important to allow a colonial to 

interview the Secretary. However, the Secretary of State, "even

tually saw it |the petition] by devious means." And then nothing 
19

was done about it.

Although Kenyatta was disappointed by this cold reception 

at the Colonial Office, he had learned a great lesson; the impor

tance of cultivating friendship, particularly with influential

personalities. Only through them and the Press could African problems

The press was impor-be heard at Westminster, if not at Whitehall.

tant too as a means of enlisting the sympathy of the British public.

JKenyatta, ^herefore, spent the remainder of his time esta

blishing these contacts and touring Europe. Such early acquaintances

proved valuable when he returned to England in 1931.' We can classify 

Kenyatta’s contacts during this period and later into four groups:

^^Bamett and Karad Njama, Mau Mau From Within, pp. 37-38. 
This time Kenyatta asked for five African representatives elected 
by Africans—• three of them Africans and the other two Europeans.

^^Delf. Jomo kenyatta. p. 69.

■I
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Members of Parliament, the Press, Organizations and individnals. 

Admittedly^ the categories are not mutually eocelusive.

Dii scanning Parliamentary records of 1929 and after one 

finds more entries dealing with Kenya and Africans than in the 

preoeeding decade. The awareness (of Kenya problems) on the part 

of M.Ps was made polsible largely throng Kenyatta's presence in 

En^and, The nucleus of this group of syii5>athizers found in the 

Labour Party was generally critical of colonial policies, A few 

members who, throu^out the thirties and the forties, were to 

champion the African cause included Colonel Wedgwood, Fenner 

Brockway, Sir Stafford Cripps, Charles Baxton, John William Basafield, 

The man tdio.did most was the Labour Party's chief spokesman on' 

Colonial affairs, Arthur Creech Jones, He'Jaecame Secretary of State 

for the Colonies in the Attlee Government after the war,20^

i
1

Before returning to Kenya in October, 1930, Kenyatta 

made his debut with the British Press, His Letter to the Bditor 

of The Times set down in detail his (and KCA's) political aims. 

This letter is worth quoting in full:^^

Sir, May I be permitted to throw some li^t on the 
so-called "Urirest among Kikuyu Natives" referred to recently 
in your paper? I should mention, en passant, that I am a 
Kikuyu, and, with all public-spirited men of my tribe, regard 
with considerable uneasiness the policy which is being ad
vocate by certain influential people, both in Kenya and in 
thi^ cpuntiy, of further alienating our land from us, for 

-“the"use^f nonihativesv^ in cbn^net^ atite^its to 
abolish wholesale our tribal customs, General Smuts has 
recently condemned most wholeheartedly a similar policy 
which is being carried out in South Africa.

■5

:j

^^The Times (London)^ March 26,'1930, 12,
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The K.C.A'i, of which.I am the General Secretary, is not 
a subversive organization. Its object is to help the Kikuyu to 
improve himSelf as a Ifti-Kikuyu -- not to "ape" the foreigner.
Our aims and objects may be summarized briefly under the follow
ing five headings5

1 Land. To obtain a legal right recognized by the local 
government to the tenure of the lands held'by our tribe 
before the advent of the foreigner, and to prevent 
further encroachment by non-natives on the Native Reserves.

!

2 Education. To obtain educational facilities of a 
practical nature to be financed by a portion, of the 
taxes paid by us to the Government.

3 Women's Hut Tax. To obtain the abolition Of the Hut 
Tax on women — which leads to their being forced to 
work outside the Native Reserves, or into prostitu
tion for the purpose of obtaining money to pay this 
tax.

To obtain the rep-4 Representation in the Legislature.
resentation of native interests on the -Legislative 
Council, by native representatives elected by them
selves.

To be permitted to retain our many5 Tribal Customs.
good tribal customs, and by means of education to 
elevate the minds of our people to the willing

■ rejection of the bad customs.

Evolving from these points, we hope to remove all 
lack of understanding between the various races who form the 
population of East Africa, so that we may all march together as 
loyal subjects of His Britannic Majesty along the road to 
Empire prosperity. I would like to ask of any fair-minded 

, Briton considers the above outlined policy of the K.C.A. to 
savour in any way of sedition? The repression of native 
views, on subjects of .such vital interest to my people, by 
means of legislative measures, can only be described as a 
short-sighted tightening up of the safety valve of free 
speech, which rniist inevitably result in a dangerous explo
sion -r the one thing all sane men wish to avoid.

Later on Kenyatta wrote occasional letters to,among others. 

The Times. The New Statesmen and Nation. The Daily Worker. The

Liberal Manchester Guardian. He also wrote for monthlies like the

left wing the Labour Monthly. We hhall give the gist of some of4
' \
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these articles in the next chapter.

Kenyatta’s earliest helper and adviser was his old boss, 

William McGregor Ross, then retired from colonial service. The 

League Against Imperialism, formed in 1927, also aided him adjust 

to Britain, Kenyatta also met the man he was to work closely with 

in the future. This was a Trinidadian, George Padmore. Padmore was 

a revolutionary throng and through (at least among colonials in 

Britain), He had been active in the Comintern -- soon thereafter 

he was to become an "unperson” — particularly as Moscow’s link 

with the colonial and coloured peoples,"22

In 1953 when Kenyatta was tried, the prosecution used, as 

evidence against him, the fact that he had visited and studied in 

the Soviet Union. Colonial officials connected Kenyatta's visits with 

the revolutionary fervour of communism aisd the revolutionary activities 

of Man Maui The court was told that after Kenyatta’s return from 

Russia he "joined the Communist Party presumably of Britain7 and 

in 1930 attended the Communist inspired International Negro Workers’ 

Congress in Hamburg, proceeding to Berlin where he contacted leading 

Communists,"23

22james R. Hooker, Black Revolutionary; George Padmore’a 
Path from Communism to Pan-Africanism (New York; Praeger, 1967)* 
p, 16, In his final years Padmore was Nkrumah’s adviser on African 

- affiars. When he died in I960, he was living in Ghana,

^^His-torical Survey of the Origins and Growth of Mau Mau, 
Cmd, 1030 (1960), p, 42, This is the Corfield report, named after 
the man who wrote it, Corfield,- after a long career in colonial 
service and living in Kenya, was commissioned by -the Kenya Govern
ment to write this report. He relied almost entirely on Kenya 
Government sources, particularly Police records. i

■ ’-X
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Because of these contacts, it was alleged, Kenyatta was "able-
to blend the tectoigue of revolution, undoubtedly

was

in Russia, with an appeal to
superstition . . ."in laying the 

Kenyatta, of course, denied all this, 

to the Soviet Union (1929, 1932) is 

curiosity: "Many people had tried

foundation of Mau Mau,^^
His

own account of the two visits

that they were made purely out of

to persuade him that Russian 

areas could have useful application in Africa, 

for himself.

techniques in dealing with backward

and he wanted to see

From other sources we can surmise that he did not
join the Communist Pary as alleged above.

Through his contacts in Britain - one likely source of funds 

was Padmore - a trip to the Soviet Union 

1929, he left for Moscow, 

the Soviet Union

In September, 

We have no evidence of .his impressions of

was arranged.

or of communism, 

all these flirtations with
Hooker points out that even after

communism,"Kenyatta became stridently 

Futhermore, although 

- an

- they soon parted company.

League could not help him much, 

part, lost interest in him because he was less interested

anti-communist, at least among friends."26

Kenyatta had been helped by the League Against Imperialism - 

obvious Communist front organization -

Kenyatta was convinced that the 

League, on its
The

24
Ibid P. 52. Emphasis added..» f

^5

.peeoh<,s

^^Hooker
, 0£. cit P. 16..• t
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27
in the wider issue of colonialism,that is, beyond Kenya's.

This evaluation of Kenyatta by members of the League was not

quite just in the light of his activities in the Pan-African movement

He, like many other colonials, was veryin the thirties and forties.

indignant when, inl935 Mussolini invaded Ethiopia. They soon learned

that Stalin (leader of Comintern and the custodian of the truths of

communism) was selling oil to Mussolini. If there were any doubts

as to where Kenyatta's sympathies lay, this incident should have

eradicated them. Kenyatta and others formed the International African

Friends of Ethiopia discussed below.

Kenyatta returned to Kenya in October, 1930, only to find a

crisis among his people — the break with the Church over the issue'

of female circumcision. This crisis was paxttially the fault of the

colonial Government. We have shown, as Raymond L. Buell put it.

that "the Association fills a place in Kenya as useful as that of a

..28 But the Government refusedpolitical party in a European state.

to accord these organizations the same rights as political assoc

iations held in other states, African nationalism was treated

as seditious and its leaders "dismissed as agitatos instead of

..29being recognized as the vocal chord of a whole people.

^^Delf, Jomo Kenyatta. pp. 70-71.

^^The Native Problem in Africa (2 vols.; New York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1928), I, p. 369.

29
Oginga Odinga, Not Yet Uhuru; An Autobiography of 

Odinga (New York: Hill and Wang, 1967), p. 123.
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Having been denied all legitimate outlet, this nationalism

Butturned to violence as the last resort for achieving its goals.

not until the quasi-political associations — religious, educational

Commencing with 1930and trade union — had equally been stifled.

even members of the British Parliament were becoming increasingly

^oficemed that the prohibition and arrest of Africans for attending

meetings described as "unauthorized" would encourage unrest. To wit.

if you prevent public discussion you invite trouble,. Such Government

restrictions included Africans being barred from collecting money to

be used for various activities connected with the associations.

Local authorities (Headmen, Chiefs and Governor) had power

to prohibit any meetings which, "in their opinion may tend to be ■

..30 Such powers -- emanating fromsubversive of peace and good order.

the Native Authority Ordinance -- were actually aimed at the politi

cally active members of the various Associations like Harry Thuku,

Samuel Muindi, and others.

In .1930, Joseph Kang’ethe, the KCA President, was tried and

ed,^t^two months in jail and fined t7 lOs. for disobeying an 

order of a headman and attending a public meeting.

sentenc

When the case

reached the Supreme... Court on appeal, it not only upheld the origi

nal sentence but fined'.Kang*ebhe an additional L? 10s. on the grounds 

that the offense was an impudent challenge against authority and

good government, as he, an educated man, was setting a wicked example

^®House of Commons, Debates. 5s, vol, 237, March 26, 1930,
cols 4a9-409.
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to the less fortunate members of his tribe.,"*^!
I ■

The restriction on African political- acti-vities went beyond

organized Associations, For example, after the opening up of gold 

prospecting^in Kakamega, working conditions became quite deplorable. 

In 1934 a group of natives were prohibited, by the D.C 

funds intended to aid in the protection of the interests of Africans

from collecting'•»

working in the goldfields. These natives promptly protested to the

When asked about this petition in the House ofSecretary of State.

Commons, the Secretary replied that he did not accept memorials and 

petitions to him unless they went through recognized and prescribed 

channels (i.e. through the Governor).

^hbld.. vol. 240, July 3, 1930, cols. 2155-2166‘. If dis
obeying an unjust law was wicked then Kang'ethe; was to be commended 
for his wickedness. '

^^House of Commons, Debates. 5s, vol. 295, December.5, 1934, 
cols. 1563-1564. Of course the Governor did not always forward the 
petitions to the Secretary. But in fairness to these officials, one 
must point out that Parliament’s own rules did not automatically 
permit petitions. Replying to a question about an ACA petition the 
Secretary told the questioner that it had been returned because 
"the fora in \rtiich it O^he petition^ had been prepared was not 
in accordance with the Rules of this House governing the^’presen- 

* tation of petitions." See House of Commons, Debates. 5s, vol. 322, 
April 14. 1937, col. ‘1013.

• • /
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Quasi-Political Movements

In the thirties and forties African independent churches.

particularly of the separatist kind, had been closely watched by

Most of their leaders — Prophets, Priests -- hadthe Government.

During the trial at Kapenguria, the prosecutioneven been jailed.

attempted to show that these churches and independent schools had 

been breeding grounds for Mau Mau. Indeed, all independent schools

were summarily closed following the declaration of the State of

Emergency on October 20, 1952,

One of the "evidences" against Kenyatta was really guilt by

In May 1947, scarcely a year after his return to Kenya, 

he became-the head of a Teachers* Training College when its principal 

It is true, however, that when constitutional 

channels through which political grievances could be aired were closed, 

political agitation found new channels — schools and churches.

association.

left for England,

n
This was a world-wide phenomenon among the oppressed peoples 

as Vittorio Lantemari has succinctly shown.Lantemari points out

that natives' religions were definit^ely involved -- albeit subtly — 

in nationalist movements all over Africa, Asia and the Americas, 

birth of these religious societies and educational associations can 

only be understood, historically, in relation to the colonial exper-
34

fences and to the striving of subject peoples to became emancipated.

The

33Religions of the Oppressed; A Study of Modem Messianic 
Cults (New York! Mentor Books, 1963),

^^Ibid preface, p, vi..• f

.
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Independent Churches

The essential point of the separatist Church was, as Thomas 

Hodgkin points out, to "transfer to the spiritual and ecclesiastical 

plane opposition to European a,uthority in general, and to make possible 

, . . the reconstruction of African communities under African leader- 

This is a process which "is particularly liable to occur undership."

.,35
an authoritarian colonial system.

In Kenya the challenge to this authoritarianism started when 

the Kikuyu and the CMS split over the issue of customary practices.

From about 1923 the Church of Scotlandespecially cliteridectomy. 

had adopted a "get tough" policy on this matter by demanding that 

African Church elders accept all Church laws and directives including

one prohibiting female circumcision.

The final confrontation came between the missionaries and

the KCA which threw its support behind those elders who refused to

The Association had, from its in-follow this particular directive, 

ception, always objected to missionaries infringing upon native customs

in this way,36 ■

In 1928, Kenyatta announced the KCA’s intention of contesting 

the LNC election on a "platform of preserving tribal customs, including

the circumcision of girls.W The following year a leading missionary.

^^Nationalism in Colonial Africa, pp. 104-105.

36Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of *Mau Mau*. p. 118.

I

■1
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Dr. Arthur, cotintered:

I gave the reasons why both circumcision and the KCA 
must go. There could be no discussion: it was an order. The 
Church has made its laws .... The KCA had made the law the 
test Of the allegiance of its followers: it had joined issue 
with the Church and therefore they must now choose the church 
or the- KCA. '

Dr. Arthur added that "Joseph Kang’ethe and Johstone Kenyatta [Pres

ident and General Secretary of the KCA} deserve to be hanged."37 

If, indeed, the choice was between the Church and the KCA, 

then the latter triumphed for during this upheaval "a large section

of the people broke away from the main Christian body and began to 

seek other means- to satisfy their spiritual hunger." But:, as

Kenyatta pointed out, the issue was wider than .merely the spiritual.

A part prom religious sentiments,

there was a general discontentment about political and economic 
affairs of the country .... At this time the people who 
broke away from the missionary influence, together with the 
indigenous population, began to form their own religious and 
educational societies,38

Following his return from England Kenyatta held long dis

cussions with members of some of the "new religions," especially 

Watu wa Miirigu ([People of God),. Adherents of this sect always prayed 

to God "facing Mount Kenya,

Prior to 1928 there had existed, in Kenya, a number of purely 

nativistic and messianic religious movements. Although most had been

.,39

, PP. 120-121. 

^§F3cii^^ount

Emphasis added.

Kenya, p. 263.

^^Ibid.. p. 264. The title of Kenyatta‘s book may have been . 
derived from this position of the worshippers.
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harassed out of existence, they mUst be kept separate from those 

that appeared after 1929 as a di^ct result of disagreements on var

ious points with Christian missionary chnnches. The term seperatist

After that date,churches is used to describe the latter category.

many religious sects sprung up throughout Kenya with varying degrees 

of political and violent intensity.^®

Julian S. Huxley visited Kenya at the hight of the 1928-1929

In a letter to The Times he criticized missionaries for

By "striking at the whole

upheaval.

their unflinching position on tribal rites.

tribal system of initiation and age-classes," he wrote, the mission

aries had created Ma first class political problem."^!

After 1930,'all these movements -- nativistic and separatist --

had similar grievances and goals. They expressed hostility to the

\diite man (his institutions like religion, schools, hospitals, were

obvious symbols of oppression), 

protect the natives from the effects of sorcery and black magic. 

Thus, by seeking bo strike a medium between the traditional and the 

- new imported culture, they had a considerable following.^2

At the same time they purported to

^®A good summary of these separatist Churches can be found 
in Rosberg and Nottingham, 0£. cit.. pp. 324-331.

^lMai?ch 25, 1930, 12.

^^Lantemari, Religions of the Oppressed, pp. 60-61. Some 
of these sects called for a total rejection of things European.
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It did not take long before these societies clashed with 

the civil authorities. The Government suspected them of planning to 

defy auiiiority, Kenyatta says that some of their shrines were 

closed down "on the assun?>tion that they were used for secret 

meetings of a ;^iitical character,"^3 These societies were looking 

for a messiah, regarded as the re-creator of a better world. The 

messiah was to come throu^ the person of some national hero whoso 

return had long been awaited,^
,<»

Kenyatta fitted this role of "redeemer” twice: during his 

long sojourn in England (1931-19^) and also when he served a 

prison sentence during the fifties. New nations, quite unlike the 

new nations of yesteiyear, have chosen their leaders by an entirely 

different process. Whereas the nation’s hipest office used to go 

to military men — George Washington, Napoleon Bonaparte, Simon 

Bolivar ~ now it goes to tl^ose leaders imprisoned for their political 

activities. The raxdc of P.G. (prison graduate) has propelled men into
t

important positions — Nehru, Nkrumah, Kenyatta, Ben Bella, among others, 

Althou^ Kenyatta of 1930 was definitely a leader in his 

own ri^t, deference went to Harry Thuku who was still in exile.

They shared the people’s praise. Some of the religious sects composed

^3Faeing Mount Ke33ya, p, 268, Althou^ Kenyatta denies 
that they never indulged in politics, it was only because he did 
not want Gdvermeht surveillance to increase. It would have been 
ia^jolitio to admit of the political activities. He himself asserted 
(p, 267) that the refusal of the Arathi (prophets) to defend them
selves when taken to court was "a demonstration against the foreign 
institution,"

^^^^Lantemari, op, eit,, p, 2^10,
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songs to their leaders:

"M'rtien Johnstone QCenyatta in England[| shall retum/With 

the King of the Kikujm ^Thuku in restrictior^. 

in chapter one a prayer in which Kenyatta features prominently.^6 

But when TKuku was released and began participating in politics, his 

He split with the KCA leadership and founded his

tti45 We have cited

reputation waned.

own party, the Kikuyu Provincial Association.

, From then on the absent Kenyatta remained the only "messiah"

Kenyatta was lucky to. who would save the people from oppression.

be residing so far away from Kenya. His reputation might have been

scarred if he had to participate in the party squabbles that led.

• for a while, to the existence of the two KCAs.

Independent Schools

In African societies — as throughout history everywhere —

religion and education were inseparable. It was no different in

The crisis of 1928-1929 led to the emergence of twocolonial Kenya.

school associations; Kikuyu Independent Schools Association (KISA) 

and Kikuyu Karing's (Pure) Educational Association. These, in turn.

worked closely with the new religions.

In 1930, these two groups won recognition by the Kenya

Government. However, this recognition did not free Individual

^^Quoted in Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of *Mau Mau*^ .

. P. 122.

*^6Supra., p. 18.
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schools and teachers from mistreatment. Some schools were ordered

closed on the pretext that they encouraged disturbances or that

they opened in defiance of some local authority. Others were

accused of refusing to conform to the Education DepartmentJs syllabus.

It is true that some of• the teachers* intransigence arose

But the fines they hadout of their rejection of colonial rule.

For example, lirl937-1938 alone, sixto pay were too exorbitant.

Kenyatta complained,schools were closed either once or several times.

in a letter to the Manchester Guardian, that closing Mukui inde

pendent school and fining its three teachers tlOO was unfair:

"its forcible closing is an outrage on the vestiges of initiative 

which are still permitted among Kenya Africans. 47 .

Although understaffed and poor in funds and facilities.

these schools fulfilled a real gap in African education. (They 

cannot have failed to foster the spirit of nationalism either.)

In 1946 Kenyatta found over three hundred such schools in existence

He was obviouslywith a total enfollraent of about sixty thousaM.

impressed since in 1934 he had presented the Secretary of State a 

memorandum from a joint committee of Kikuyu organizations which urged, 

among other things, the opening of a college for secondary education

for- Africans,

^^July 13, 1938, 18. These facts were also brought out 
when members questioned the Secretary of State about the sutuation 
in Kenya. See House &f Commons, Debates. 5s, vol. 338, July 21, 
1938, cols, 2428, 3504 and July 29, 1938. This was the time when 
the Wakamba cattle dispute reached a showdown^

4
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Without response from the Government, the Africans esta

blished such a college themselves early in 1939o Kenya Teachers’ 

Training College at Githunguri was started at the initiative of 

a hi^ily educated Ai&ican, Mbiu Koinange. Koinange had ambitions of 

developing African education to university level,^ In 19^7. 

Kenyatta became the head of the College, The College later became 

the target of Goveniment investigation during the Mau Mau era and

was shut down.

Kenyatta and Koinange were not the only leading Africans 

connected with educational and religious societies. Many of the

most intelligent and capable Africans were involved in these ven- ’ 

tures down to 1952 when they were banned en masse. This, to say 

the least, was a sad commentary on the Government which had lost

touch with its most valuable citizens.

Two Royal Commissions — appointed by His Majesty’s

Government — were also responsible for this state of affairs. 

The Hilton Toxuig Commission’s failure to incorporate the demaixis

of the KCA into its final report precipitated Kenyatta’s first 

trip to England the important contacts he made then. The Joint

koinange spent the years 1927-1935 in the United States • 
obtaining his B,A, from Ohio Wesleyan University and M,A. from 
Columbia University, He took post-gnaduate studies at St, John’s 
College, Cambridge in 1936, In 1937/1938 Koinange studied for 
the Longon University Teacher’s Diploma before returning to Kenya, 
When, in May 19*^7^ he returned to Britain to take his Ph.D 
Keigratta assumed leadership of the Kenya Teachers’ College. But 
nationalism had reached such a hi^ pitch that Koinange could not 
stay away too long.

5
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Select Committee — selected td examine further the former's 

report on Closer Union --was responsible for Kenyatta's second 

trip which was to last for a decade and a half.

3

.o
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CHAPTER VI

KENYATTA: AGITATOR AT LARGE

In giving evidence at his trial in 1953, Kenyatta told the

"I do not know when I was born -- what date, what month, orCourt:

what year — but I think I am over» fifty. I was educated first in

the Church of Scotland Mission and after that I educated myself.

..1I am a Christian.

He had edu-Kenyatta was over fifty long before the trial.

cated himself in the widest sense of the word, reaching a point where

in him and the Kenya African Union (formed in 1946) "all the Kikuyu

organizational strands eventually met -- independent schools; the

Teachers* Training College at Githunguri; age-group organizations;
2

ex-soldiers* associations; trade unions; and, lastly, the K.C.A."

This chapter will trace Kenyatta*s intellectual development;
I

his role as chief spokesman for Kenya Africans and his involvement

^Quoted by Montagu Slater, The Trial of Jomo Kenyatta (2nd 
ed. rev.; London: Seeker & Warburg, 1959). p, 147.

^Historical Survey of the Origins and Growth of Mau Mau,
Cmd. 1030, (1960), p. 51.
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in Pan-Afriean activities. These activities asad influences made 

Kenyatta idle undesputable leader of the Africans and later pro

pelled him into the hipest office his nation could offer,

Kenyatta left for his second trip to England in April, 1931* 

accoii?)anied hy Parmenas Mookerie. Their mission was to give evi

dence (as KCA representatives) before the. Joint Select Committee' of 

Parliament, Althou^ they arrived too late to appear before the 

Committee, the Goverment«s official African delegation — Chief 

Koinange (Mbiu Koinange’s father), James Mutua from Ukambani and 

Ezekiel Apindi representing Nyanza — had given the Committee the 

gist of African grievances, Kenyatta and Mockerie wrote the Commit

tee a memorandum idiich included a plea that their' views should not,.be 

thou^t of as "expressions of a few semi-educated agitators as 

some of us have been dubbed in the past, "3

Back in 1928 Mockerie had written an article in Mnigwithania

appealing for all Kikuyu to become educated. He himself was not 

unaware of his inadequate knowledge in the western ways. They needed 

to eotpand their education. In August, 1931# Kenyatta and Mockerie 

attended the Fabiaii Summer School in Surrey, In October thqy 

started college, Mockerie going to Fircroft College for Working

Men in Woodbrooke,

> /

•1An African Speaks for His People (London; 
Leonard and Virginia Woolf at the Hogarth Press, 193^), p. 81. 
Mockette returned to ah active role in Kenya becoming inspector 
of independent schools in the

1
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Intellectual Development

When Kenyatta returned to England in 1931 his friends must 

have advised him to stay and widen his liberal education. They were 

ready -to help too. On the second trip he met Dr, Norman Leys and 

Leys’ brother who was then teaching at a Quaker college in Birmin^am, 

and many Quakers of the Quaker Friends' Council for International 

Service,^

Kenyatta commenced his studies in the auttunn. He moved to
♦

Woodbrooke, one of the Selly Oak colleges where at first concentrated

on improving his English and getting acquainted with English life. 

At last Kenyatta’s opportunity to study Western ideas first hand 

had come. While at Woodbrooke he developed a particular interest

in lectures on international and social affairs. He“spoke~ at “some 

of these lectures about troubles in his own country and tribe.5

Kenyatta did not isolate himself in Birmin^am. He used

to attend meetings and deliver lectures on Kenya althou^ he did not

limit himself to Konya, 

the United States aroused his anger so much that "he took an active 

part in organizing public protest in England,"6

For example, the Scottsboro Boys case in

fer, Norman Leys had published some highly critical com

ments on British rule in Kenya after retiring from working there.
We have referred to two of his books: Keiiya and A Last Chance in ' 
Kenya. 1924, 1931 respectively,

^George Pelf, Jomo Kenyatta, pp, 90-91.

%bid., p. 92; This involved nine Negro youths indicted in 
March I93I on a eh^ge 0f two yotuig idiite women. The Alabama
trial court sentenced eight of them to death. They were denied the 
ri^t to counsel, the ^ry was^^n and all evidence indicated
that they were not given ’’a fair, impartial and deliberate trial," 
as the U, S, Stqprame Court rul^. See R^rfbrd W, Logan, The Negro 
in the United States (Princeton; D. Van Nostranl Col, 1957) pp, 147-150. i

I
i
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Reading Kenyatta’s speecshes since independence, one finds 

frequent references to ”let us forget the past,” "we should forgive,” 

and "let us work togetheri" All these admonishments are encapped 

in his recent book. Suffering Without Bitterness. As we can see, 

the "Spirit of Woodbrooke" was hot exactly effaced by his long'and 

difficult struggles of the following decades. One gets the flavour 

of this spirit from Kenyatta's own words;

What then is the real Spirit of Woodbrooke? It is 
the Spirit which forces men aixi women to realize their mutual 
responsibility in life; it teaches them to think of others, 
aid. not to take thou^t alone for their own comfort, pleasure 
or salvation. This Spirit I hold must grow to pervade all 
classes of the community, irrespective of rank or station, 
colour or race. It is a Spirit that will raise men by its 
unselfishness, will redeem them by its personal .appeal, 
will broaden their views, so that vhere now they see but 
creed and dogma, they will see Truth, It will indeed teach 
us that we, the children of humanity, being brothers and 
sisters, must serve one another in the love of all-mankind, 
to the benefit of all-life, and to the advancement and ul
timate perfection of those who are yet to come,'’

With this spirit, Kenyatta moved Srm Woodbrooke to London, 

where he stayed throu^ 1939. In giving oral evidence to the court 

in 1953* Kenyatta said that he spent two years (1932-1934) in the 

Soviet Union during which he attended Moscow University. His other 

activities during the same period tend to contradict the story,

(It is plausible that Kenyatta said that out of bitterness, know

ing full well that idiether he spent a day there or two years the 

prosecution would use that as evidence against him,) During this 

period Kenyatt^pT%lished several articles and letters bearing his

^Quoted in Delf, op, cit p. 94.• 9 i\
:i

i—■
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In June, 1932, he gave evidence to the MorrisLondon address.

Carter Land Commission before it left for Kenya.

Several accounts agree that he visited the Soviat Union

twice but we cannot prove that he studied, as Corfield said, "at
' 8 

the Lenin School of Subversion," That he stayed there for the

mpnths of May-August, 1933, is fairly accurate for an article of

his appeared that November in The Labour Monthly oh "The Gold Rush

in Kenya." The following May he wrote to the New Statesman and

Nat ion concerning the same issue of gold prospecting in Kakamegs.

In London, Kenyatta shared quarters with two men he was to

associate with for a long time. Both were exiles of sorts; Paul

Robeson, the American Negro singer, who had moved to London where

he felfmore at home than in the United States; and Peter Abrahams,

the South African writer. This comradeship was quite rewarding for

they exchanged information about their respective countries and

nurtured ideas for Pan-African movements.

When Peter Abrahams visited Kenyatta in 1952 he found him

a Bitter man: "I tell you frankly, man, I am bitter. These people 

think they are gods here. In England they wouldn’t []sic^ be seen 

in the same intellectual company I keep."^ This company was 

cultivated during Kenyatta's formal intellectual achievement in

the period ,1933-1938, Throughout this time he was connected with

8;Historical Origins of Mau Mau (Cmd. 1030), p, 43.

%etum to Goli. (London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1953),, p. 206.
Emphasis added.

1
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London University in various capacities: teacher, student, scholar,

Kenyatta was en5)loyed in the Department of African Phonetics as an

assistant ("informantw as they called him then). At the same time

he tau^t'Kikuyu, language of the Kikuyu people, in another part *
of the University, the School of Oriental and African languages — 

now School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS),

For three years he had established his own reputation in 

academic circles. In 1936, he enrolled at London School of Economics 

in a post-graduate course designed for students tdio, althou^ they 

did not hold any degrees, "had »a special acquaintance with native 

life,’ Kenyatta’s fees were paid by an organization of impeccable 

• reputation in the academic world , , , the International African 

Institute,"10 Ironically, for nationalists like Kenyatta, the 

chairman of the Institute’s executive council was Lord Lugard, the 

Grand Old Man who conserved East Africa for the Ehqjire, Lugard 

had written of his adventures in a two-volume work. The Rise of 

Our East African Bnpire Tl893).

After studying under that eminent anthropologist. Professor 

Branislaw Malinowski, Kenyatta obtained a diploma in the field.

Apart from Malinowski, his classmates fouM him brilliant both in 

seminar discussion and in written papers. Even those who found him 

"dearly ambitious and an intriguer," did not fail to' acknowledge

^QPelf, Jomo Kenyatta. p, 99,

1
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Kenyatta*s ability, self-confidence and eloquence.

One of these classmates was Elspeth Huxley (Lord Delamare's 

biographer), herself an accomplished and prolific writer. She recently 

wrote of Kenyattaj "In the discussions he was fluent, alert, cogent 

and authoritative — one of the stars." She still recalls those

1936 days \rtien they

lunched together at a Chinese restaurant, where he was a genial 
loquacious and sometimes evasive companion, whose conversation 
hinted at the tortuosity masked by humour common to almost 
every intelligent man of his tribe. The spark of oratory was 
always smouldering, but a crowd provided the bellows; then 
he could become as compelling as a modem Savonarola or Mark 
Antony, riveting by devious subtlety an African audience.

He was always a showman .... He wore'the now 
familiar heavy ring with its dark stone -- a garnet, ifi it, 
or camellan? -- carried an ebony walking stick, although 
I cannot remember whether it had an elephant's head, like 
today's or whether, like the fly whisk and beaded cap, 
that came later. To aid the cause of vdiat was then called 
subversion, but now the struggle against colonialism, he 
would be photographed in a leopard skin, gripping 
weapons, above the caption *Buming Spear. *12

Two other advantages resulted from Kenyatta's association 

with London University. He and Prince Peter of Denmark, a fellow 

classmate in anthropology, became close friends. At the end of 

the course, Kenyatta visited Denmark at the invitation of Prince 

He was very impressed with the Danish co-operative agri

cultural colleges and had visions of starting some in Kenya, Of 

lasting importance, however, was the encouragement he received to

tribal

Peter.

lllbid.. p. 100.

l^With Forks and Hope; An African Handbook (New York; 
William Morrow & Co., 1964), pp, 171-172.

1
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vnrite Facing Mount Kenya; The Tribal Life of the Gikuyu (1938).

Professor Malinowski's introduction to the book gives

Kenyatta hight recommendation as an accomplished scholc(r;

■For several years past Mr. Kenyatta has been a member 
of my discussion class at the London School of Economics, He 
was thus associated in research and discussion, in''x>riginal 
contribution and extempore critical activity with a number 
of brilliant, experienced and highly competent young 
scholars,'many of whom had done their own term of field 
work, and all of whom had had years of previous academic 
training. In this group he was able to play an active, 
indeed creative part, giving us illuminating sidelights, 
inspired by the inside knowledge of an African, but 
formulated with the full competence of a trained Western 
scholar.

When the wa'r broke out, Kenyatta was still living in London;

With the KCA on the verge of being banned, his funds — the KCA had

been sending him money in dribbles -- were running low. Many of

his friends who were members of the Workers* Educational Association

Shortly thereafter.found him a job as lecturer in anthropology.

he moved to Storrington, forty miles south of London. He became

an agricultural labourer as part of the Government's "directed labour"

policy.

Kenyatta stayed in this Sussex village town through the war

He lectured for over fiveyears — but not just as a-farm hand.

years on African Affairs to the British Army in various searchlight

Thus, the "KCA representative inunits and in military barracks.

England, far from being detained under the Defence Regulations, was
i

„14allowed to educate the British Army about Africa.

^^P. Vili.

^^Rosberg and Nottingham, The Myth of 'Mau Mau* 190.. P.
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Twisting the Lion's Tail

During the war years, Kenyatta found time to write. He

published two monographs. My People of Kikuyu (1942) and Kenyat

The Land of- Conflict (1944). The latter was a brief survey of the

Native Problem in Kenya. It also gave a good substantive summary

of the articles he had previously written. But, above all. It was

a political testament of a revolutionary who had come to know the

Colonial Office and its "collusion" with settler interests in Kenya.

Kenyatta ^nrote that whatever one may think of the methods

employed by the British in establishing themselves in Kenya, "their

foothold is secure, and it would be impossible to turn them out

without a bloody insurrection." This could be averteci only if 

"a fundamental change in the present political, economic and social'

relationship between Europeans and Africans" were instituted so 
^''C;:;^that Africans could share in the "new society" as equals rather thfin 

as "serfs doomed to labour for bare existence. As we can see.

In 1944, he concluded thatKenyatta had come a long way.

it is not in human nature, it is not even physically possible 
to submit for ever to such complete oppression , , . . The 
Africans make their claim to justice now, in order that a 
bloodier and more destructive justice may not be inevitable 
in time to come,16

15
Kenya: Land of Conflict, p. 22,

16 r.: Was he prophesying "Mau Mau" or did this come as 
a result of good reading of history?

Ibid.
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Kenyatta’s immediate target was always the Colonial Office

and its political head, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, 

Althou^ he had many influential friends within the Labour Forty, 

he was aware that its colonial policy did not substantially differ 

from that of the Conservatives, On May 12, 1955t the influential 

Times proved him right: "Happily for the colonies, there is little

'?

basis in fact to siipport the thesis , , , that the policies of 

the Conservative and Labour Parties in colonial affairs are widely 

divergent,"

Lord Passfield (Sidney Webb), Labour's Colonial Secretary, 

pledged (1930) that there would be no more alienation of native

lands. As embodied in the Memorandum on Native Policy in East Africa

(Crai, 3573)t the pledge said:

The first essential is to remove from the native mind any 
feeling of insecurity in regard to his tribal lands — 
that the lands from within the , , . Native Reserves are 
reserved for the use and benefit of the natives for ever. 
Any derogation from this solemn pledge would , , , be 
not only a flagrant breech of trust, but also, in view 
of the inevitable effect upon the natives, a serious 
calamiiy from which the whole Colony would not fail 
to suffer,17 %

This solemn pledge was broken following the discovery of 

gold in one of these reserves, Kenyatta noted the rapidity with 

which an amendment -to the Native Lands Trust Ordinance of 1930 

was rushed throu^ the Kenya Legislature, with the blessing of 

Sir Cunliffe-Idster, the Conservative Colonial Secretary, a man with 

"the interest of the natives at heart," The 1931 amendment gave

^^Quoted in Ibid., p, 16, Eii^jhasis added.
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gold prospectors a legal ri^t to mine in the midst of a Native

Reserve.18

In 1935, Kenyatta had witnessed another example of the 

continuiiy in colonial policies. Long before the Labour Party 

was formed, British Government (1906) had accepted for Kenya a 

policy of segregation in the ownership of land — the policy of 

reserving the best lands for white settlement. In 1935» Malcolm 

MacDonald, Lalwur Party* s Colonial Secretary, approved the Kenya 

Oider-in-Council which formerly excluded Africans and Indians for

ever from owning land in ihe White Highlands, 19

Kenyatta, having discovered that policies were formulated

by a few Colonial and Civil Servants whose names are never heard

of by the British public, tqmed to the Press as a sure way of 

\^^^^^^^^^making the public know what Africans’ grievances were.

The article in Labour Monthly (November, 1933) and the

letter to The New Statesman and Nation the following May, were

sparked by the removal of the Abaluhya from their ancestral land 

to make room for gold diggings. On April 27, 193^, Sir Cunliffe-

l®'’The Gold Rush inKenya," The Labour Monthly, XV (November
1933),- 692.

19Another irony of histoiy is that MacDonald, after a 
long distinguised career as Colonial administrator, became Kenya’s 
last Governor (1963)* its first and last Govemior-General and on 
Kenya’s promulgation of Republic (December 12, 1964) became Her Majesty’s 
first Hi^ Commissioner in'.Kenya, See Suffering Witfrjut Bitterness, 
pp, 249-251 for Kenyatta’s farewell speech in ^ich ke lauded MacDonald 
as a personal friend and a statesman.
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Lister spoke to a luncheon of the East African Group of the Overseas 

League concerning his recent tour of Kenya and, particularly, the 

Kakamega gold field. He told his audience; "I say with absolute 

conviction and without fear of contradiction that nowhere else

I -
!

in the world would you find such good relations existing between

Natives and Europeans."

Kenyatta questioned these "good relations" in the light of

a memorandum the Abaluhja Central Association presented to the

.Colonial Secretary citing several specific instances of the ter

rible conditions under which the Abaluhya had suffered since the
20

"gold hunters were allowed to occupy" their country.

Kenyatta was sure that if Sir Cunliffe-Lister had not refused'- 

to meet representatives of African communities he would have been 

well informed of the African grievances. Whenever Kenyatta wrote 

an article on a specifi^-^ssue he often made references to other 

, injustices: "The soul of the African is stricken nigh death by 

confiscation of its ancestral lands . . . and its subjugation to an 

imperialist system of slavery, tax paying, pass-ca^'rying and forced 

labour."21 On forced labour he would point out that "Natives are

/ ^%ew S tatesman and Nat ion. VII' (N. S.) (May 12, 1934), 
707-708. Kenyatta appended the memorandum to his letter. This 
had been sent to him direct by the KGA which also complained that 
the Secretary had refused to meet witlv the Abaluhya people as 
"he refused to meet the Masai Association, the KCA and a Joint 
Select Committee, representing the whole Kikuyu community.

i
'!

I

21
Labour Monthly. XV. 691.

■}

^5.
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, not less than 180 days percompelled to woric for Earopeans for 

annum," He also often lamented the denial of. the most elementary

democratic ri^ts; freedom of speech, movement, press, organization 

and collective bargaining,^2

The lack of representation in the Legislature was also a 

preoccupation of Kenyatta, The appointment (1936) of two unofficial 

meuibers to represent Africans was ..not,-enou^. He wrote that while 

"we congratulate the Grovenment for taking the initial steps to in

crease African representation, we, the African people, feel strongly 

thAt no one can better represent our interes.ts than one of our own 

race. We have demanded, not the representation by idiite men, but the 

•ri^t to be represented in the Council by Africans , , . Until this 

representation of Africans by Africans is justly settled, there can be 

no peace or prospeirity in Africa, "23

For five months in 1938 a dispute between the Wakamba 

and the Government concerning cattle reached a climax. The 

Government embarked on a very injudicious policy of making them 

reduce (l^ selling) cattle on the pretext that large herds were

In one area armed troops were used to collectcausing soil erosion,

22New Statesman. Xm (N.S.) June 27, 1936, 1022-1023.
See also "Native lU-^ts in Ke^ Hew Statesman (April 24, 1937), 
6^, coiacernihg the forcible removal of the Tigoni tribe to another 

: part of E^nya since their ancestral laiii fell within the •'White 
Hi^auis."

^^The Times (London). April ^^ 1934, p. 10

■i
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several hundred thousand cattle for sale, (The Government offered

the Wakamba from 11s, to 15s, perhead when the average market value

ranged from 50s, to 100s,)

A series of letters appeared in the Manchester Guardian and

The New Statesman in which Kenyatta drummed up support for the plight

of the Wakamba tribesmen. He asserted that all Kenyans were Inflamed

by this policy, for cattle played a very important role — wealth.

"The Africans of Kenya are well awareprestige — in every tribe;

that this question does not concern the Wakamba alone , , . . To 

them the news of a forced sale among the Wakamba.^ is the presage of

.,24a disaster.

At the height of the dispute, two things happened, Kenyatta

learned that the Government had actually encouraged a private

company to build a meat factory in the vicinity of the Wakamba

The company was assured of a regular supply ofative Reserve,

cattle — 100,000 head per annum. Failing to convince the Wakamba

to sell their cattle, the Government had resorted to these measures

, to fill the quota. The Wakamba leaders organized a protest march

to Nairobi, The five thousand marchers vowed never to leave unless

the Governor remedied their situation, Kenyatta remarked that

they must have been terribly disturbed by the attitude of Malcom

I.MacDonald who in reply to their telegram asking that they bef

^^Manchester Guardian^ July 2, 1938, .18, Subsequent 
letters appeared on July 13} August 11, 19; and October 1,

V
5-
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allowed an opportunity to state their grievances to the Colonial 

Office, has instructed the Governor to order the Wakamba back to

the Reserve,"^5

For the Colonial Office, the cattle dispute could not have 

come at a worse time and, especially, with a revolutionary in their 

miist, Kenyatta reminded Britons of what was going on in Germany 

a33d Italy:

The people of En^and object to Fascism; they are ready 
to fi^t to save other democratic countries from coming under 
the Fascist or Nazi yoke. But if ever they are to fi^t 

. in earnest they will need the support of the colonial peoples 
themselves. How can they expect that support unless they 
convince them that British methods are different and that 
British claims to staM for democracy and freedom are true?2°

On this matter Kenyatta had used the Press very effectively. 

When the dispute was settled, he thanked, in identical letters, 

the two papers for showing a readiness to give publicity to the 

tter from the beginning: "It is unquestionable that the atten

tion th^ have received in the press has helped the Wakamba in 

checking the hi^-handedness of the Government,"27

^^Ibid,, August 19, 1938, 158,

26ii^ African Point of View," The Hew Statesman, X7 (N.S.) 
(June 25, 1938), 1060, Otoer letters on the same subject were 
publishto on July 16 2ind^ctober 1,

27Manchester Guardian, October 1, 1938, p. 5. See also 
-The Hew Statesman. XVI (N.S.) (October 1, 1938), 48?, When 
Kenyatta wrote these letters he did not know that Samuel Muindi, 
leader of the mairch bn Na^^ would soon be deported.

V
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Throu^out stay in Eh^and, therefore, Kenyatta had 

established himself as the spokesman for Kenya Africans as we have 

shown in the examples of gold prospecting among the Abalnhya; land 

anfl representation among all Africans; and the cattle dispute 

among the Wakamba, All these matters were also discussed in 

Parliament, Whenever Africans had any grievance, they sin5>ly sent 

Kenyatta a cablegram asking him to acquaint "all friends of the 

Afidcans in England" with the problem. If appropriate, he then drew 

memorandum (or they sent him one which he merely refined).

The next step was either to give it to Arthur Creech Sones, 

Labour’s spokesman on colonial affairs, and/or to write a letter to 

an influential paper as we have shown above. It is no wonder that 

his return to Kenya was so enthusiastically received. But his 

reputation had been enhanced by activities in a third area:

-African movements.

up- a

Black Brothers Unite

The League Against Imperialism had criticised Kenyatta for 

being too narrowly preoccupied with colonialism in Kenya* The 

situation did not remain so for long. By the time he left Birmin^am 

to join his "Black Brothers" in London, Kenyatta had expanded his 

horizons considerably. He had never missed an opportunity to travel. 

In June, 1931 o the International -Labour Organization held 

a conference in Geneva -to discuss colonial child welfare (left-wing, 

circles dubbed it the "Save -the Children" conference), Kenyat-ba 

was one of the seven blacks who attended the conference in an
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unofficial capacity. After Geneva and the next few years, Kenyatta 

visited several other European countries. By the time he wrote 

on the Ethiopian situation (1935)» 4e was widely read. In "Hands 

Off Abyssinial" Kenyatta reviewed Italy’s late arrival to the 

"community of nations" in Europe; her disastrous defeat at Adowa 

in 1896 by Bnperor Menelik’s troops and her defeat diiring World War I, 

The article was prompted by Mussolini’s threatened invasion of 

Ethiopia,

The blacks living in London had formed the International African 

Friends of Abyssinia to "assist by all means in their power, in the 

maintenance of the tenritorial integrity and the political independence

of Abyssinia," The practical purpose of this organization was really

to arouse the syn^jathy and support of the British public for the victim 

of Fascist aggression. In the true revolutionary spirit, Kenyatta 
V;:;;d£clared that "the people of Africa will oppose the destruction of 

Ethiopian independence with all their mi^t . , . , We ask all members

of other races sympathetic to us to join us against the organized forces 

of reaction,"^®

Keioyatta was the honorary secretary of this organization.

Other officers were: C.L.R, James from Trinidad, chairman; Dr, Peter 

Milliard of British Guiana and the Hon. T, Albert Marryshaw of Grenada,

vice-chairmen; Mrs, Amy Ashwood Garvey, former wife of the famous

Negro leader, honorary treasurer. These and Sam Manning of Trinidad, 

Mohammed Said of Somaliland and George Padmore, fomed the executive
icouncil. In 1936 this committee organized a reception for Saperor

Monthly, xra (September 1935) t 532, 536.
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Haile Selassie and his entourage when they arrived in London to 

ttegin the long exile.

Soon after that the committee disbanded^its work having been

taken up by an English group, the Abyssinian Association. But the

members of the society were to play a leading role in future

Pan-African organizations. In 1935, George Padmore moved to London

permanently. He was instrumental in the establishment of the

International African Service Bureau (lASB). The bureau, organ

ized in March, 1937, "represented progressive and enlightened public

opinion among Africans and peoples of African descent. It supported

the demands of colonial peoples for democratic rights, civil liber

ties and self-determination."^®

Membership was confined to blacks although "Europeans and

others who desired to demonstrate in a practical way their interest

n African welfare" could become associate members. Kenyatta became

assistant secretary of lASB with three new men, Chris Jones of

Barbados, Wallace-Jolmson of Sierra Leone and T. Ras Makonnen 

(he had adopted this Ethiopian name and dropped his real name, 

Griffiths) of British Guiana.

In July, 1938, the lASB started publishing the journal. 

International African Opinion. Kenyatta vas one of the two Africans

29
George Padmore, Pan-Africanism or Communism? The Coming 

Struggles for Africa (London; Denis Dobson, 1956), p, 145.

3®Ibid., pp. 146-147.

-I
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Its patrons included such wellon its seven man executive board.

known figures on the left as the Rev. Reginald W. Sorensen? D.N.

Pritt, Q.C. (who later was chief Defence Counsel for Kenyatta and

his colleagues in 1953)? Arthur Creech Jones, later the Colonial

Secretary in the Attlee Government? and Victor Gollancz, founder of

the publishing firm that bears his name and publisher for the Left 

Book Club.^^

The lASB carried on with its activities through the war

years. Topics discussed in its journal included "methods and

forms of organization to be adopted by colonial peoples? the

tactics and strategies of the national freedom struggle? the

applicability of the Gandhian non-violent, non-cooperative tech-

..32 In 1944, it merged into theniques to the African situation.

Pan-African Federation. Colonial and Coloured People's organiza-

\^,_^^ns could affiliate with the Pan-African Federation, 

affiliates were the KCA (although still proscribed).

Among the

It became.

in effect, the British section of the still American based Pan-

African Congress movement under the leadership of that venerable

"Father of Pan-Africanism," Dr. William Edward Burghardt DuBois.

The Pan-African Federation also created a publications branch

Its memh^K submitted monographs on specificthe Panaf Service, Ltd.
\

James R. Hooker, Black Revolutionary; George Padmore's 
Path From Communism to Pan-Africanism, p. 49. See also WhtfS Who 1963.
pp. 1176, 2475, 2854.

32 i

Padmore, op. cit.. p. 150.
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colonial issues. George Padmore edited the series, aided by an

editorial advisory .committee composed of Jomo Kenyatta, Peter

Kenyatta'sAbrahams, Makonnen, C. L, R. James and Wallace Johnson.

pamphlet, Kenyat Land of Conflict was published under this auspices.

Towards the end of the war, Kwame Nkrumah, recently arrived from the

United States, was added to the list of militant brothers.

On August lA, 1941, the Atlantic Charter was published,

being a joint statement of policy to be pursued by the United States

and Britain in the post-war period. This Charter — the work of

Churchill and Roosevelt — was endorsed by other major powers.

Of the eight principles enunciated, two were of particular interest

to members of the Pan-African Federation and other colonies else-

vrtiere:
•C

Second, they /signatories/, desire to see no territorial 
changes that do not accord with the freely expressed 
wishes of the peoples concerned;

Third, they respect the right of all peoples to choose 
the form of government under which they will live. . .

In 1945, therefore, the Pan-African Federation was not

oblivious of the proceedings in San Francisco to create an inter-

V national organization (the United Nations). The Federation presented

a manifesto to the great powers asking that the faith they showed in the

Atlantic Charter should also apply to Africa. Among the signatories of

this manifesto was Jomo Kenyatta. The manifesto pointed out that cer

tain rights in the political, economic and social spheres were due the 

They had won these rights during war service.Africans.

, ^Sflooker, op. cit pp, 87-88.

0
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IJhen the war ended, the Pan-African Federation, at the 

urging of Padmore,-began thinking about a Pan-African Congress to

Preparation for it was assigned by Dr. W. E. B. 

DuBois, the International President, to the executive of the Federation.

be held in England,

.i.
Thie special international conference committee--Dr. Peter Milliard, 

chairman; T. Ras Makonnen, treasurer; George Padmore and Kwame 

Nkrumah, joint political secrataries; Peter Abrahams, publicity 

secretary; and Kehyatta, assistant secretary--was busy during the

(This

1
I
i

summer preparing for the conference scheduled for October.

was to coincide with the second conference of the World Federation

of Trade Unions due to meet in Paris from September 25 to October 9.)

The Lord Mayor of Manchester opened the Fifth Paa-African

This gathering was important inCongress on October 13, 1945,

It was the first Congress attended by so many of

\i,^^s^frica’s young Tead^rs: a collection of unknowns soon to win fame,

..35 -

everal respects.

The resolutionsnotoriety and power in their own countries.

They called for active organizationpassed show a shift in emphasis, 

of the masses: "Today there is only one road to effective action--

the organization of the masses.'^ And in that organization the educated

It was also the last Congress held outside

?■

..36colonials must join.
j' \

?^This should r.eally be the Sixth,Congress since the first 
was held in 1900. Most OTiters on Pan-Africanism tend to discount it. 1

^^Colin Legum. Pan-Africanism: A Short Political Guide 
pew York; Praeger>^^^^^ This is the best source for the
tan-African mpvement;j including the Manchester conference. See also 
Padmore, '■Ban-Africanism of Communism?

Padmore (ed.). History of the Pan-African Congress: 
Colonial and Coloured Unity (2d ed.; London: The Hammersmith Book-
sh^p, Lp pv;7• 9
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The next one convened in Ghana in 1958 as the All-AfricanAfrica.

Peoples Conference,

Kenya was represented by that agitator extraordinary,

Jomo Kenyatta, Besides being rapporteur for East Africa, he was 

Chairman of the Credentials Committee. At this conference, Kenyatta

who was to join the defensemet the Nigerian, H, 0. Davies, Q, C • f

team representing Kenyatta in 1953.

The Conference sent a congratulatory message to Prime

Minister Attlee also requesting that his Government honour, by putting

(Because ofinto effect, the principles of the Atlantic Charter, 

its connections, the Pan-African Federation had considered

Hadentering their own candidates for the Parliamentary elections, 

this materialized. Hooker avers, Padmore, Dr. Milliard, Moody and
i e ‘

Kenyatta — the "Kenya Chieftain and lecturer in Anthropology" - 

e most likely candidates.

When Kenyatta reported to the Conference on East Africa, 

he said that he "recognized the value of European energy in Kenya 

and hoped that, after independence, Europeans would stay and become 

Integrated under some form of socialism."^® Since his release from 

detention in August, 1961, Kenyatta's theme was just that*

’*Some form of socialism” was initiated in

- were

harmonious integration.

1965 based on Kenya Sessional Paper, African Socialism.

®^Black Revolutionary, p, 89. 

®®Delf, Jomo Kenyatta. p. 126.
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The Fifth Pan-African Congress had issued a challenge to

It made them realize that "Whitehall wouldcolonials living abroad.

be more likely to change its mind on colonial policy if it is faced 

in the colonies with massive popular organizations which could not

be contained even by force." Kenyatta’s usefulness in England was

over and he had to return home to face the challenge. For a man

who never had fto fight an election, it is difficult to know \rtiether 

Kenyatta thought the challenge would include working his way to the

Perhaps he was confident in himself that the leadership roletop.

He obtained itwould simply be bestowed on him as soon as he got back.

soon after his return.

/

O



CHAPTER VII

THE LONG ROAD TO POWER

X

I believe that ^Ite settlement In 
Africa is but a ripple on the sands of Time; 
that the future map of Africa will be coloured 
Black and that we shall be submerged as a white 

. speck^in a Black ocean .... He stand at the 
parting of ways littered with past failures to 
find a just solution of the relations between 
Black and White.

J. H. Driberg
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Agitator Extraordinary Returns 

The African contribution to the war-effect was recognized 

and used by colonials as a leverage to demand equality with all 

other races. Although the settler oligarchy could not deny the con

tribution, they, nevertheless, still refused to allow any promises 

to colonials that might jeopardize their political, economic and

■S

social dominance. The settlers saw any discussion about the fitness

of Africans to have their own elected spokesmen in this regard.

The attitudes that prevailed in regard to local government

bodies — mcs. Municipal Councils — were equally applicable to

the centres that Africans were inherently incapable of participating

equally with other races in government. Some influential Indian

representatives held similar views. The arguments advanced in

I support of these attitudes were that there could be no meeting-

gTOTnd since "they [Africans^ do not think the way Europeans think." 

To the charge that Africans could not think in terms of the sdiole 

community (including all races in the term) opponents said that

5^

Africans had never really been given the chance to interest them-

,,1selves with '!the community as a sdiole.

In 1945, for example, one Councillor and ex-Mayor of Nairobi 

was "agAinst adding African members to the Council, for they will 

have the privilege of speaking on all matters that affect more or

^Mary Parkerir "Political and Social Aspects of the Development 
of Municipal Government in Kenya with Special Reference to Nairobi," 
(London: Colonial Office), Unpublished, pp. 184, n 183.• 9
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less the European and Indian communities.” Africans, according to 

the Mayor, were only to be consulted! "They should only be allowed

to take part J^ow? one may ask^ in questions that affect the African 

Implicit in these views was the belief that \diat Africans

■t

n2people,

needed— what was good for them— was a long apprenticeship through

their own LNCs and laterly the locational councils.

The Labour Government boosted these positions by putting into

effect Labour's "experiment in democracy” Tdiich was to start at 

the bottom. The experiment called for direct election to LNCs 

and the participation of Councillors in important decision-making. 

(European District Commissioners continued to be Chairmen of the 

LNCs. Even by 1961 with Independence approaching, only 9 of' the 24
3

- renamed African District Councils — had Africans as Chalrmenl) 

On August 26, 1943, Kenyatta published a letter in The 

^Listener (p, 243) challenging these assumptions, particularly with
-*--51,

reference to the Legislative Council!

It is said by the British in Kenya that there is no native-born 
African well enough educated to sit in the Legislative Council.
As a. matter of fact, although Africans in Kenya ^o xrant to 
obtain a higher education are faced with almost superhuman 
difficulties, there are a few who by initiative, persistence 
.and gobd-.f.ortune have triumphed over these difficulties 
[Kenyatta, Koinange among thenQ, and who are today even 
better educated than some of the Arab and Indian represen
tatives whose competence is not called in question, and 
not less learned than some of the most respected of the 
Europeans.

LNCs -

*ibld 184, n..• f P»

^John Nottingham, "The Development of Local Government In
Kenya,” I^per (Mimeo.), n.d,[^. 196^.
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On October 10, 1944, Eltiid Hathu became the first African 

appointed to the Legislative Connell. This appointment raised high 

hopes — soon to be dashed — for rapid political participation by 

Africans,^ This, however, did not alter the Europeans’ views vls-

In the same year two other developments.a-vls African representation.

significant for Kenyatta, occurred. The KCA leaders, detained or

Finally, on October 1st,Imprisoned since May, 1940, were released.

thirty-three Africans from all over Kenya met In Nairobi and formed

Kenya African Onion (KAD). The organization had a twofold purpose:

to advance African Interests and to aid ElAud Mathu In his new
6

tahk — presumably as Mathu’s direct link with the people.

KAO’S Interim officers .were Harry Thuku as Chalrmdni Francis 

J. Khamlsl (Coast Province) as Secretary; and Albert Owlno (Nyanza) 

as Treasurer. But because of Government pressure the group changed
Vl^s^r

name to Kenya African Study Onion, The first delegates’ con

ference on February 3, 1945, elected James S. Glchuru President 

(Harry Thuku had resigned that January), A year later the group 

dropped all pretence of being a study union and reverted to Its. 

original name, KAO. Two Abaluhya, Joseph D. Otlende and W.H.U. Aworl,

were elected Vice-President and Treasurer respectively.

^Mathu was educated at Alliance HlghtSchool and Oxford 
Onlversity. In 1934 he founded the first Kenya African Teachers 
Onion, He was well kno'cm In Government and missionary circles.
At the time of his nomination, he was Principal of the Klkusni 
Karing’a independent school at Walthaka, Whereas Mathu’s colle§^es 
represented geographical constituencies, his official title was 
"Nominated Onofflcial Member for the African Community."
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These events mast have influenced Kenyatta’s final decision 

to retuTO, In September, 1946, he sailed for Mombasa ^ere an exuber

ant atidienoe met him. Among those were leaders of the KCA, (Althou^ 

not functioning, the KCA had contributed financially to his return 

trip.) Kenyatta immediately started working in the independent

schools system. He became head of the Kenya Teachers' Training College

in 1947.

Soon "history was to repeat itself." As had happened in 1928 

with .the KCA and would later take place with Kenya African Union (I96I), 

the way was open for him to join the party as the top man. On 

June 1, 1947» James Gichuru stepped down as KAU's President to make 

room for Kenyatta's unanimous election. His assua^tion of the 

Presidency legitimized KAU as the vehicle for African nationalism.

Many tribal associations that had mushroomed in urban centres trans-

their political functions to the Party.

Kenyatta had voted for (and perhaps he helped draft) the 

Manchester Confere|Kje's resolution that called for the organization 

of the masses. He, therefore, set about to widen KAU's popular base 

in areas' ouiBide the large urban centres. Oginga Odinga pointed out
. . ^it^^e^tta' s

terms of the whole country for the first time. Up to the Second 

World War, teachers tau^t in terms of the tribe; they did not tmny 

in terms of a mtion, Kenyatta's role was one of political education."5

arrival, "the Luo people began to think in

f

^Rosberg and Nottin^am, Myth of 'Mau Man'. p, 214,

1
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Itvas characterized.KAU could properly be called a Party.

throughout its existence byi

(a) a broad nationalist objective, the elimination of the 
existing colonial system; (b) looseness of structure — 
taking the form often, of local and functional associations, 
grouped a:^nd a central Junta vdiifah has entire control over 
policy; Ce> emphasis on the idea of representing 'all the 
people,* the national will made articulate; (d) anaagressive 
strategy, associated with the lack of constitutional mechanism 
for the realization of the nationalist objective,®

Although the activities of KAU AhQ ita president did not

make a dent with the colonial Government, they caused some extemists

-This group toyed with the idea of having Kenyatta deported.concern.

VRiileThe Governor, Sir Philip Mitchell, did not improve matters.

accepting increased African representation on appointive basis, he

In 1946, Kenyattarefused to meet or negotiate with KAU leaders.

expressed an interest in participating in national affairs. Sir

Philip insulted him by advising Kenyatta to take part In the

iness of his LNC before asking to participate in national affairs,^

^Thomas Hodgkin, African Political Parties (Baltimorei 
Penguin Books, 1961), p. 51. Hodgkin calls an organization with 
these characteristics a Congress, reserving political party for 
one which is competing for votes with another party in an attempt 
to capture control of the Government,

. ■ Sir Philip E, Mitchell, African Afterthoughts (London!
Hutchinson, 1954), p, 259. Sir Philip was Governor for eight 
years, longer thra any other Governor ever served. He left 
the Governorship (on June 21, 1952) exactly four months_.befQre the 
Emergency declaration• '
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Once more this rebuff led to political activities taking 

^lace outside the constitutional framework. A man of Kenyatta’s 

stature could not sit In an LNC and see his suggestions frustrated 

bv^^-DHstrlct Commissioner, Its Chairman.
wWl publlclee^hrpugh the African press •srtilch grew rapidly after

I

1945. Many political leaders at various times edited one or more 

of these papers and news sheets. Most of them were published In the 

vernaculars — Kikuyu, Luo, Luhya, Kamba — although a few were •

i

The programme of KAU was

Some of the better known ones In-wrttten In English and Swahili.
t .

eluded the Coast African Express owned by the Coast African Association;

Nvanza Times associated with Oglnga Odlnga and the Luo Thrift and 

Trading Company; and KAU's own Sautl va Mwafrlka (African Voice).

Slnce'nearly all the demands that previous political associ

ations made had not been fulfilled. It was only,,logical that KAU 

them up. There were two significant differences. Earlier

8

associations often sought remedies at the source of Imperial power. 

But post World War II developments convinced KAO that any redress of 

African grievances could only come through political control of the 

Second, KAU had become a truly nationalist nwvement with /

ycountry.

a stronger organization than previous ones^

By 1948, KAU had lost all confidence In the colonial regime. 

Wide unrest was evident among natives. Speaking In the Legislative 

Council, S.V. Cooke, an arch critic of the settler oligarchy, accused

®Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of *Mau Maui* p. 211.

v
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the government for "their weak, vascillating policy so far as the

Africans of this country are concerned.^ Suspicion of Government

intensions was "rising and sweeping like a tide," He rhetorically

asked irfiat the'Government was "proposing to do to restoresin the

African that old faith in the bona fides and good faith of the 
noBritish Government,’

The main contributing factor to this situation was the 

"constant breaking of Government pledges and promises to the African 

people." This breech involved His Majesty’s Government as well. 

Following conclusion of the war, the Labour Government revived the 

idea of federating East Africa. Their proposals embodied the prin

ciple of equal representation of Africans, Europeans and Indians. 

Africans had welcomed these"proposeIs warmly. But Kenya settlers 

were infuriated. They viewed this principle at the Ferderal level 
^^''•^^Cantral Legislative Assembly) as a threat to their political hegemony 

in Konya. Although a modified form of federation — the East African 

High Commission — was established in 1948, settlers had clearly 

won over the British Government,

In 1949, the Electors’ Union, successor to the pre-war 

Convention, drew up its own plan for federation. Its famous -- or 

Kenya Plan was a statement of European intentions to 

maintain the paramOuntcy of their' already entrenched position.

African leaders interpreted it as an authoritative restatement of

notorious

Debates. January 8, 1948, cols.
686, 684,
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of Etiropean plans to create an East African dominion xmder \diite 

control. The Chaijrman Sc the Electors* Union succinctly explained 

their plan in 1950i To the Africans we offer the sympathetic tutelage 

which will lead them to full participation in the Government of this 

country. But we have made our position clear. We are here to stay and 

the other races must accept that praise with all it Implies.In the 

mid>fifties, the Kenya Empire Party worked to "unite all unofficial 

Europeans in Kenya into one party" pledged to a programme similar 

to that of the Kenya Plan. The Party sought to "obtain Home Rule 

for Kenya under Europ^n Settler Leadership at the earliest possible 

moment. h11

KAU had clearly established itself as the African political 

organization. It fulfilled an array of vital functions in seeking a 

territorial base for postwar nationalism. It presented African demands

grievances to the Administration, tried to secure support over

seas in Britain, India and at the United Nations (KAU pepitloned the

But there is no gainsayingUJIN. twice in 1948 and again in 1951),

that its weaknesses in the context of colonial politics were appar

ent. ' With settlers determined and organized to maintain their hege

mony, constitutional nationalism had achieved few African victories.

^OMbiuKoinanae. The People of Kenya Soeak for Themselves 
(Detroit: Kenya Publication Fund, 1955), p. 92. See also Rosberg 
and Nottingham Myth of *Mau Mau.* pp. 228, 241.

^^Koinanee. op. clt P. 92..• f
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Therefore, ^lle some African leaders continued to work 

.towards constitutlohal reform — Mathu and his colleagues In the 

Legislature, Keiiyatta and the executive 6f KAU'— others turned to, 

and found suppdrt for, political Activity which directly challenged 

the laws and Institutions of the colonial regimei mass resistance 

to government agricultural policies in^the rural areas (Includlf^ 

land terracing), urban strikes and pblltlcal demonstrations and 

even political violence.

The end of the war was largely responsible for the situa

tion that .arose In urban areas, Nairobi and Mombasa became the

1--

fpcll of those seeking; Jobs — Including a sizable number of ex-

The tremendous Increase In urban unemployed population 

with a serious shortage In housing accomodation compounded the problem.

servicemen,

One legislator acknowledged that "conditions there [Nalrobl*s native

„12\^;;^cations3 are admittedly deplorable.

' This situation could not fall to create', among the thousands
V

pf unemployed and low wage earners of Nairobi, a radical character 

to social and political protest.

the organizational focus of urban African politics, 

activity in Nairobi during the months of March, April and May, 1050/ 

Illustrate the use of several methods to resist the colonial system,

African resistance to the European

grip on ubbah local government Institutions leached a cllm^ in those

The trade union movement had become

The trade union

point In African militant politics j

^^Kenva Legislative Council. Debates. November 27, 1947, col
520.
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two months. The occasion was the granting of a Royal Charter elevating 

Nairobi to "the status of a City, on the fiftieth anniversa^ of the 

establishment of local government there. Europeans saw this elevation 

as "setting the seal on their ability to govern themselves. Nalrobl»s 

achievement would be the stepping stone for a confident renewal of 

their move forward to political independence at the national level.

Fred Kubal, later to be tried and imprisoned with Kenyatta, 

and the East African Trade Union Congress conducted a campaign attack

ing this Royal Charter and called upon all Africans to boycott the 

celebrations. Rumors spread that the occasion would be marked by 

an extension of the city boundary thereby bringing more African 

areas under the hated rule of the European-controlled city government.

..13

During the celebrations there were attempted assassinations 

on Tom Mbotela, a moderate KAD leader and on a Nairobi Councillor, 
''^Stg^ohi Gikonyo, 

speeches of Fred Kubai and Makhan Sigh (a Sikh veteran trade unionist 

since the thirties). These two were arrested for being officers 

of an illegal trade union. Further mass meetings were put down by

On May Day violence again erupted, sparked by the

the Police but the scars remained.

This pattern of violence was to continue through 1952, Trade 

union leaders served prison sentences only to come out and be arrested 

again. Kenyatta opposed such forms of violence as inconsistent with 

the main strategy of KAD. But the tide had turned. To the radicals 

there seemed little room fo© gradualism. The urban militants even

^%ottingham, "Local Government in Kenya," p. 13,
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suceeded In unresting power from the KAD moderates and fxom Novemberp

1951, they extended their Influence to the national movement through

out ‘the cbuntjg^. , 3
■ <* •

In this atmosphere, even Kenyatta found his powers of manoeuver

very restricted. Although there was not any challenge to his leader

ship, it was only human for a man In his position to adopt a more
I

It Is also possible that "at this stage Jomomilitant attitude.

Kenyatta,decided to try to use the dangerous energies of the growing

mnnbers of the embittered young men in Nairobi.
'i

uously failed to influence Government policy that he might have felt

Words had so consplc-

..14that a certain amount of violence might do it.

Given the nature of events during these years and also assuming

that some leaders of ICAU took oaths that bound them together, these

"oaths were no more and no less 'wicked* than the ideas which motivatedr

Vlte^EOKA gunmen, who claimed Archbishop Makarios as a leader; or the 

Jewish gunmen \rfio fought to create Israel; or the Phoenix Park gunmen

in Ireland, or even those thousands of young Indians who, but for the

extraordinary influence of Gandhi and the last-minute wisdom of the 

British, nearly attacked their British rulers in Nehru's name."^^

^^eorge Self, Jomo Kenyatta. p. 192; A civil servant admirer 
of Kenyatta agreed with hih that "some things have to be .destroyed 
before they can be built up." Ibid.. p. 160.

^^Ibld.. pp, 192-193. Emphasis added.
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Political Interregnum

Colonial politics vas disrupted vdien, on October 20, 1952,

When the decision to that effecta State of Emergency was declared, 

was made in the Executive Council, the African member was not present. 

This declaration set the stage for mass arrests beginning with the s

.•!
I

top leadership of KAU, of the trade, unions and of African religious 

bodies. This first wave numbered about 130 including Kenyatta and four 

of the five associates tried with him. Nearly all the atrocities 

committed by both Mau Mau and Government forces and the miniature 

civil war that followed occurred after the arrest of the KAU leader--

]

16ship.

The case against Kenyatta and his five colleagues was declared

"It would have been the sameby the Crown Counsel as a criminal one.

i^^_^^een against Kenyatta and others’ were for a felony of picking

pocket; to describe it as a state trial would invest it with a

halo it does not possess,*^ The Prosecution acknowled^ that

Kenyatta was an exceptionally widely travelled and educated 
African. \dio had had the advantage of contact with a great many, 
people of standing both in Kenya and In Europe, and who has 
interested himself in politics, in his fellow countrymen . . . 
through his connection with education and his presidency 
of KAU, Perhaps the shortest and best description of 
Jomo Kenyatta is that he is in a class by himself.17

a

l^Montagu Slater, The Trial of gomo Kenyatta. pp. 13-ldi. 
Slater's book providasthhe best summary account of the trial with 
its moments of drama, humour, boredom and anger.

17 Ibid., pp. 7, 35,
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The "halo" was duly bestowed on the case by anyone interested 

in the fate of Africa. The international interest regarding the 

proceedings was seen in the composition of the Defense Council 

from Nairobi came a Punjabi, a Sikh and a Goanj from Tanganyika,

a key member of the 

team. D. N. Pritt, a well-known English Q. C. from London led the 

Defense team, assisted by Chaman Lall, a distinguished lawyer from 

India, who xmtil just before the trial, was Indian Ambassador to

a Jamaicanj from Nigeria came H. 0. Davies Q. C • f

Turkey..

The scene of the trial also attests to the fact that it

was no ordinary trial. The settling was the remote, dry northwestern

Kenya town of Kapenguria, three hundred miles away from NaiTObi.

Kapenguria had no accommodation and other facilities to speak of.

■ ^^/TSwyersVxmagistrate, clerks, journalists had to live in Katale,
t^nfej^four miles away. To compound the difficulties of the African

and Indian defense lawyers the only hotel in Kitale was for "Europeans

only." Whenever they wished to hold consultations among themselves,
•%
they had to use an Indian businessman's house. Europeans later boy-

cotted the merchandise of Indians vrfio cpntlhued to hSuse the defense /

lawyers.

The- "Queen against Kenyatta and others" opened on November 

24, 1952, with R. S Thacker, a retired Kenya Supreme Court judge, 

presiding. Thacker was a Resident Magistrate in the Northern Province 

and yet he was named to hear the case which was in the Rift Valley 

Province. This jurisdictional qiuestion did not bother'the Government 

at all. Kenyatta and his colleagues were charged with and convicted

I
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of managing Maa Man and of being members of the society.

• The Prosecution sought to prove that Kenyatta had been 

associated with Mao Mau even after its proscription in 1950, The

Prosecutor contended that Mau Mau was the 'Militant part" of KAO,

similar to the "Jewish terrorist organization called the Stem

Gang, which had caused the British a good deal of trouble in Palestine

nl8after the war.

Kenyatta denied all the charges. In a short concluding 

speech, he accused the Government of using him and the other five — 

Fred Bubal, Achieng Oneko, Bildad Kaggia, Kungu Karumba and Paul 

Ngel — as scapegoats to "strangle KAU, the only African political 

organization which fights for the rights of the African people . .

. , What we have objected to — and we shall continue to object —

«19are the discriminations in the government of this country.

On April 8, 1953, theAfter five months the trial ended.

accused were found guilty — not that it was ever in doubt that they

would be. Addressing Kenyatta the Magistrate said:

You have much to answer for and for that 3^u will be punished. 
The maximum sentences tdiich this Court is empowered to pass 
are the sentences which I do pass, and I can only comment that 
in my opinion they are Inadequate for what you have done,20

^^elf. Jomo Kenyatta. p, 186, 

-^^Slater, o£, cit 

20lbid.. p. 243.

p. 240- •j,.

; V:
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I
After commenting that he did not regard the accused as 

"truthful witnesses," His Honour saidi "All the Prosecution witnesses 

impressed me as speaking the truth." The flavour of the Magistrate’s 

belief is captured in this remark! ''Although my finding of fact means 

that I disbelieve tea witnesses for the Defence and believe one

■■i:

«21witness for the Prosecution. I have no hesitation in doing so.

(emphasis added)

This point is emphasized in the light of later findings.

In Iterch, 1959, Rawson Macharia, one of the star prosecution wit

nesses was found guilty of perjury. The Crown was foolish enough

then to bring Kenyatta from his place of imprisonment as witness 

at the Macharia trial. (This was the first time in seven years that 

he had appeared-in public.) Macharia's conviction did not alter

This fact and two others were more than enoughKenyatta‘s sentence. /
/

t^o^^^c^vlnce anybody of a travesty of justice in 1953. The accused

had been sentenced each to seven years* hard labour with the Magistrate

recommending restriction at the expiration of the sentence. On 

appeal, the SuprememCourt of Kenya confirmed the sentences of five

The case then moved from Kenya to Downing22and acquitted one.

• Street where the Privy Council shocked many by refusing the petitioners 

leave to appeal, that is, their Lordships refused to review the case.

2^Ibid.. p. 243.
22
On September 7, 1954^the Governor announced the restriction 

orders — that Kenyatta and others ^uld be "restricted indefinitelyn 
after the prison term.

taSBB
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Whether Kenyatta was really guilty of the charges against 

him or not, his conviction merely cemented African resentment of 

the colonial system. Kenyatta in prison became the symbol of this

ultimate oppression.

In January, 1954, the Supreme Court of Kenya heard Kenyatta's 

At the same time (January 8 - January 26) a Parliamentary 

Delegation toured Kenya to assess the problems of the country in

For that time their political recommen-

case.

the wake of the Emergency.

dation was startllngt

We believe however, that it is necessary to provide an 
outlet for African political thought. Discussion should be 
undertaken without delay with representative Africans with 
a view to arriving at an acceptable basis for the election 
of African Members of Legislative Council at the coming 
general election of 1956.

On political organization the Delegation's report saidi "Africans 

I should be encouraged to develope their own political organizations, 

thus filling the vacuum created by the banning of the Kenya African 

Union for complicity in Mau Mau.

ibxfis even more startling to note the incredible speed with 

^rtiich African political development moved during the next few years. 

Delf observed, a propos, that there was no "good mythological reason 

tdiy it suddenly became 'right and proper' to give African politicians 

as much as, and more than, Jomo Kenyatta had asked for during those 

dead years after the wari" ,

„23

^^Report to the Secretary of State for the Colonies by the 
Parliamentary Delegation to Kenya* January 1954, CMd. 9081 (1954), 
pr 10. E^hasis added, KAD was official banned on June 8, 1953.

^^omo Kenyatta. p. 181 • '
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New nations have frequently been blamed for their flagrant

Reasons given for this state of affairsdisregard for constitutions.

The key factor, we believe, lies In the rapidity with 

\rtiich constitutions were written, promulgated and abrogated preceding

!
iare varied.

J
Independence. If each had been framed with enough foresight and had 

lasted long enough. It would have provided the body politic and pol

itical leaders with ade‘quate knowledge of the lasting Ingredients of 

This, In turn, would have fostered a respect for 

the constitution as the "nation’s" basic law.

The merits of this argument go beyond the pre-Independence 

constitutions. Even a new nationb autochthonous constitution Is

i
i
i

a constitution.

\

usually not accorded.due respect by the politically enlightened

The Kenya of the period 1956 to 1963 provides ample mat

erial for anybody Interested In constitutionalism — the futile exer-

n constitution-making. Constitutional developments, particularly

(Neither does this auger

citizenry.

Vl^l
African gains therein, were very dramatic, 

well for the future of constitutional Government.)

In those seven years, it took six constitutions and five able 

Colonial Secretaries to steer the politically delicate colony to 

Indep.endence.> Even as late as October, 1963, (two months prior to
S- .

indeijendence) constitutional compromises were being hammered out In 

Promises were made then when,it was only too obvious thatLondon.

they WOT Britain's policy of gradualism in granting

her colonies responsible government whOT "they were ready" and the

people's appreciation for the Westminster Parliamentary model were 

out of the question for Kenya, time TOS too short.
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Althovigh European extremists — including fotinders of the

Kenya Empire Party and some in the Elector's Union — blamed Mau Mau

on Nehru, the British Labour Party and the Iftiited Nations, their woes

must have been greater to observe the disintegration of the Empire

being presided over by the Conservative Party. The, recommendation of

the Parliamentary Delegation concerning direct election was realized

when the Lyttelton Constitution went into effect in 1957, The first
'X

directly elected Africans (eight) sat in the Legislative Council

in 1957.

Even before the elections in March, 1957, some of the men who

eventually were elected had rejected the Lyttelton constitutional 

arrangements as inadequate. They demanded more representation, the

removal of special privileges for Europeans and Asians, and the

lifting of the ban on African nation-wide political organizations.

set the pattern for all constitutional discussions that

followed. They wanted nothing short of majority rule arid self-govern

ment — which meant, of course, African control of the Legislative

Council and of the Govenunent,

The refusal of this group to accept any ministerial posts

‘(one had- been allocated to Africans) created a crisis which neces-

The Lennbx-Boyd constitution of 1958 

retained the centrSl multi-racial features of its predecessor but 

increased African representatioh to fourteen. For the first time

sitated a new constitution.

African representation was at par with the European’s.

In the spring of 1959, Ian Macleod accepted African demands 

for a constitutional conference which opened at Lancaster House in 5

5
r

1
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February, 1960. Under the Macleod Constitution, Africans obtained 

a majority of the seats in the new Legislative Council — 33 out of 65 

and foyr of the eight non-official cabinet posts. This constitution'

was the watershed-for Kenya’s arduous political history, at least

for Africans. The last two Colonial Secretaries — Maudling and

4 Duncan Sandys — merely put the finishing touches to what Macleod

had laid down. They attempted to smoothen the road to independence

with the major compromises being negotiated between the two national

parties — Kenya African National Union (KANU) and Kenya African

Democratic Union (KADU) -- that had formed in the interim.

The Second Coming

Britain’s colonial policy seems to have included an unwritten

proviso that popular political leaders had to be imprisoned while

she sought remedies to the conditions that gave rise to disturbances 

that'ftitially sent them to jail. It can also be suggested that

the Colonial Office always needed a dose of violence to awaken it

to the hard realities of a situation.

An equally plausible reason is that she was intent on dis-

creditii^ the imprisoned leaders while promoting new ones who would

be less militant. If this were the intent for Kenya, then the man- 

oeuver failed completely for the new leaders refused, after 1959, 

to discuss conclusively, constitutional matters unless Kenyatta was 

The 1954 Parliamentary Delegation had seen the necessity 

of creating^ ”new leadership" (but not the kind that soon emerged):

released.
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there are personalities tn other tribes indir
ectly affected by the Emergency have more right to claim 
to be representatives of African opinion than many \diD have

' gravitated to the ranks of leadership through predominantly
Kitaivu political bodies. It is again from the ranks of'thdse * 
that material of present and future leadership must be 
found,25

!

Although Britain appeared strong enough to stave off African 

determination to gain power, the ensuing protracted conflict proved ^ 

that military victory would not be a license to to-establish the 

old colonial system. On the basis of this recommendation she permitted 

some political activity including the formation of political-organ

izations on district or local level — definitely a reversal of the 

national orientation that Kenyatta and KAU had achieved, (This 

was the nucleus of regionalism discussed in chapter eight,)

In 1955, a Nairobi lawyer and former executive of KAD,

a

Argwings-Kodhek, formed the Kenya African National Congress. But

V
it TO^:;:gnly registered in April, 1956, after its scope and activities

had bean narrowed to Nairobi District African Congress.

Other leaders included the astute trade unionist, Tom Mboya;

Masinde Muliro; the seasoned politician, businessman and former

teacher, Oginga Odinga; Sonald Ngfila; University of California - 

trained political scientist. Dr. Gikonyo Kiano. 

credited with bringing about the constitutional changes of the period 

This was achieved in their capacity as m^bers of the 

Legislative Council and not as leaders of the various district poll-

These and others are

1956-1963.

tical associations.

^^Report of Parliamentary Delegation to Kenya, p, 10. 
Emphasis added.
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They also began a campaign for Kenyatta's release. The leader

The bombshell came in a Legislative Councilin this uas Oginga Odinga.

On June 26, 1958,debate concerning the velfare of all prisoners.

he electrified the. Council and horrified the settlers and the

Government, by declaringi "Even at this very moment, in the heart 

of hearts of. the Africans, they are still the political leaders,"

"He was taken

' ;

demanded that Kenyatta be treated as Makarios viast 

to Seychelles ^sland in the Indian Ocea^ and he was put on the

Governor's lodge there. . . . The same thing with Mr. Jomo Kenyatta 

should exactly be done.

From that date on, Kenyatta's name was to dominate the scene.

ic26

Tom Mboya's Nairobi People's Convention Party (notice the name simi

larity with Ghana's Convention Peoples' Party) was formed after he 

returned from the first All-African Peoples Conference held in Accra, 

D^j^er 5-13, 1958,27 it made Uhuru (freedom) its battle cry and 

Kenyatta its hero. Macharia's conviction for perjury simply streng-
t

thened their demand.

The campaign to free Kenyatta received a boost from the 

Pan-African movement. The second All-African People's Conference 

held in Tunis, January 25-30, 1960, endorsed a resolution oh Kenya 

^leh demanded the immediate release of Jomo Kenyatta, the Kenya

^fijfenya Legislative Council, Debates. (June 26, 1958), 
cols. 2402^ 2406/^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^

^^The Pan-African Congress movement moved from Manchester '

and abroad to Africa. Symbolically, the first Congress to meet 
on African soil was held in Ghana, the first black independent 
state to emBJ^ from colonialism.
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African National leader "detained without reasonable cause,

"Eo come out of detention and lead his people,"

The resolution of the third Conference meeting In Caliro

March 23-31, 1961,. was even more emphatic. It vehemently deplored

the "obdurate attitude of the British imperialists in Kenya" towards

independence and their continued refusal to the "immediate and uncon

ditional release of Kenya's National leader, Jomo Kenyatta," 

Conference was convinced that

The

•f

Kenyatta is the only leader who can and will bring unity, 
peace dnd stability to Kenya; and taking note of the pledge 
made by Kenya nationalists to stand firm and that without 
Kenyatta's timsdiate and unconditional release and leadership 
they would not participate in the Government, endorses 
this stand and calls on all Kenya leaders to work energe
tically and positively for Kenyatta's immediate and uncon
ditional rel^se to come and lead his people in unity to
complete independence,28

Just when the campaign was gaining momentum, the Governor, 

S^EU:;i^rick Renison, announced on March 31, I960,, that "the release 

of Jomo Kenyatta would be a danger to security." On another occasion

he pronounced that fateful statement — that Kenyatta "was the

African leader to darkness and death." Sir Patrick's speeches had

the effect of intensifying the demand as the resolution just quoted

shows.

On April 11, 1961, Kenyatta held his first news conference 

since he was arrested. Predicting his impending release, he told

the Pressj

28Colin Legum. Pan-Africanism, appendix 22, pp. 244, 252,
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With all sincerity, in view of my disadvantageous 
position as a restricted person, I will try to answer your 
question as best as I can.

I hope one day to meet you as a free man and I think 
this will not be very long.

Within four months newsmen and photographers from all over 

the world gathered to-witness the beginning of an era. They gathered

"to be faced Igr the nationalist firebrand who, in his own lifetime 

had become a myth,"^? on August 14, I96I, Kenyatta left Maralal, 

the last place of his restriction, to return to his home (newly 

built since his original house had been demolished during the 

Emergency) at Gatnndu, near Nairobi,

In the ei^t years of imprisonment and detention Kenyatta 

had never made any public political pronouncement. The. absence of 

any such statement may, in itself, be a political act of prime impor- 

ta^c§^ He was safely insulated from the day-to-day function of 

a free political leader; that of decision-making. Kenyatta was

content to leave those outside do the work at hand, A wry remark

by a British critic is worth quoting;

We have not only built Kenyatta into a powerful political 
legend by protecting him from responsibility for ei^t years 
but we have even cu3^ him of near-alcoholism so he can better 
get on with the job of throwing us out, 30

29nEnign,a of Jomo Kenyatta," Ebony, XVI (August I96I), 83,

3®"From Jail to Power," The New Republic, February 6, I96I, 
10. EichaM Cox wrote later to the contraryp "Kenyatta himself, 
td-thremaricable self Discipline, had given up smoking and drinking," 
"A I^geid Itefams." ■me New Yolk Times Magaaine. September 10, I96I, 

: p. .30, ;■
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.The era of politics under the guidance of the^legend was 

over. Kenyatta's eunmlative influence was soon to be tested in 

his role as an iS^grative leader. Even thou^ most of his hi^

ranking Ministers niade certain crucial'ciecisions, he alone was held 

His constant references to "my Government” had aresponsible.

fatherly tinge to it.
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CHAPTER mi

TOWARDS NATIONHOOD

The Lancaster Constitutional conference of i960 bestowed

political victory on the Africans, Willi full control of the 

Legislative Council, independence was virtually assured. When in 

August, 1961, Kenyatta was released, there also was no doubt who
V-—would lead llie government of Independent Kenya, The primary pre

occupation, was in sorting out things and making compromises so as 

to speed up the actual independence day.

But political victory brou^t in its wake losses in other 

spheres, particularly the economic. According to one observer.

Africans lost the confidence of the racial minorities who effect’

tively determined the economy's modern sector, Africans were in

acquiring control of a declining economy,"! The flight of 

capital abroad which followed conclusion of the constitutional con-

«d

j

ference was'accelerated by the release of Kenyatta from detention.

%,D, McWilliam, "Economic Problems During the Transfer of 
Power in Kenya," World Today, ITIU (April 1962), I65,

179
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Howeverjr. three years of his administration convinced the outside 

world that he was not really the African leader to darkness and 

death.
i

•*Kenyatta*s government,” wrote Hugh Moffet, "has gained i

European and American confidence. -jIn 1966 , for the first time
i

since Independence, more ^Ites came into Kenya than left,"

Clyde Sanger reached the same condluslont "In the two years that

have passed since independence Kenyatta's reputation has grown

abroad-to the point where he is now the only African leader Artiom

government officials in Washington and London would mark on a 

list as 'dependable.*"^

Kenyatta, the revolutionary ^o was convinced that some

things had to be destroyed before they could be built up again.
\

learned quickly ^en he emerged from restriction to hold the reins
^^wbr.

^e years that followed saw him constantly preaching 

"unity," "forgiveness," "understanding," and "harmony," Perhaps

of

this was an attempt to apply in the realm of politics vhat he had

gotten out of his intensive study of comparative religions during

his confinement.

. In prison, Kenyatta developed a particular interest in 

oriental religions (Hinduism, Buddhism and Confucianism). He 

wanted to trace the history of non-violence in Hindu thought,.

^Moffett. "Kenyatta and Kenya." Life. August 5, 1966, p. 36; 
Sanger, "The Transformation of Jomo Kenyatta," The Reporter. March

• ts
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He received books throu^ his close Indian friend in Nairobi, 

Ambu Patel. Patel himself had fon^t for India's independence 

before establishing business in Kenya, (He compiled and edited 

a booklet, Jomo the Great; A Short Pictoidal Story of the

tta was released.)

Kenyatta, the administrator, soon found ou^that political 

independence was not a guarantee of the creation of a nation. In

deed, there ware many pressing problems some of which threatened 

the very existence of the state or its viable existence. Three of 

these problems ~ regionalism, secessionism, and raei^=''fiiu!mc 

are examined in 'this chapter to determine what was invoked and 

how Kenyatta went about solving them.

Great Patriot of Africa, published the day Ki

ony —

Regionalism

For all practical purposes the Kenya of pre-1960 was 

administered as a unitary Estate" — local govenment bodies 

(Provinces and Municipalities) having no powers that did not 

deiive from the centre. As it came to haunt politicians, majimbo 

(regionalism) had several sources: rivalries among politicians, 

the existence of African political organizations only at the dis

trict level (and -Uie restriction of nation-wide political parties) 

amd tile "idiite island" concept. The latter source was the african- 

ization of a concept Europeans used to demand conplete control of

Councils and County

Councils, tiie stironger the centre appeared to be, the more

- r
■i

:psf .
I
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vehement their demands for autonomy became.

Uhen the Kenya African Democratic Union came to draw

up its plan for regiohalsim, this idea loomed high in their minds.

They aimed essentially at allowing regions in an independent

Kenya conrol land| local government and security forces with as
3

little interference as possible from the central government.

In January, I960, a few weeks before the Lancaster Conference

opened. Emergency Regulations were suspended. Although diffeoences

listed among African Legislative Council members along "party” lines.

they were patched up and the African group formed a united front

in their demands to the Colonial Secretary and to other delegations.

But after London, their rivalries could not be contained within

one political organization on a national scale.

There emerged, therefore, two parties: Kenya African Union
andVe^^ African Democratic Union (KADU).

The Government refused

to recognize'the former because the name was similar to the banned

pre-Emergency KAU and also because its leaders had chosen Kenyatta

(still in detention) the President. By August, the split had

become final and these two were registered "KAU" having become

Kenya African National Unison (KANU) with James Gichuru as President!

Oginga Odinga, Vice-President; and Tome Mboya, General Secretary. 

Ronald Ngala, President of KADU, and other KADU spokesmen said 

that "they had been ’forced' to create their party because African

John Nottingham, "The Development of Local Govemmant in
Kenya," p. 1.
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leaders like Mboya, Odinga Kiano and Giehtira /Kikoy^ gave

every sign that they wotild overlook the needs of the ‘minority 

tribes’ in the interest of their own land-hungry tribesmen,"^

TCAnrr drew its support from the various political associa

tions that had been operat^g in districts inhabited by the so-called 

minority tribeSo KADD received strong active or implied suppo’rt 

from Eoropeans, KAHU appealed primarily to the urbanites and its 

leaders had a much more nationalistic outlook. The first test of 

strength came in February, 1961, elections, KANU obtained a much 

larger share of the popular vote than KADU did, KANU even made in

roads into KADU stron^olds. But the tally of seats was disap

pointing for the number of seats was not commensurate with this 

popular vote, KAHU got 19 seats to KADU’s 14,

I KAHU’s sin^e campaign issue had been Uhuru na Kenyatta 

(freedom with Kenyatta), After the election, they refused to parti-

]' ■-

cipate in the Government unless Kenyatta was released, A near

crisis was averted when the minority party accepted an invitation 

to join the Government, In September, both met under the Governor’s 

chairmansM.p to discuss constitutional details including ministerial 

distribution between the two parties.

When no agreement was forihcpming, the Governor suggested

that the Presidents meet to hammer out their differences. It is

^*Pobert A, Manners, ’’Regionalism in Kenya," The Spectator, 
February 2, 1962, 130, Manners states that in the early stages 
of their existence there were hardly any significant policy 
differences, Thpy both wanted independence and Kenyatta’s release 
immediately.

V
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during these tuo-man talks that Ngala dropped the regionalism 

bombshell. James Gichuru promptly reported it to the press and

The two parties* positions were to polar-malimbo became official.
/ KADD issued a Plan for National Unity in idiichize thereafter.

it mentioned the regional structure. KANU rejected the idea

outright. .

Since his release, Kenyatta had tried to unite the two

parties from '*Mount 0l3raapusy in Gatundu. We have seen that KADU 

was formed-out of fears by smaller tribes of domination by the

larger. The special importance of Kenyatta in this dangerously

divisive situation was that he had sought to present himself as

being demonstirably above the party (a la De Gaulle). Kenyatta,

the symbol of African nationalism while in prison, could retain 

that prestige if he could succeed either in uniting the parties

Ining above the struggle.or in

But in October 28, 1961, he accepted a month-long invitation 

to take up the Presidency of KANU. 

the tribal fears.

be a national leader by his joining.KANU.^

after that date, the controversy in Kenya politics revolved around 

the regionalism policy and, in fact, contributed to independence

Kenyatta’s decision aggravated

KADU members accused him of having ceased to

For the next two years

Some KADU members spoke of "an open war” if they 

did not obtain what they wanted — variously described as autonomy.

being delayed.
y*-

5see "Kenyatta’s Fateful Choice," The New Statesman. IXII 
(November 3, 1961), 636

■-5
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federalism* eaotonism, Confosedly, the regionalists gave exan5)les 

of the United States, Switzerland, Canada and Australia in support 

of the workability of their plan.

The issue had become one of unitary versus decentralized 

government. In February, 1962, Kenya leaders were back in London 

for further constitutional talks. By this time KAHO’s delegation 

was led by Kenyatta, recently elected, unopposed, to the Legislative 

Council,^ (Kariuki. Njiiri had resigned thereby enabling Kenyatta 

to run in the constituency,) KADU’s fear of centralism was clearly 

stated its President, BonaM Ngala, on his arrival in London;

Unfortunate experiences , , . have shown just how easily 
the Westminister pattern of Government can be perverted 
into a ruthless dictatorship . • . . The adoption of an 
orthodox Westminister pattern for Kenya would inevitably 
result in placing absolute power in the hands of a 

_ dictator , , , . Our principle of a decentralisation 
' of powers to six regions means giving practical democracy 
\tothe working of the regional governments, thus avoiding 
a'^^centration of powers in one person or one party,7

The Colonial Secretary, while favouring a stable and compe

tent central government, Nevertheless leaned to the KADU view;

kenyatta was formally sworn in as Legislative Council 
monber on January 13, 1962, The Constitutional conference commenced 
on February 15, 1962,

7East Africa ani Rhodesia (Loidon), February 15. 1962, 585. 
Ngala reiterated this point several times. He cited (2iana as an 
exaji5>le of the dangers of unitary Government, See Ibid., 609.
See also his article, "Regionalism and the Future," Kenya Weekly 
Hews (Nakum). Jatruary 18, 1963 in which he makes precisely the 
same case for regionalism, fear underlying all the demands of 
his fety^rters,
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\€ the’'rlgl^s of Individuals are to be ssfe^arded, and if 
there is to be confidence that they will be, Kenya will 
need, in addition other governing authorities with their 

defined rights <rtiich do not derive from the central 
government, but are entrenched and written into the consti
tution} and the constitution must be one that cannot be so 
changed that the purposes agreed to . . . are frustrated.

own

Kenyatta was less bent on compromise than on emerging

The only "compromise” was that theirvictorious — through KANU, 

consent to the regional scheme had the purpose of speeding up In

in the early phase of the geglonalidm debate, Kenyattadependence.

was content to let KANU*s General Secretary, Tom Mboya, do the

But on June 29, 1962, he openly accused KADU of delaying

Instead of

talking,

IndependenceJ "At the JconstltutionaQ conference, 

fighting with us for immediate independence [theyj concentrated 

on the demand'majimbo' . , , , A number of concessions were 

made, but KAN^ stand and efforts saved Kenya from disastrous 

tion." On another occasion Kenyatta explained how he 

and KAND had "fought to establish on a permanent footing the pattern 

of parliamentary Government with vdiich we are familiar, 

without reluctance that we have accepted variations , . , to meet
9

the views and wishes of others,"

dlshitofes^

It is not

The powers bestowed upon Regional Assemblies pennitted 

a very limited' kind .of autonomy. At most regional provisions 

created a cumbersome and unwieldy constitution and would have proved
'1

^Report of the Kenya Constitutional Conference. 1962, Cmd. 
1700 (1962), pp, 7-8,

^Suffering Without Bitterness, pp, 184, 196,
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very expensive. Althou^ the general issue of regionalism posed 

a danger to the unity, of Kenya, the specific powers of regions 

(however minimal) merely provided Kenyatta with a weapon with which 

to rally Kenyans to his Government.

He obtained this support in the pre-independence elections:

.

of May, 1963; Uie election also spelled the demise of regionalism 

for its survival had been predicated on whoever won the elections. 

It was less a question of the Constitutional provisions for region

alism than the entire concept. KAHU was intent on scrapping it 

in substance if not in form while KADU was bent on preserving it 

intact, KAMU won 83 seats in the House of Representatives; KADD 

won only 33, and KADU’s election ally, the African People’s Party 

(APP), 8, The Senate line-up was KANU 20 seats, KADD, I6 and 

APP, 2. Both KANO and KADU eac^won control of three Regional 

Assrai^^es althou^' KAND had 158 seats to KADU’s 51 (KANU won the

larger Regions

Kenyatta*s genius was reflected in his Cabinet, He took 

care to balance the tribes and factions within KANU inside the 

Government framework. He also took note of ihe minority groups

^®Clyde Sanger and John Nottingham have'given a good analysis 
of this election in ,"The Kenya General Election of 1963," Journal 
of M^em African Studies. n. No. 2 (March 1964), l-40. ifbe APP 
was ied' by Paul Ngei who was imprisoned with Kenyatta, He broke 
with KANU in late 1962 to form APP, Ihree months after the election 
the APP menbeM of Eaiaiainent joined the Government Party. They 
crossed the House floor denouncing majimto. Thus. Kenya moved to 
independence w^ control of both Houses. These
figures dp tu)t include repiresentation from the North Eastern 
region for the Somalis completely boycotted the election.

1
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by aaming.a long time KANO supporter, Bruce McKenzie, to the im

portant Agriculture Ministry, a position he has held since. A 

Goan became Deputy Speaker of the House and a Sikh Parliamentary 

Secretary, Finally he rewarded the defeated KANU candidates (those

from KADU areas) with diplomatic and other posts.

iKAND's overwhelming victory was interpreted as a mandate

for Kenyatta to seek the end of regionalism. He demanded changes

in the constitution idiich were the consequence of "massive compromises.

arfificial feelings of mistrust and fear and arbitration by the

nilSecretary of state.

Mboya had long warned that KANO would amaid the constitution

to remove any parts \diich proved unworkable, expensive or likely

In March, 1963, he viewed mallmbo as "an ex-

This attitude

to hinder progress.
»12

periment tdiich must justify itself or perish.

found'»pression in'KANU-controlled (pre-May 1963) Government’s

summary of the Kenya constitutioni "IiS certain circumstances the 

Central Legislature will be able to assume the legislative and 

executive authority of a Regional Assembly if the Regional Assembly 

is.impeding or prejudicing the exercise of the executive authority

of the Central Government or failing to comply with a law made 

by the Central Legislature,"^^

^^See The Daily Nation (Nairobi), September 26, 1963, p, 1 and 
East African Standard (Nairobi). September 26, 1963, pp. 1, 3.

l^East African Standard. March 9, 11, 1963, pp. 1, 3, respectively,
^^Kenva Constitutioni Stmimarv of the Proposed Constitution 

for Internal Self-Government. Cmd. 1970 (1963), p. 4.

I
i
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The attacks on regionalism were meaningful prinerily on

the considerable financial outlays and the difficulties engendered

in.the drawing up of regional boundaries. A Commission was set

On August 14, 1962, Kenyattaup to draw boundaries for six regions.

presented KANU's position vdiose strong points were that (1) region

alism would promote tribalism and result in chaos; (2) Kenya could

not afford regionalism and the cost of setting up new regional

headguarters; and (3) there should be freedom of movement in the

Kenya of the future and that people should not be insulated by 

tribes,

Other critics substantiated Kenyatta’s testimony. The coats

of regional members' salaries (i.e, members of Regional Assemblies), 

the added complications for economic planning and development were

expensive problems to be considered. At the same time the "Economy 

Commissi^ was recommending a drastic prunning of the staff and 

activities of the civil service fbne] the advocates of malimbo were 

were pushing for it with the addition of six more civil servlQes."l5

Regionalism in an African setting is not workable especially

given the criss-crossing of ethnic groups across state boundaries.

^^envat Report of the Regional Boundaries Commission. Cmd. 
1899 (1962), p. 45. An independent financial commission had reported 
on Kenya's serious financial situation earlier that year.

15
Donald Rothchild, "Majimbo Sch^es in Kenya and Uganda," 

Boston University Papers on Africa, ed, Jeffrey Butler and Alphonso 
A,. Castagno (New Yorkj Praeger, 1967), pp, 299-300, EmphaAis added.

■■ - ism
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Since reglonaltSm was advocated essentially to ^se minority anxieties» 

it is not surprising that those peoples placed in a minority In each 

region were fearful and resented it. As a consequence^ regionalism

might have well promoted new minority frustrations and new claims to 

Kenya's lack of well-entrenched regional units gave 

rise to a series of boundary disputes that were beyond the Boundaries 

The commissioners found endless cases of open expression

regional status.

Commission.

of fears and animosities likely to raise tribal tensions to new heights.^®

The constitutional demise of regionalism came during the final 

constitutional talks in London in Sepbember-October, 1963. 

sought and eventually got these importanh changes in the constitution! 

central control over police and planning; the establishment of a 

single public servts commission(instead o/ eight — one central and

KANU

seven regional) and simplification of the amending procedure.

d warned that unless central government was left hege-

his KAND Government would not feel themselves

Keny^fedia

monous in all fields.

bound by the constitution!17

Kenyatta often argued during this tansitional period that 

KANU's large victory indicated that people desired unity and not 

secession (except, of course, the Norhh Eastern Region). On September

l^Ibid., p. 301. Because of the Somali demand for seces
sion the Northern Frontier District was transformed into the 
seventh region. North Eastern Region.

h ^Suffering Without Bitterness, pp. 210-211,
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/

21, 1963, he said that he appreciated the people's response to 

his 'call for unity and understandings '*We have been Impressed xrtth 

the way the ordinary man in Kenya has-been keen to serve his country, 

and is not committed to tribalism or secesseion,”^®

On October 20, 1963, he reported to the nation the final

constitutional arrangements. He said there was no room for autonomy

or secession. And then indirectly accusing KADD he askeds

Why should anyone deny the Kalenjin, Masai or Coastal tribes 
tjcbu strongholds^ the right to be part of the new Kenya nation? 
Why should anyone try to deny these tribes the right to parti- . 
cipate in and contribute towards . ,•, - creating a new nation? 
... I have no hesitation in saying that the people will 
reject petty and negative leadership.

■Thereafter Kenyatta attempted to rise above party by inviting

the "Opposition leaders to forget the past, and come together with

us to form a united front to fight our real enemies — poverty,

ignora^ic^^nd disease." He referred to the London talks in the same

speech! "I do not regard our mission ... a victory for KANU.

This is a victory for Kenya.

/

By the end of October it was clear that he and KAND had

definitely succeeded in winning support away from the Opposition 

(if electoral victory is taken as a measure), Kenyatta's apparent

rise above party was, therefore, an attempt to consolidate the 

revolution and thereby further create confidence in his regime.

18Harambeei Prime Minister's Speeches, p, 12.

^^Ibid.. p. 211.

.W.,'
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In June, 1964, emphasizing unity again, he told Parliament 

that Kenya had reached a stage where

We must keep the confidence we created. Unless'we maintain confi
dence, people will become jittery. People (foreign investors^ will 
be afraid of bringing their money here if they see that we are 
not united. ... I say to evejryone that we should work together — 
KANU and KADU should work together — so that we can build a new 
nation, strong nation, and have a prosperous country.^®

The accent was on nation-building, the challenge posed by 

regionalism having dwindled by mld-1964i Although the Regional 

^sanblles remain in existence, their "administrative powers and 

powers of making enactment having the force of law" Bad substan

tially been curtailed. They became simply local govemmont bodies 

when most of the radialning funct^ions of their autonomy were removed 

by the Republican Cpnstitutlon idiich went into effect on December 

12, 1964. Kenyatta was thoroughly pleased to see Kenya attain the 

tus^^ofRepublic united, without an Opposition party. On November

10, 1964, Ronald Ngala, HADU's President, had announced: ?The_

Opposition is dissolved as of today,

\

sta

Secesslonism

When majlmbo was being debated, some leaders talked freely

about secession and even threatened a Congo-like situation for

Kenya. Tribesmen were called to sharpen their spears and prepare

Such secession did not occur within the context of thefor war.

20ibid pp. 8-9.

^^New York Times. November 11, 1964, p. 4.

9
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regionalism structore. Nor did it come from the Coastal Strip 

to i^ich the Sultan of Zanzibar lay claim, The latter was easily

settled following the recommendations of a one-man Commission in 

1961. The Commissioner found" the Sultan’s sovereignty in the area 

to be "very nebulous and little more than a vague sentimental idea,

African leaders, of course, would have opposed any "arrange

ment which would Tiiniihish the national integrity of Kenya as a whole." 

Both the British and Kenya Governments paid the Sultan a cash sum 

to settle any historical or other claims he might have had in the

Strip.23

The Somali secessionist threat was not so simply disposed -v 

of. It called into question three principles: how far self- 

determination could be carried; should unification of peoples

of the same ethnic and historical background be allowed regardless

of the'“bMisequences to neighbours; and the sanctity of colonial 

boundaries in an independent, African setting. It is not surprising 

that by the end of 19^5 the Kenya-Somali dispute had not yet been

settled.

In 1945, the Manchester Pan-African Congress resolved that

In the interest of justice as well as of economic geography 
this Congress supports most heartily the claims of the 
Somalis aM Eritreans to be returned to their Motherland 
instead of being parcelled out to foreign powers,24

22^316 Kenya Coastal Strip; Report of the Commissioner.
Cmd. 1585 (1961)/pp. 1>14. ^

23ibid.. p. 37.

^ ^ 24pg|^i^ History of the Pan-African Congress; Colonial
and Coloured Unity, p, 63,
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It is doubtful that -when Kenyatta voted for iJie resolution he 

knew its implications for Kenya in later years. During the inte

grative period, he denied Kenya Somalis of their demand to join 

the Somali Republic, Bi July, 1962, Kenyatta visited Mogadishu, 

the Somali capital, and in numerous discussions and speeches m^e 

it clear that the Northern Frontier District (NFD) was an "inalien

able part of Kenya, and ^e, Kenyatta/^ was not to be moved by the 

Somali is sue,"25

In 1948 the Somali Youth League — the nationalist movement 

demanding the unification of all Somalis into a Greater Somalia — 

was proscribed in Kenya for demanding the "union of all Somali 

teiritories under United Nations tmsteeship," Shortly before 

Somali became independent in i960, the Kenya Government lifted the 

ban as, a fW.endly gesture, Somali merged with British Somaliland to 

form thel^ state of Somalia,

Its flag has five points symbolising the two which merged 

and the three yet to' join; French Somaliland, NFD of Kenya, and 

the three regions of Ethiopia inhabited predominantly by Somalis,

-As Kei^a’s independence approached, Somalis became more active in

their demands to secede and join their brothers in Somalia.

This was the conclusianof a Commission appointed by Britain 

to "ascertain -Uie wishes of the people" in the eastern

^^I.M. Lewis, "Pan-Africandsm and Pan-Soimalism," Journal of 
Modem African Studies. I, No.2 (June I963), 157-158. •
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.-26Kenya region;'

When Britain procrastinated in giving its position in the 

li^t of the Commission's findings« Somalia several diplomatic rela

tions with her in March, 1963. Somalia accused Britain of failure 

to recognize the wishes stressed hy the overwhelming majority 

of the NPD residents. Even though the NFD was made a separate 

region, the Somalis refused to take part in the I963 Kenya elections. 

Ihis quarrel between Somalia and Kenya proved a severe test for
V

the newly independent state. It was estimated that Kenya was 

spending nearly $9 million a year for keeping up the war.

It also had other international repercussions. In the summer 

of 1963. Ethiopia and Kenya concluded a mutual defense pact for the 

sole purpose of staving off Somali "aggression." As soon as Somalia 

learned of the pact, she sought to equip her defense forces too, 

an&^^^and other aid was readily available: i? million worth 

from People's Republic of China and £11 million worth from the 

Soviet Dzdon.

fWeapo

This tense situation was aggravated by continual inflammatory 

broadcasts from Mogadishu Radio, They were aimed particularly
'.-’w O

at Kenya between September and November, 1963. Colin Legum has 

con^iled the songs and broadcasts monitored by the BBC. Those devoted

?

the Northern Frontier District Commission,
Cmd* 1906 (1962),v See-also Radio Magadishu broadcast on October 23, 
l963-%6ted-i:5fijColih "Sbinaii Liberate.bn Songs*" Journal of
Modern’African Studies, I. No. 4 (December, I963). 510.

<■
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to the NFD give one a "sense of a llhad (holy war); and historically

unjustly treated people denied justice; of the oppression of the

There were criticisms of the new Kenya GovernmentMuslim religion," 

and of Kenyatta himself»

If you look at the present Kenya Government there is not 
a single Muslim Minister .... Muslims of Kenya have 
not a single-Mlnls,ter or junior Minister .... NFD 
people have come to know the tricks and deceits, of the_
British colonist Government very well. They /will not/ 
listen to false policies whether they come from Mr.
Sandys or Mr. MacDonald or Jomo Kenyatta.^'

Again the "NFD people have increased the hatred and bltter-

of British officers and Kenya Government leaders." Then earlyness

in November came the call to arms:

Tighten your belts and pull up your socks.
Be ready to recover your missing brothers 
And our.land under the enemies* administration.
Never sleep nor rest until they join us.
Somalis, take up arms and fight for them.

V,^5^se broadcasts, the numerous raids on the Kenya/Somall

border and the assassination of a District Commissioner and a

In stormy parliamentarysenior chief in the NPD infuriated Kenyans, 

debates, members called for an armed retaliation on Somalia. 

Argwings-Kodhek warned that if Somalia did not stop supporting

these raiders and murderers, Kenya would have to "talk tough to 

these people and insist that if, in future, they do anything 

which is detrimental to the lives and property of Kenya people.

27xhis and other excerpts are freely quoted from Legum, 
Journal of Modem African Studies. I (December 1963) especially
510-519.
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’a

we shall hit them /Somali Republi^ where it hurts,”28

Kenyatta, however, moved slower than legislators wanted 

thou^ the police and units of the Kenya army were tied up in the 

area spending funds ■tiiat could be used either for developing the 

area or for some other useful purposes, Kenyatta told the House 

that his Government was exploring diplomatic channels through which 

the dispute could be settled. He still commanded a certain amount 

of respect among Somali leaders -- dating back to his Pan-African 

activities in London which included organizing the Somali Touth 

League •— and did not want to jeopardize this respect,

Bie Somali Foreign Minister visited Nairobi that November, 

1963» Kenyatta strongly protested the inflammatory broadcasts from , 

Mogadishu aaad the general attitude of the Somali Government towards"

_ the wlwle situation,29 The Foreign Minister promised to ‘'investigate" 

these bro^^asts from Mogadishu "which were likely to cause unrest 

among NID residents," The Somali Government obliged and in a 

carefully worded statement announced suspension of "all propaganda 

mounted from the Government press and radio which could possibly be

even

2®Kenya, House of Representatives, Official Report, vol, J, 
November 28, I963, cols, 2408, 2410, See also Ibid.. July 25,
A motion was introduced concerning secessionism; "That this House ,
. . takes a most serious view of the dangerous moves in certain areas 
calculated to encourage the dismemberment of Kenya ani secessionist 
designs of a few ill-wishes /~sic 7, calls upon the , , . Government 
to ^e effective steps to stamp out these lawless jmd seditious 
activities of such secessionist groups," col, I368,

^9ibid.. cols, 2410-2412,
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„30
construed as being directed against the Kenya Government.

This announcement did not brlgg any closer prospects for

peace. Nor did Kenya's acknowledgement of the Organization of

African Unity (OAU) as the appropriate body to arbitrate" ■ Improve

the situation. But there seemed little basis for negotlatloni

Somalis In NFD wanted to secede and Somalia backed them up. Kenya,

on the other hand, wanted to maintain the status quo. On this question

of readjusting colonial boundaries (after Independence), the QAU's

position was quite clear* readjustment In one case would create a

— serious precedent.

At the Instigation of President Nyerere of Tanzania, the 

Presidents of Kenya and Somalia met in Arusha, Tanzania, to try to

settle their countriesJ differences vis-a-vis the NFD and the fighting. -

I 31In December, 1965, these talks broke down, 
momen^i^j;^

And the "war" regained

Racial Harmony

The severest test of Kenyatta's reputalon as an integrator

came in the area of race relations during 1961-1965, Had he not

been convicted of managing and belonging to a consplratdrlal organ

ization aimed at driving all white men from Kenya? The belief in

®^Legum, Journal of Modem African Studies. I, 519.

_ _ _ ^jNew York Times. October 29, 1967, p. 3. On October 28, 1967
Kenya and Somalia reached an agreement to curb the border war and 
resume diplomatic relations. President Kaunda of Zambia acted as 
mediator while the Presidents of Tanzania and Uganda attended 
as observers.
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his guilt was so embedded in the Europeans* mind'^at the though 

of Kenyntta*s return to public life was too horrif^ring. One prominent 

Nairobi Presbyterian Pastor, addressing the General Assembly of the 

Church of Scotland in Biihburgi said; "Our people in Kenya have 

greeted with incredulity the suggestion that Kenyatta should be 

released. He is demoniac and satanic and many people are still in 

his evil grip , , , . Even in isolation he aj^rcises his evil power. "32 

(This same Pastor had said in 19^9 that Kenyatta was assuming the 

role of a "black saviour.")

Even as late as i960 high Government officials were still 

reaffirming Kenyatta’s guilt (Governor Renison’s description of him 

as the leader to "darkness and death"). The fear brou^t about by 

Kenyatta’s release is partially reflected in immigration figures,33 

The number of European emigration jumped from 3*813 in I960 to 6,052, 

87379 07 in 1961, 1962 and I963 respectively. Permanent

Immigration for those years was much lower than that for the period

1957-1959.
Whereas many Europeans and Asians may have accepted the 

inevitability of the "winds of change" for the sixties, they did 

not think it would bring, in its wake, all those detained or in^jri-

soned in connection with Mau Mau activities. However, the Kenyatta 

who returned to normal life in I96I did not fit the caricatures of

32(j~ McLeod Bryan, "Kenya and Kenyatta," Christian Century, 
August 9. 1961, 950.

33infra,, pp. 209-210, tables 5 and 6,
i
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him in woid^ .or deeds. His stated goal was the creation of a nation 

in which everybody wonM enjoy equally the "fruits of life." It is^ 

these unprepared groiqis that needed assurances from Kenyatta himself 

that he would not avenge or revenge for past injustices.

Those leaders who visited Kenyatta in detention had found 

that he harboured no bitterness. Six African church leaders visited 

him in May, I96I, A groiqi!^ of Quakers spent six hours with him on 

another occasion ajod concluded that Kenyatta was "widely read in the 

literature of the great religions of the world and has a deep 

respect for all of them , , . , He declared that he had no bitter

ness in his heart towamis anyone,"
• -- ^

After six hours with Kenyatta, Bryan — accompanied by Rev,

James Robinson, Director of Crossroads Africa and Kariuki Njiiri,

Legislative Council member — found him at "71" to be

, with the humour, the wisdom and the looks of a 
Lincoln ; , , . Kenyatta gave the impression of a man 
mellowed by a growing spiritual interpretation of his 
part in histo^y,3f^

Others who made the pilgrimage represented a variety of
i , _ _ _ _ ■ ■

audiences: political leaders of various factions and parties, 

professorsi Civil searvants. They returned completely satisfied that 

Kenyatta hsoboured ho ill-feelings, A British journalist remarked 

that Kenyatta "enjoyed the constant stream of pilgrims who came to 

his last place of like mortals to the oracle,"35

0 :,r

i
i

^ryan, Christian Century, 951

Cox, "Kenyatta; A Legend Returns," New Ibrk Times
Magazine, September lO, 1961 i p, 31
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At the first news confereiaee (April 11, 1961) since 1953, the oracle 

dropped its first hint at racial harmony — a theme that runs through 

most of his major speeches of the following four years — by saying 

that white farmers -rfio'remained Kenya citizens after independence

had nothing to fear.

Since we have not conducted a survey to determine how much

confidence various communities had in a Kenya run by Kenyatta, we

have confined this section to an examination of KeiQratta«s speeches,

the broad policies his Government formulated and evidence from external

sources rfiich all point to the degree of coiifidence,

Kenyatta’s immediate concern in 1961 and 1962 had been unity

among African leaders themselvbs. He knew that wilhout it independence

would be delayed. In the meantime Kenya was experiencing economic

difficulties which continued throu^ the first year of independence,

a^*^^iggravated by the large flow of money from the country, 36

As Minister in charge of Economic Planning in the (1962-1963)

Coalition Government, Kenyatta was fully aware of the seriousness

of the problem; But, he said, the situation was not hopeless;

Being re^onsible for planning to effect rapid economic recovery, 
we are determined to make sure that these difficulties are 
overcome ih the very near future , , , , To do this o\ir atten
tion is directed both to appropriate investment from abroad, 
and to widespread e:q)ansion of local industries.37

■\

This w

36The World Bank mission reached this grim conclusion after an 
intensive survey of all aspects of the economy,

37suffering Without Bitterness, p, 176,

;
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Accent was on foreign investment. International bankers 

and businessmen always have long range calculations and know where

it is safe to invest. The fact that they expanded or started their

operations in'Kenya can be cited as evidence that Kenyatta had

established an atmosphere conducive to their investment. One

United States Government publication*^eported that "Kenya's politi

cal stability and expanding economy are attracting the growing

interest of U.S, exporters and.investors. . . . The climate for

foreign investment Is favorable and should remain so." The same

journal pointed out that United States exports to Kenya had risen 

from $13.5 million at Independence in 1963 to $31.6 million in 1966.

"During 1966 alone, U.S, sales rose by almost 32% above previous
„38levels.

In 1968 for example, Kenyatta's Government had established 

its i^e^tetion abro^'7. It was remarkhd that the country had an 

_ _  "enviable record of attracting foreign private investment and govern-

N

mental aid, particularly from the United'Kingdom, World Bank, North 

America and Western Europe."^® Kenya's "enlightened leadership.

political stability and economic progress" continued to attract 
Am^i

can businessmen. U.S. firms in Kenya increased in number from 

a low 22 in 1962 to 50 in 1966 and 71 in 1967, Private investment 

had jumped the $100 mitlion mark in the same period.^^

38U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of International Coimnerce, 
International Commence. fOctober 2, 1967), 20, 21,

39ibid.. (April 22, 1968), 27. 

^°Ibid.. 2»• '
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Kenyatta’s Govenuaent initiated certain policies that

created this confidence in him among fdreign governments and

investors. The Government had enacted legislation affording the

Investors the rights of accelerated depreciation and full repattf-

ation of profit and, capital. This law existed before Independence

a#*the East African Income T« Act of 1958. Under the Foreign

Investments Protection Act of 1964, investors can transfer out-of

^ Kenya in the approved foreign currency:

(a) the profits, after taxation, on the investment of foreign 
assets; (b) the approved portion of the net proceeds of sale 
of all or any part of the approved enterprise, either in 

- liquidation or as a gding concern; (c) princl^l and inter
est of any loan specified in the certificate.^!

Kenya's course in economic development lay heavy emphasis 

on the private sector thereby encouraging private investors. In 

its Sessional Paper, African Socialism and Its Application to Planning

le development plan clearly rejected nationalization as ain Ken^

It affirmed a commitment to the concepttool of economic policy.

Finally, Kenya signed, with the UnltedSStates,of a mixed economy.

the Investment Guarantee Agreement. This is the U.S. programme whereby 

the Agency for International Development (AID) guarantees U.S. private
■y

invesbnents against losses from a number of factors: inconvertibility 

of currency, expropriation; war, revolution, or insurrection. 42 AID

^^Morgan Guaranty Trust Co 
l?66).

^^Dnited States Code. 1964.ed 
Particularly pp. 4656-^57,

Doing Business Abroad (New York:•»
Morgan Trust Co,, }

Title 22, secs. 2181 - 2184
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guarantees for Kenya amount to $24 million. Obviously AID would 

not guarantee OToh Investments unless they were in a country whose 

regime was stable, durable and showed signs of continued stability.

Kenyatta had also to appeal to the pillars of Kenya’s agricul

tural economy, the European farmers. They needed assurances that there

wouM not be wholesale expropriation of their lands. Kenyatta
\

promised fair compensation for those whose lands may be needed for 

resettlement (of African farmers) schemes. Before the transfer of 

power, Britain provided funds from which such farmers as wished to leave 

Kenya could be paid. Kenyatta’s problem was to iuduce as mapy as pos- 

sible to stay and continue farming for Kenya’s economy largely 

depends upon agricultural production.. The products yielding the 

hipest foreign exchange — coffee, tea and pyrethrum — were raised 

(and would continue to be raised) on large-scale farms.

'Ke^^ta’s Government in this instance wanted to retain 

the benefits 6f European know-how in the agricultural sector. On 

August 12, 1963, Kenyatta addressed one of the most important gather

ings, In Nakuru, the centre of the Highlands, he told hundreds of 

European farmers to forgive and forget the past; "If I have made 

a mistake, I ask you to forgive me and vice versa." Kenya needed 

white, black, yellow ^ brown people who would work together for 

the prosperity of its people, ■

He told his searching audience;

We want you to stay and farm well in this country; that is the 
policy of this Government ^hich needs/ experience, and I don’t 
rsift^ caM where it comes from , . . Continue to farm your land 
well, and you will get all the encouragement and protection of 
■Uie Government . . . . . Kenya is large enou^, and its poten
tial is great, We can all work together harmoniously to
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make this country greats and to show other countries in the 
'Borld that different racial groups can live and work together.

The editor of Kenyatta»s speeches tells us that after this "European 

concourse all rose up'to their feet, joining him in cries of HARAMBEE!

Lord Delamare descendant of the pioneer_ called this a unique and 

historic occasion."^ -

As evidence that Kenyatta meant •(rtiat he preached, he had 

' included Bruce McKenzie, a European,.in his cabinet. McKenzie, 

as Mii^ister for Agriculture since June, 1963, is in charge of problems 

of"European'farmers and also in charge of dividingllands formerly 

held by Europeans, for African farmers, McKenzie, Gichuru (Finance) 
and MBoya (Economic Planning and Development) form the "inner cabine^.V'"^ 

They have been responsible for negotiating loans and investments from 

foreign investors and Government.

1. The theme of racial harmony was climaxed on independence 

day whenl^nyatta said:

■ We are all human beings. We all make mistakes. But we can 
all -forgive. That is lAat we need to learn in Kenya. Where 
I have harmed you, I ask for forgiveness. We must put the 
past behind us.

The New York Times correspondent reported from Nairobi that "it is
- - ■ csrf»

accepted here that Primp Minister Kenyatta is determined.

the past and to assure irfiites of

^^HArambeel Prime Minister's Speeches, pp. 108-109, EmphaSls
added:

p. 108,
#■ .
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a place in * nation-building, "'^5 He had extended the same assurance 

to Asians as well.

The United Kenya Club (formerly an exclusive all -rfiite club), 

honoured Kenyatta at a luncheon in November, I96I, He used the

occasion to give some blunt advice: ■'You Europeans and Asians must 

learn ani learn very quickly, how to respect Africans and how you 

can work with Africans on an equal basis. If you can do that, you

..46will have no difficulty with us.

On Kenyatta Day, 1964, Kenyatta asked all Kenyans again to 

erase from their minds all the hatreds and difficulties of those

years which had become history: "Let us agree that we shall never 

refer to the past. Let us unite, in all our utterances and activities, 

in concern for the reconstruction of our country and the vitality 

. of Kenya’s future,"4?

^ql^enting on the situation in Kenya, Stanley Meissler 

recently said that the "government of Kenya belongs to its 9,7 

million Africans, but the country’s shops, factories and banks, its 

wholesaling, distributing, and importing, its whole private economy, 

belong, in the main, to the 235»000 Asians and whites who live here^'^8

^^New York Times, December 12, 1963» pp. i. 18. y 

^ew York Times, November 23, I96I,
rP

p. 9.

^TSpeech on October 20, 1964. See Harambeet Prime Minister’s
Speeches, pS 2.

^*’%<os Angeles Times. Outlook Section, September 17» 1957.
pp. 1, 7.

-Ji.
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This observation reinforces our contention that economic growth

(large and stable foreign exchange) has outstripped that other

stated goal of the Kenyatta Government -r Africanization.

In this regard’ we need to point out that statistics may

not be a very good indicator of the degree of confidence in a man.

institution oir regime. Pacts about citizenship and immigration

become relevant in this situation. Every independent sate has

provisions regulating citizenship. Those for Kenya were a little

unique — as most things have been in the last seventy years of

her history. Theoretically, all residents of Kenya Colony and

Protectorate were British subjects and became bither Kenya citizens

or "resident aliens" on independence day.

The.Kenya Citizenship Bill was debated for two whole days 

(November 27. and 29, 1963).^^ It was a simple straight forward 
bill b^tK^^ implications would be far-reaching.

Home Affairs, Oginga Odinga, introduced it in the House of Representatives

The Minister for

by pointing out that Kenya would not accept dual citizenship. Any

residents had the option to register as Kenya citizens or as aliens. 

Howe'v^r, the Kenya Government allowed a gr^e period for those who did
y '

not become Kenya citizens on December 12, 1963.

This Bill gave residents of Kenya who Intended to take out

Kenya citizenship two years "within which to make their minds with

f-
^%enya. House of Represantatlves, Official Report, vol. 1, 

November 27, 1963, cols. 2357-2369; November 29, 1963, cols. 2453-
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regard to Aether they are going to renounce their former citizenship 

and take out Kenya citizenship."^® The Minister assured these

residents that they muld be accorded all citizen rights and
<*•

privileges during those two years. Thereafter, they would be regard^

The Bill was approved and became partas aliens and treated as such.
■ :i

of the Kenya Constitution as Kenya Subsidiary Legislation 1963. chap. 

I, sec. 2 (1).51
i
!
■i

iIf Kenyatta's success as an integrative leader was to be '?

judged by immigration figures, one would conclude that at the close

of the period under analysis Europeans had regained confidence in

In 1965 more of them came into Kenya than left — reversingKenya.

a trend that had continued since Kenyatta's release from restriction.

In 1964 and 1965T^e reverse was the case for Asians and Arabs, 

more Aslans left Kenya than entered. 

conti)i»i^^fter 1965, 

of the British staff \diich had to leave Kmya after independence.

We can presume that this trend

The European category is unusually high because

The corresponding jSiguces appear in tables 5, 6, and°7 below.

.•>

SOCol, 2358.

^^Pp. 25-26, The law provided that any person desiring to 
become a Kenya citizen had to apply before December 12, 1965, The 
consequences of this law were really felt after 1966 when Kenya 
enacted other legislation ApScifically to protect citizens.
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TABLE 5

HEPORTH) NEW PERMANENT IMMIGE(ATIONa 

1957-1966
I,

f
(incliiding Visitors becoming Permanent Immigrants)

1961 1962 .1963 1964- I965 19661957 , 1958 1959 i960Race and; Sax

European
Male. . . .
Female. . . .

Tbtal......

2,001 1,862 2,804 1,497
1.788 1,638 2,281 1,231
3.789 3,500 5,085 2,728

1,895 1,699 
1,733 1,505 
3,628 3,204

2,104
1,852
3,956

2,552 2,384
2,550 2,297

5,541 5,10'2 4,681^
m

s .Asian and Arab 
Male 
Fem^e 

Total

1,278 822 689 ' 369
1,070 8il4 783 251
2,348 1,666 1,472 620

1.147
1,030
2,177

1,541
1,260
2,801

1,189
1,093
2,282

vO2,600 2,036 2,153 
2,458 2,030 1,901 
5,058 4,066 4,054

African and Other, 
Male,..
Fbmale................ .

Total..,'.,..,

127 147 176 79
76 93 85

203 240 261 119

10863 7270 ■ 7393
4061 5246 61 7779

185124 124172 116 134

Total
Male..
Female

3.406 2.831 3.669 1.945 
2,934 2,575 3,149 1,522

3.499 2,960 
2,650

3,359
2,959

:5,580 4,658 4,610
5,191 4,626 4,259 3*054'

10,771 9.284 8,869 6,553 5,610 6.318 6,340 5,406 6,818 3,467

®Kenya, Statistical Abstract I967, p. 24,

Total,
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TABLE 6

REPORTED PERMANENT EMIGRATION^

1957-1966,
V

1957 1958 ^1959 i960 1961 .1962 1963 1964 1965 1966Race and Sex *

European 
> Male .... 
Female.... 

Total,

4,165 3t464 2,668 2,428 
3,942 3,213 ; 2,501 2,143 
8,107 6,677 5,169 4,571

1,976
1.837
3,813

3,144
2.908
6,052

4,437
3.942
8,379

1,694 1,853 1,821
1,114 1,401 1,573
2,808 3,254 ^ 3,394

Asian and Arab
Male. . . . .
Female.......

Total....,

1.035 1.605 1,018
640 1,339

1,675 2,944 1,769

835 1,262 1,378
412 650 818

1,247 1,912 2,196

1,338 1,183 5571.595
934 751 359739792

9162,529 1,9222,130.; ro
oAfrican and Other

Male. . . . . . .
Female..........

Total. . . .

136 90 141 12560 9113334 7372
60 8465 98 385418 32 30 29

129198 150 239 20989 19052 104 103

Total
Male..,
Female,

5,290 5,210 3,811 3,076 
4,642 4,650 3,336 2,540

3,374
2,658

4,875
3,896

5,753
4,746

2.563 3,187 3,272 
1,544 2,083 2,421
4,107 5,270 5,693 6,032 8,771 10,499 9,932 9,860 7,147 5,616Total,

®Kei^a, Statistical Abstract I967, p. 24,
e
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. . TABLE 7

REPORTED NEW PERMAN]^ IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION^ 

By NaWonallty, 1964-1966

New Permanent Immigration Permanent Einlgratlon
Nationality'

1964 1965 1966 1964 1965 1966

American
Australian and New Zealander 
Belgian 
British 
Canadian 
Danish 
Dutch 
French 
German 
Greek 
Indian 
Israeli 
Italian 
Kenyan 
Malawian 
Norwegian 
Pakistani 
South African 
Swedish 
Swiss 
Tanzanian
All Other African Nationall,
All Other Aslan Natlonallti__
All Other European Nationalities 
Any Other

525 818 454 • 420•310 362
24 74 38 6619 39%4 14 1410 17 11

3.287 1.7761.977 5.802 4,827 4,206
82 132 85 51 38 52
58 67 41 40 36 56

154 69% 94■ 105 118 79
36 43 24 43 ^3 45

176102 98 85 9653
11 25 1611 19 14

1,186 800 375 2,258 
23

148

713 225
43, 48 21 49 22

143 201 77 46112
15 13i 312 432 63 6

14 6972 7 17 9
86 72 18 104 18 2563 34 8 47112 19
59 58 4l 4412 24
45 ^633 52- 2830

152 131 283 27 1
I89 192 14552 124s 50

186211 68 297 207 101
' 180 

38
86191 4693 . 51

39 8313 58 51• • • •
Total 5.406 6,818 9.860 I3.467 7.147 . 5.616• * 9 • 9

®Kenya, Statistical Abstract 1Q67. p. 25.
i3 •
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There may be a discrepancy in Asian figures. It is the 

Asihns vho vere or. would be affected by sny legislation dealing with 

non-eitizens already in Kenya, In I963 there were approximately 

185,000 Asians in Kenya, Of these, 40,000 automatically became 

citizens on December 12, 1963. As of December 12, 1965, only 8,126 

had become citizens as stipulated in the Kenya Citizenship Bill,

Thus, by the deadline date there were 135,000 Asian non-citizens,52 

If these figures mean anything, it is this. For all h£s 

preaching about racial harmony, Kenya,tta does not seem to have create 

enou^ confidence in the Asian community ~ at least the average man — 

to sever its legal ties with Britain, We contend, as one Asian

-i — -

scholar put it, that the place of the Asians in Kenya still constituted 

the dominant problem in the field of race relations. The crux of ,

•the issue is economic.

it'ta may have succeeded in rallying, at -the political 

leadership level, Asians -fco his "national uni'ty" call. But benea-th 

it -the problem still remained. One elderly Indian said in July, 1962, 

on ■fche desolution of "the Kenya Indian Congress "that "The time is %

. 52^1330 figopgs clo jjQt include 10,000 Asians whose appli-^ 
ca'bions for citizenship had not been processed by Oc’tpber 19^, 
ae Kenya Government must be criticised in this matter. For ^o 
years’ these applicants lived in limbo, having had no communication 
from -the Mijais-try for Home Affairs, . See Kenya, House of Represen'ta- 
tives, Official Report, •yol. X. October 6, 1966} Sep-tember 27, I966, 
6r^ ami writ-ten relies to questions regarding these applications,.

i’
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not far -Hhen we shall have to face discrimination from onr African 

brothers.*'53 The nature of this discrimination wotOd inevitably

from the economic sphere.come

53George Self, Asians in East Africa. (Nairobi; Oxford 
Universily Press , 1963), p. 41, See also a sjn^sium on Asians 
in East Africa, Dharam P, Ghai, (ed.). Portrait of a Minorily; 
Asians in East Africa (Nairobi: Oxford Universily Press, 1965).
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CONCLUSICM^

Essentially this Has been a study in colonial nationalSdm 

in Kenya which arose out of the unique relationships an»ng the three

major racial groupsi African, Asian and European. The social and

cultural pluralism of the colonial society found expression in the

-political Institutions of the country. Early protest movements 

aimed at obtaining equality before the law and their leaders often 

spoke the language of civil liberties in search of human dignity. 

In demanding these rights, African political associations paid . 

little attention to the problem of territorial political control.

We saw that their demands were directed at Britain's local, 

agentk,,^^>^t ^en these colonial civil servants closely allied 

themselves with the settler community, the politics of confronts-

. *

tlon began. At the same time the colonial system had induced cond

itions idiich could no.longer be controlled by the old order. Kenya

.. - - . haddto be brought to a level of administrative efficiency cbmpetent *»

to deal with the strains and stresses of the period after the Second

World War.

214
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Bie taming point came with the organization of the colony- 

wide nationalist movement, Kenya African Union and the return of 

Kenyatta to lead it, ¥e have, demonstrated that Kenyatta’s agitation 

had a cause which, as Brooks Adams once put it;- "is as deserving 

of study as is the path of a cyclone." Ihrou^ the Kenya African 

Union, Kenyatta became the embodiment of the nation-to-be. The shortage 

of highly educated Africans placed him in an especially advantageous 

position. The influence and reputation he thus built as an agita

tional leader was a contributing factor to the initial success of 

laying the foundations of the Kenya nation-state.

In the integrative period Kenyatta Was quick to recognize 

that the old order had passed away and thkt it was time to examine' 

how best the new socie-ly could be initiated. It is true, politically, 

■that a nation* s leaders are responsible for safeguarding -the unity 

^Uj^qn, the progress of its citizens towards a state of well-
■ * ■ t •

being and the ri^t of all people “to bread and liberty. New nations 

tend to relegate some of these duties to second place in preference 

for Jiipee-dpemed as threa-tening the unity of the nation,

Al-thpugh Somali secessionism was a challenge to the regime, 

Kenya'tta managed -to instill •the ordinary peasant and workingman 

with a sense of the "sacredness of the nation." We con-teni -Jhat 

Kenya has passed the "danger*' point m far as organizing a sovereignty 

s'trong eiwu^ to preserve order is concerned. The problem of economic 

growth -versus Afric«Ujiza.tion must now be -the preoccupation, of the 

lejKiei’s,; This dilemma springs fr^ the inco^atible goals of rapid

i

•i

of -the

i ■

■3
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economic growth and rapid Africanization of the economy.

The British Conservative Soecatator commented, on December

18, 1964, that "it is comforting that the two key economic Ministries 

are under the command of Mboya and Gichuru- . Much is going to depend 

on whether their moderate expansionist policies prevail,” Moderation

prevailed through 1966. But beneath all this success some groups 

may not have been provided for. The magnitude of their challenge 

to the regime is beyond analysis here. It may very well determine

Kenyatta’s real accomplishment. Africans have begun demanding a 

larger share in the scheme of things -- Civil Service jobs, businesses,

and preferential treatment in general.

If we consider the overall period covered, Kenyatta has

. been quite successful both as agitator and administrator. Administration

here is viewed broadly as the "capacity of coordinating many, and 

often conf^iqt^g, social energies in a single organism, so adroitly 

that they shall operate as a unity." This presupposes, on the part 

of the teader, "the power of recognizing a series of relations between 

ninnerous special interests, with all of which no single man can be 

intimately acquainted."^ '

Kenyatta stands unique among leaders of nationalist movements.

o.

We have shown that he was the moving force behind Kenya nationalism.

A significant fact- is that he never had to fight an election as

This may have been recognition of his abilities.mansr-leaders did.

^Brooks Adams, The Theory of Social Revolutions (New York: 
1913), pp. 207-208.The Macmillan Co • f
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I
But that fact also enhanced his stature. Consequently, Kehyatta 

has seemed always to stand aboae politics. Kenyatta's recent 

preoccupation with integrative politics has tended to push the 

game of normal politics, to second place. This has the potential 

of eradicating politics altogether. Therefore, besides carrying 

out the broad policies formulated by BCenyatta, his successor will

also be confronted with the problem of the revival of politics.

i

. .



APPENDIX I

LABOUR,CIRCULAR No. 1
0

Nairobi, 23rd October, 1919.

NATIVE LABOUR REQUIRED FOR NON-NATIVE FARMS 
AND OTHER PRIVATE UNDERTAKINGS

There appears to be still considerable shortage 6f labour 
in certain areas due to reluctance of the tribesmen to come out 
into th'e labour field; as it is the wish of Government that they s 
should do. soj. His Excellency desires once again to bring the matter 
to the notice of Provincial and District Commissioners, and at 
the same time to state that he sincerely hopes that by ah insistent 
advocacy of the Government's wishes in this connection an increasing 
supply; of labour will result.

2. His Excellency trusts that those Officers who are in 
charge of what is termed labour shpplylng districts are doing 
what they can to induce an augmentation of the supply of labour 
for the. variousfioms and plantations in the Protectorate, and he 
feels aSgu^d that all officers will agree with him that the larger 
and more COTttinuous the flow of labour is from the Reserves the 
more satisfactory will be the relations as between the native people 
arid the Settlers and between the latter and the Government.

3. The necessity for an increased supply of labour cannot 
be'brought too frequently before the various native authorities, 
rior can they be too often renrtnded that it is in their own interests 
to see that their youpg men become wage-earners and do riot remain 
idle for the greater part of the year. They should be informed 
that the Govememt is now taking steps to keep all hatiye labourers- 
while out of their Reserves under supervision, and the donditions
of camps, etc;, regularly Inspected.

In' continuation of previous coimunications on this 
very importarit subject, His Excellency desires to reiterate, certain

- - • •

1F'-.-
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of his wishes and to add further instructions as follows:
/-

(1) All Government officials in cha.rge of native areas 
must exercise every possible lawful influence to induce 
able-bodied male natives to go into the labouf field.
Where farms are situated in .the vicinity of a native area, 
women aind children should be encouraged to go out for 
such labour as they can perform,

(2) Native Chiefs and Elders must at all times render all possible 
lawful assistance on the foregoing lines. They shotild be 
repeatedly reminded that it is part of their duty to 
advise and encourage adl imemployed young men in the 
areas under their Jurisdiction to go out^ani^work on 
plantations where their people are eiqjloyed,

(3) District Commissioners will keep a record of the names 
of those Chiefs and Headmen who are helpful and of., those 
who are not helpful, and will make reports to me from 
time to time for the information of His Excellency, The 
nature of these reports will be communicated to the Chiefs,
In cfiase where there is evidence that any Government 
Headman is impervious to His Excellency*s wishes, the 
fact should be reported to me for His Excellency's 
information together with any recommendations you may 
desire to make,

(h). District Commissioners will, as often as occasion required, 
VhoM public meetings atoconvenient centers to be attended 
. ty^^e native authorities. At these meetings, labour 
requirements, places at which labour is offered, nature 
of work and rates of pay must be explained. District 
Commissioners will invite en5)loyers.or their agents' 
to attend such meetings,

(5) anplbyers or their agents requiring native labour will ’ 
be invited and encouraged to enter freely any Native 
Reserve and there get In tojcwh with the Chiefs, Headmen 
and Natives,

ve labour 'for Government Departments 
should be met as. far as possible from the more remote 
areas which do not at present'supply an appreciable 
number of men for labour on plantations,

5. His Excellency instructs me to state that cq^tant 
. erdeavors irtll be made by this Government to obta.ln labour from

order that the supply of native
labour in this country may be augmented. The Native Authorities 
M^t be in^ it be pointed out to toem that should

(6) Requirements~o^5Nxjat!i;
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any considerable number of natives be so introduced'into this 
country it will probably mean less money going into our native 
districts.

6.. It is hoped that the Resident Natives Ordinance, 1918, 
and the Native Registration Ordinance, 1915, will soon become 
operative. The provisions of these Ordinances should help to 
ameliorate the position. .. .

Should the labour difficulties cdntinue it may be 
necessary to bring in other and special measures to meet the case; 
it is hoped, however, that insistence on the foregoing lines will 
have appreciable effect.*

7.

^ ■

_ ^.

•i

*Reproduced from Ross. Kenya Froia Within (London: George 
All^ & lftiwlm Ltd. , 1927^;^^^ p^^^^

#, :■
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AEPilJDIX II
i

A Joint Memorandum by the Bishops of the- Church of England in East 
Africa and Uganda, and by the Senior Representative of the Church 
of Scotland in East Africa,

"We believe that ideally all labour should be voluntary. 
We recognize that, at present, this is impossible, and that some 
form of pressure must be exerted if an adequate supply of labour 
necessary for the development of the country is to be secured.

"We are"convinced that the present proposals for sectiring 
labour, irtiich stop short of definite enactment; but put large 
undefined powers in the hands of native chiefs, will lead to very 
unsatisfactory results, and that these powers will Inevitably 
be abused.

"We are strongly of opinion that-
h

1. Compulsory labour, so long as it is clearly necessary, 
should be definitely legalized. Such a legal obliga- 

\ tion would, from the native point of view, be more 
V::aatisfactory than indirect pressure brought to bear 

through native chiefs.

No Government2. It should be confined to able-bodied men, 
pressure should be brought to bear on women and children. 
When they work on plantations it should be of their 
own accord.

.

3, All compulsory work should be done under proper conditions, 
guaranteed by the Government, and secured by regular 
.inspection and visitation.

4, The labour obligation of each man- should he clearly 
defined, and the man be free on the completion of his 
time to follow his own business.

5. Such work should be exacted "^uniformly, from each tribe, 
and each individual man in the tribe.

221
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Each man should be free to choose his own employer, 
none being forced to any particular plantation against 
his will.

6..

Reasonable exemptions should be allowed; of all those 
in permanent employment.or engaged in work of national 
importance.

7.

8. The Compulsory labour should be directed primarily to 
State work, leaving the voluntary labour for work on 

s private estates;

"The Missions welcome His Excellency's-general-policy,- - -
as expressed in his recent memorandum, arid recognize, in his labour^ 
proposals., the earnest effort to meet by all possible constitutional 
means a great and pressing need. We believe, however, that it 
places far too great a power in the hands of native chiefs and 
headmen, and we^therefore desire to see it modified on-the lines 
above suggested."

i
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